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EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION

1995 was a great year for the CTAMJournal! Thei foremost accnmplisliTnent.
was the recent ofthe CSCA State Journal Award for Top State JoumaL Not
onty that, Donald Fishman's article from the 1994 issue "Copyright and the
First Amendment" received the CSCA Best Manuscript in a State Journal
Award. Such recognitions belong to the entire association and to all editors,
authors,and staff,past and present. I share thisjoy with allofyou.
Furthermore, submissions were up and several changes were made. The
Top Student Paper and Book Review features were continued and a new

Teacher's Workbook section called Spothght on Teaching Methods was
added. Additionally,I made the decision to accept and publish articles in both
APA andMLA format, depending on the subject mode ofthe paper. My hope
in doing this is that authors would view the CTAM Journal as accessible to

socialscientists andto those writing froma humanities-basedperspective.
Again, my thanks goes out to the following individuals: Sonia Bitz, my
superb editorial assistant; Donna Podratz, our department ofhce manager;
Judith Litterst,immediate past president and avid supporter ofthejournal; all
the Associate Editors and CTAM Officers acknowledged onthe title page;my
colleagues at Concordia; all those who supported the journal through
advertising;Dennis RingdahlofRichtman's Printing;and mostimportantly^ all
ofthe authors who submitted manuscr^tsto the JoumaL Again,manythanks
to aU!

CTAM JOURNAL MISSION STATEMENT

[The mission statement was written by Jerry Pepper and adopted by the
CTAMBoard ofGovemors.]

The Communication and Theater Association of Minnesota Journal
(CTAMJ) is the scholarh^ journal of the Communication and Theater
Association ofMinnesota. It is also an outletfor innovative teaching methods
as well as issues of di5cq)line-related importance. All theoretical and
methodological approaches are welcome. The CTAMJ encourages
contributions from scholars and practitioners who comprise all segments of
the journal's readerslup, including K-12 educators, graduate school,
community college, college and university groups. The journal welcomes
theoreticaland appHed articles and teaching suggestions from both the theater
and communication disc^lines. Allgeneralarticles willbe blindfyreviewedby
capable scholars in the appropriate field.
No work wiU be accepted or rejected purely on the basis of its

methodology and/or subject and/or the geographicallocation ofthe author(s)
and/or the work afSliation (secondary/college level, department, etc.)ofthe

author(s). Author sex,race, ethnic background, etc., are never considered in
making editorial judgments. The demands of the disc^lines of Speech
Communication and Theater are key factors in the editorialjudgments made.
But, when making editorial decisions, all atten^ts are made to balance these
demands with the needs and interests ofthejournal's readers.
Thejournalis guided bythree key princ^les:
* TO PROVTOE AN OUTLET FOR THE EXPRESSION OF DIVERSE
IDEAS.

* TO PUBLISH HIGH QUALITY SCHOLARSHIP IN THE DISCI
PLINES OF SPEECH COMMUNICATION AND THEATER

* TO MEET THE JOURNAL-RELATED NEEDS OF CTAM AND ITS
MEMBERS

EDITORIAL POLICY

The Call for Manuscr^ts goes out in the lall ofthe year and the deadline for
submissions is in February ofthe following year. Details ofhow to submit are

given inthe Call which is sent to all members, departments,and announced in
SPECTRA. Book review ideas should be queried with the editor in advance
ofthe submission date. All articles are read anonymously by two Associate
Editors. All author identification markings are removed fiom the articles and
no editor reads the work ofa colleague. Associate Editors may submit articles

to thejournal,buttheir work must go through the process ofblind review,just
as any other submitter. The Journal Editor facilitates the process and makes
final decisions based on the Associate Editors' recommendations and

comments. Ifthere are any questions aboutthe process,please direct them to
the JoumalEditor.
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APPLIED SCHOLARSHIP AND THE ROLE OF STATE

JOURNALS AND STATE ASSOCIATIONS IN ITS PROMOTION

Gerald L. Pepper, University of Minnesota, Duluth

Ido research, drink wine, andpontificate in an academic cloister, mostofthe

time happily bufferedfrom relevance.(March,1991,p. 21)
March's statement was made,ofcourse,with tongue firmfy in cheek. Still, as
jest or not, it is clearly a &ct of academic life that many of us are often
criticized by "outsiders" as elitists, engaged in non-meaningftil research that
does little to advance the human condition. Research for research's sake that

discoversthe obvious,the uninteresting,or the irrelevant.
On the other hand, those who practice what has come to be called
"applied" research often find themselves being criticized ftom the inside ofthe
profession. We're charged with all sorts of crimes against the academy,
ranging ftom being atheoretical,to being driven by consulting fees rather than
science, and for conducting unscientific (read outside of a laboratory, so
uncontrolled)inquiry.
Is either set ofcharges legitimate? That probably depends upon who you
ask, and how they define themselves and their research. From my point-ofview, and the position ofthis paper, both sets ofclaims are asking the wrong
questions. The distinction between "basic" and applied research is artificial,
more a problem ofsemantics than practice. Mthis paperI'm going to address a
variety ofissues that often get in the way ofour understanding and accqptance
ofscholarsh^, whether apphed or "basic." I'm going to focus on three areas:
(1)the nature and inq)ortance ofapphed research;(2)the role ofstatejournals
in promoting apphed research as weh as ah forms ofscholarship; and(3)the
role ofstate associations inficilitating scholarsh^. This paper wiUpresentthe
case that state journals and associations should play a prominent role in the
definition and promotion ofapphed scholarsh^. As we will see, despite the
unfiir perception that apphed researchers currently endure, it is precisely in
the area ofapphed research that some of our greatest potential hes, as both
researchers and practitioners.

The Nature andInq)ortance ofApphedResearch

Sinq)ly put, apphed research is research that "solves" real-world problems.
GeneraUy,though not always,the goalofapphed research has less to do with
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theory generation than with theory testing and application. In other words,
without applied research, we would have little understanding ofthe relevance
or real-world legitimacy ofour theories ofhumaninteraction.
For many of us, the goals of relevance and apphcation seem noble and
inq)ortant. For some reason,however,that is quite hard to understand, many
have dismissed the in^ortance offinding practicalvalue in academic research

(Kreps, Frey, Lawraice, & OHair, 1991). Instead, they accuse applied
research of lacking the scientific rigor that supposedly characterizes
laboratory-based, or basic research. The argument boils down to the claim
that because theory generation is not the goal ofthe research enterprise, the
enterprise is unscientific,unacademic,and worthy ofscorn.
What an unfortunate posture to take!
And clearly, what a
misinterpretation ofthe scholarly enterprise. One need only look at some of
the inqportant contributions that recent apphed research has made to our

understanding ofthe human condition: Clair(1993)used narrative theory to
fi:ame a new understanding of the power inherent in instances of sexual
harassment;Reeland Thonqpson(1994)looked at the effectiveness ofcertain
AIDS prevention strategies; Olson and Olson(1994)examined the influence
ofjudge's iostructions on predisposing jury outcomes; Bantz (1993) gave
instructions and insights into worldng as a member ofa cross-culturalresearch
team;Krizek,Hecht,and Miller(1993)offered brilliant insights into drug use
and prevention strategies for adolescents; Wood(1992)used the strategy of
letting victims ofsexualharassmenttelltheir own stories as a wayto fi-ame her
explanation ofsuch behavior;and,evenin our own CTAMJournal,Limbaugh
and Brown (1991) examined the inqpact of lectures on reducing
communication apprehension, and Pepper (1992) offered advice on
developing organization-based AIDS education programs.
The point ofthe above list is to remind us that applied research isn't about
scholars who callthemselves applied researchers. 1 have no idea how many of
the above authors define themselves as applied researchers. And,it doesn't
matter. What matters is that the result of their research had practical, realworld applications. It made a tangible difference inthe lives ofrealpeople.
Many people will want to continue to debate the inq)ortance ofthis goal,
arguing that the scholarly enterprise should be the generation ofknowledge.

>

But,for my money,knowledge without application,theory withoutrelevance,
is uninteresting, of limited value, and of questionable ethics. Its primary

!
I

piupose is to entertain those ofus in the academic community. Itjustifies our

!

reason for doing what we do. However, as Avery and Eadie(1993)noted,

j

analyses ofthe field have shown that we tend to talk to ourselves more than to

j

others outside the field. This limits our influence on other disc^hnes, and

;

results in a sort ofself- perpetuating system ofmutualadmiration,whereby we

I
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praise each other for doing good work, without feeling compelled to submit
that work to the critique of outsiders, or the even harsher critique of

apphcability. A different wayto putthis is thatthe less apphed we become,the
less accountable we will have to be. And,the less accountable we are, the

more likely we willbe to reflectthe attitude ofMarch's statement atthe head of
this paper.

Defining Scholarship

One ofthe biggest issues that traditional^ has stood in the way ofaccepting
apphed scholarship has beenthe waysthatthe academyhistorically has chosen
to define itself. Simply put, we have been inclined to make statements like: "I
am a teacher," or "I am a researcher," or "I work at a research university," or
other such claims that tend to put us into one box at the exclusion of other
boxes. Now assuming that we all grantteaching as one ofour primary reasons

for partic^ating inthe profession,it isthe research box that becomes the most
problematic interms ofassigning value to our work,and interms ofdescribing
and legitimizing what we do.

Unfortunately, the field and our journals have been too willing to
perpetuate the myths ofdifference,rather than move us toward understanding
and acceptance ofeach other. One ofthe biggest weights we force ourselves
to carry around is the assumption that we need to publish at all costs and that
publishing is synonymous with scholarshp,so to be able to wear the mantle of
scholar means that you are actively publishing. To reinforce this attitude,
we're continually printing articles in which we have counted the numbers of
pubhcations ofthe most prolific among our ranks,as though those individuals
should serve as some sort of benchmark by which we will gauge our own
progress as scholars.

This approach at defining scholarshp has some serious flaws. Erickson,
Fleuriet, and Hosman(1993) did a nice job of articulating many ofthe most
important concerns surrounding this publish or perish mentahty. They argued
that pubhcation counts do not provide a usefulyardstick for measuring quality
scholars. Sinpty put,the activity ofpublishing for the sake ofbeing published
is not commendable. And, by continuing to print these counts of prolific
publishers, we lay a mindset into graduate students and others that they need
to become like those most proficient;i.e.,they needto publish. What we really
should be telling these folks is why they should publish. And, that many
pubhcations do not equala good scholar.
Of course there is nothing inherently evil about encouraging research
activity. But,in departments where research assistants are limited, where the
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institution's primary mission is teaching or service, where release time to

conduct research is not granted or is insufficient (I know of one institution
where the research-based release means that the faculty person now "only"
teaches three classes for a semester), and where there exist insufficient
resources to back the research effort, the discussion ofscholarsh^ needs to
take ona decidedly differenttone.

The &ct is, the push to publish has resulted in both great and trivial
research. We must work to enlarge our understanding of scholarsh^ to
include and embrace teaching,service,and publication. And,since this article

is about researching and publislung primarily,it is to publishing,andthe role of
the statejoumalinthat process,that we now turn.

The Role ofthe State Journalinthe ResearchProcessl

Because ofthe ambiguity that seems to surround the question ofthe merit of
statejournals, and the questions that surround those who publish in them,we
need to come to a fuller understanding of the role and importance of state
journals in the scholarsh^ process. In this section,I willpresent six reasons in

support ofthe contention that statejournals be considered viable publication

|

outlets by researchers, teachers, and committees charged with evaluating
research efforts when making merit,tenure and promotion decisions.
However, before getting to those six reasons, we should examine two

critical definitions so that you know what I mean when I say "viable outlet"
and "statejournal." Viable outlet refers to an entity that is able to survive,to
live in a relative^independentfashion. Alljournals,ofcourse,are subsidized,
so financialindependence is not a criterion ofviability. As used here,viability

!

refers to ajournal's ability to existfree ofunfair and unfounded criticisms
based upon presumptions andspeculation.

I remember,for exarcple, the "old" Journal ofApplied Communication

\

Research. When the newly formed (and formatted) version sponsored by

j

SCA came out recently as a nationaljournal, many questioned its "viability"

|

based upon memories of the old version. Others questioned the journal's
Viability based upon research paradigm parochialism. Interesting]^, the
journal(to my knowledge) seldom receives criticism fi:om people who have
read the articles. In other words, the content ofthe journal, its reason for
existing, has made it a respectable, viable outlet for scholars. When I suggest
that state journals are viable, what I mean is that their content should be
judged before their circulation.
A statejournal,as used in this paper,refersto thejournal which is usua%
(though not exclusively)supported and promoted bythe state communication

i
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association. State association members' dues, association subsidies, and in a

few cases, advertising, support the state journal financially. The journal is
usually published once per year,though in certain cases somejournals come
out more firequently. Finally,for the purposes ofthispaper,a statejournalis
one which demands blind article reviewing.

Six ReasonsIn Support For The Argument

This section will present six reasons in support ofthe contention that state
journals should be considered viable pubhcation outlets by authors,
reviewers,and other commentators. The reasons are presented in no specific
order, so the reader should not assume that one reason is of greater
in^ortance than another.

Reason 1: Because ofthe number ofadvanced degrees granted in the
speech-communication discipline, there do not currently exist enough
publication outlets at the nationaland regional levels to absorb the research
activity of the field. According to The Chronicle of Higher Education
(1993a, p. 17), in 1990-91 the field of communication conferred 4123
Master's degrees, and 259 Doctoral degrees. Ifthat was a typical year,then
we can assume that over the last five years, approximatefy 20,000 M.A.s and
1300 Ph.D.s have been conferred. Ifwe assume that 75 percent ofthose with
Ph.D.s and 25 percent ofthose with M.A.S are trying to publish,thenjust the
last five year's worth of graduates has amounted to approximatety 6000
communication scholarstrying to find a pubhcation outletfor their work.
Obviousfy my estimates might be offa little, butI doubt thatthey're too fer
off. My point is that given such a large number ofpubhcation candidates vying
for such a smaU number of "officialfy sanctioned" (read, indexed in the
Matlon/Matlon/Ortiz indexes) outlets, we can reasonably ask "where wiU

these people publish?" and"how much wiUthey publish?" It is no wonder that,
according to Hickson,Stacks,and Amsbary(1989,1992),the vast majority of
communication scholars during the 1915-1985 period, who published,
published only one article. This includes the"most prolific women"as weU as
men. According to Hickson, Stacks, and Amsbary(1993), regarding active
scholars published between 1986-1990, 63 percent of the listings in the
Matlon and Ortiz index had onty one entry. And, given the volume of
submissions to such a limited number ofoutlets, it is also no wonder that most

ofthe journals in the indexes carry an 85-90 percent rejection rate. Indeed,
there currentfy exists so much con^etition to publish in so little "recognized"
space,that Hickson, Stacks, and Amsbary have concluded that asfew as six
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articles in the indexedjournals would place communication researchers in the
top 10percent ofalltime.

The most glaring flaw in all ofthis reasoning surrounding prolificacy is
that it overlooks the many interesting flaws in the determination of what
constitutes prolific, what constitutes "countable," and what constitutes

quality. Meyers, Brashers, Center, Beck, and Wert-Gray (1992) noted
exactly these points. They pointed out, for exanq)le, that the index used to
generate lists of prolific scholars excludes the Journal of Applied
Communication Research, Communication Reports, Communication
Research, and the Associationfor Communication Administration Bulletin.
It also excludes books,book chapters,and articles writtenforjournals outside
ofthe communication discipline. And,obviously,such indexes exclude state
journals. In other words, despite the many articles that count numbers of

pubhcations, we don't have any idea who is most prolific, because the only
counting that counts is that based onthejournals selected as countable.

It is unlikely that the number ofadvanced degrees conferred will decline

considerably in the future, or that the number ofnational or regionaljournals
will increase in any significant way, or that the pubhcation expectations of
college and university communication departments will be lowered. Ifwe are
going to have research expectations offaculty,then we must have a sufficient
number ofsanctioned outlets for those faculty to tap. The most natural and
available existing outlets are atthe state level

Reason 2: Because the generally acceptable outlets are dominated by
researchers in Ph.D. granting institutions. According to Hickson, Stacks,
and Amsbary(1989, 1992),the vast majority ofscholars published between
1915-1990,injournals indexed by Matlon/Matlon and Ortiz, taught or teach
in doctoral granting departments. However, most communication scholars
don't work in Ph.D. granting departments. Still, these scholars work in

departments that are housed in colleges that require some sort of research
pubhcation record for promotion and tenure. What, then, are the great
majority ofscholarsto do?

The answer is to redefine what is meant by "acceptable outlet." Those
scholars in Ph.D. granting departments have the advantage(often)ofsmaller
teaching loads than those in undergraduate departments, and graduate
students helping with research. It is not uncommon for faculty in such
departments to be attached in direct or indirect ways to numerous articles and
research projects simultaneously, simply because they are not saddled with
doing the bulk of the basic, time consunung data collecting and literature
searching themselves. The result is that these scholars can have two or three

orfour or five articles out being reviewed atthe same time. Thus,they stand a
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far better chance ofgetting into thejournals because they have more research
being considered.

ifwe redefine "acceptable"to include state leveljournals,then the number
of possible outlets will nearly double for all scholars. The availability of
outlets will mean a greater chance ofpubUcation success for those scholars
who don't work in departments that confer advanced degrees.
Reason 3: Because they give scholars an outletfor nontraditional types

ofarticles. One of the great joys of reading state journals is the variety of
articles that they offer. In my own experience with the CTAM Journal we
published (through a blind review process) articles as diverse as statewide
examinations of the basic course, motherhood as a rhetorical vision, the

evolution ofsitcom husbands, Minnesota's rhetorical vision on the quality of
life, audiences in 18th century European theatre, AIDS education efforts in

organizations,the rhetoric ofJim Jones,a Burkeian analysis ofJesse Jackson,
father-daughter relationshj^s, and technology transfers to China, amnng
others.

Additional, many statejournals provide sections on teaching strategies,
book reviews,and classroom exercises in many areas,but especialtyregarding
pubhc speaking,interpersonal communication, and theater classes. In short,
statejournals are less likeh^to be pigeon-holed as primarily quantitative(such
as HCR and increasingly CE), applied (such as JACK), rhetorical(such as
QJS), communication education (such as CE and C0, etc. The lively
debates, the application information, the scholarfy treatment of complicated
issues,the usefuland irrq)ortant discussion ofstate association issues, and the
diversity and flexibility of editorial philosophy all make the state journal an
interesting,useful,scholarly,andfun outlet.
Reason 4: Because they give scholars an outletfor work-in-progress.

This stands as one of the most important reasons for reconsidering our
attitudes about state journals. As scholars we are,for some reason, resistant
to unfinished work. We like to criticize,though too often we resent criticism

We hesitate to putourthoughts outfor public displayuntilwe believethatthey
are con^leted,and then,ifcriticized, we resent and reject the critique and the
critic.

Many feel that the most useftilfunction ofconvention papers is that they
allow for the expression of incomplete thoughts. In an analysis of the
"inqiortance" ofvarious outlets for the presentation ofideas, as they affected
tenure decisions, Rosenfeld, Stacks, and Hickson (1990) found that
convention papers were considered relatively less important in tenure
decisions. They carried aboutthesame weight as the least iniportantjournalin
the ranking. But,they are clearly not uniuoportant. They may be less clearly
inportant than journal articles, but the authors stressed that we should not

10
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oveilooktherole ofconventionpapers m&culty development.
The same should be said aboutjournalarticles,such as manythat appear in

state journals, that reflect thou^ts in progress. The value of an outlet that
accepts and encourages on-going thought cannot be over-stated. By
committing thoughts to paper,writers clarifytheirthinkingfor themselves and
their audiences. Writing ideas down aids in the development ofreasoning and
theory/modelbuilding. Committing to ideas that are reviewed gives the writer
valuable outside feedback. Finally,there is great heuristic value for students
as well as nonstudents in seeing the development ofideas,rather than sin^^
thefruition ofthe research process.

One additional point should be made here. I have argued that state
journals offer an outlet for work that is in progress, and this is obviously one
reason that state journals are ranked "lower" when scholars are asked to
evaluate their usefulness in promotion decisions. What we must remember,
though, is how flawed any sort of journal ranking procedure is. Few
conclusions can be drawn because of differences in frculty priorities when

making distinctions. The rankings may indicate lack of knowledge about a
joiunal as easily as different research interests ofvarious scholars as well as a
realhierarchy.

For example, relativety new journals, such as Communication Theory or
Text and Performance Quarterly stand less ofa chance ofbeing highly rated
because oflimited exposure to a large audience. Does this mean that these
journals are of less "value" than better known journals? Is the Journal of
Applied Communication Research less irq)ortant because its articles are
applied? Is Communication Studies less in^ortant because its production
schedule was interrupted?

When will we stop this foolishness ofranking and con^etition? One finds
exanq)les ofthe foolishness ofranking even to the level ofstatements about
national versus state communication associations. Is SCA less prestigious
than ICA because ICA holds conventions out of the country? Are state

associations less valued because they cater to K-12 as well as
college/university audiences? Are they less important because they recognize
the value of monitoring communication standards of the students that the
"prestigious" universities get later, or because they recognize the value of
debate,forensics,and theater?

Reason 5: Because they keep teachers researching, researchers
finishing, and offer reticent scholars a non-threatening outlet for their
research. The key word here is "scholars." According to The Chronicle of
Higher Education (1993b, p. 35), when asked about professional goals
considered essential or very important, the option of engaging in research
garnered 58.5 percent agreement. However, wh^ asked to indicate how

APPLIED SCHOLARSHIP
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much publishing activity that they engaged in over the last two years
(professional writings accepted for pubhcation or published in the last two
years), 45.3 percent said none, and 25.7 percent indicated onfy one or two.
This meansthat about 70 percent ofthe scholars who beheve that publishing is
in^ortant are being frustrated intheir efforts to follow throng on this behef.
If we assume that beUefs lead to action, and that these scholars were
attenq)ting to publish but finding it difhcult, then we can also easify assume
that the difhcuhies and fiiistrations are leading many to abandon the effort
altogether. This is unfortunate, because what it inches is that the publishing
process rather than the actual quality ofwork is stifling some or much ofthe
effort ofmany researchers.

In commenting onthis process,Friedrich(1987)wrote:
The Onlything wrong with this view is that it doomsthe majority of

fecuhyto feelings offrihire and inadequacy

However,they do

need to define scholarship broadly enou^ so that more than a
select few have the possibility of achieving success.
Administrators ought to encourage all contributions to
knowledge—including those that describe educational strategies
and techniques,(p.51)
The process of scholarship must be understood as including teaching,
research and service. And, with that understanding cornes efforts to share

teaching-related information and insights, a practice already fully in place in
most state journals. State journals often present both articles and special
sections devoted to teaching pedagogy, not just enpirical studies of
classroom and teaching mmipulations.
By openingip our interpretations of "scholar," we willalso be opening up

our accq)tance ofscholarship. This will mepitaking a longer look at the state
journals and recvaluating their contributions to the development ofscholars
and scholarship.
Reason 6: The journal speaks in a scholarly way to the association

membership. This is one pfthe most inportantfunctions for the statejoumaL
It serves as an infonnation source for the association's membership. As such,
it provides a forum for association leadershp to address the membershp
regarding scholarh' issues, for the membershp to keep current on general
research,and as a sourcefor innovative teaching methods and ideasEach of these functions is important when we view scholarshp as
including research,teaching,and knowledge ofone's discphne. I can think of
nojournal m pur field that offers as liberal and eclectic a selection ofreadings
as most ofthe state journals of which I am aware. The CTAM Journal, for
exanple,has published articles that are theoretical, apphed,theater-focused,
debate-focused, rhetorical criticisrns, organizationa%-focused, and about
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inteipersonal communication. It includes a teacher's workbook section that

encourages the sharing as well as the critique ofteaching pedagogy. And,it
encourages discussion ofissues pertinent to all ofthe K-university academic
community.

Ifthe above are good reasons in support ofthis paper's thesis, then why
would people not submit articles to statejournals,and why would tenure and
review committees continue to discount state journal pubUcations, and why
would new assistant professors be encouraged to submit their work to "real"
journals, avoiding the state level? There can onfy be two reasonable
explanations: Statejournals are genuinely bad and should be avoided,or state
journals arefine,but have a bad reputation.
Are statejournals weak in terms oftheir scholarsh^? Ajoumalis only as
strong as the material it publishes. I can say with confidence that the CTAM
Journal,for exanq)le,has a history ofpublishing fine scholarship The review
process used and that most state journals use is rigorous and thorough.
Instead of saying that most state journals have weak scholarship, it may be
more accurate to say that they have a different sort of scholarsh^ than is
usua%seen inthelarger regionalor nationaljournals. And this is onfythe case
because such material is not submitted to the state journal In other words,
state journals are often criticized for not containing material that they didn't
havethe chance to review. Certain]^,this is not a feir criticism.
Why,then, don't state journals receive the same sort of articles that the
"big" journals receive? The obvious answer is because of the common

perception that"good"research goes mtheregionals or nationals,andthe rest
goes to convention papers or state journals. This sort of elitism is real,
pervaswe, and tragic, iffor no other reason than, as stated above, it dooms
most scholars to endlessfiiistrationbecause most willnot be published.
Our attitudes about scholarshq) must change. Our attitudes about
publication outlet viability must change.

Our attitudes about tenure

requirements must change. And,with it all, our attitudes about statejournals
must change.

What Must State Journals Do To Meet Their End OfThe Deal?

It would be im&ir to say that all teachers are equally good,that all research is
equally important, or that alljournals are ofequal quality. To argue that state
journals should be more valued in promotion, tenure, merit, and research
decisions, is not the same thing as saying that all statejournals do an equally
good job of promoting quality scholarship. Clearly,if state jomnals want to
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gamer the respect and/or status ofregionals or nationals, then they must be
prepared to do certain things.

First, all articles must be blindly reviewed. This doesn't mean that special
exceptions cannot be madefor invited pieces, but it does mean that the nature
ofthejournal must be one that promotes the publishing ofthe best research of
that which is submitted for review. Second, the journals must have a more
comprehensive policy of critique that allows for work to be conditionally
accepted contingent upon rewriting; It is too commonfor statejournals to be
on production schedules that don't allow for sufficienttumaround time for the

rewriting process. And finally, authors submitting to state joumals must be
more willing to abide by the above two rules. They are suggested as quality
control, not as punishment. We can't claim to have qualityjoumals without
quality control

The Role ofthe State Association inPromoting Scholarsh^

The final issue to be discussed is the role ofstate associations in promoting
scholarsh^. You'll note here that I'm not talking about promoting research;
rather, I'm talking about scholarsh^. Historical^, this has been one ofthe
more overlooked responsibilities ofstate associations. Most see themselves

as responsible for overseeing licensme requirements, serving as a
clearing-house for information that pertains to theater, debate,forensics, and
communication concerns, and so forth, as though those issues were
independent of the scholarly process. And, it is even rarer for state
associations to assertively and proactively encourage research. I tbink that
such encouragement is an in^ortantjob for the association to take on. In this
section,I'll outline six ways thatthis can be done.

The first thing that state associations should do is encourage the
association members to stay active ia the association, and in their profession.
Such activity takes many forms, including staying current with their fields,
keeping informed on the key issues in related field[s, and partic^ating in the
state and/or regional and/or national associations. Does staying current and
active count as scholarslip? Of course. And such activity is clear^ a
necessary step for anyone who wantsto publish.
The second thing that state associations should do is back a substantial

journal both financial^ and philosophical^. This means they must have
accomplished editors that they let do thejob ofediting. In return,they must

ask for accountability fiom that journal The association leadershp should
play a role in articulating the mission of the journal and its editorial
philosophy. However,once these guiding premises have been developed,it is
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the job of the editor to create and maintain a jonmal of hi^-quality, that

|

represents the association and its members,and that fills a role inthe academic

i

community.

j

Accountabilitytakes a variety offorms. First,thejoumalis accountable in
mundane, but necessary ways, including financial responsibility, length,
appearance, number of articles fi:om Minnesota-based versus out-of-state
authors,number ofrefereed versus solicited articles, and so forth. I callthese
mundane issues because, though in^ortant, none of them rea% define the

j

journalinterms of its quality.

Quality accountability is the more severe and in^ortant measure by which
the journal must abide. Quality includes meeting the demands of the
association leadershq), as well as the association membershq)genera%. The
readers ofthe state journal include individuals with extremefy diverse needs
and interests. We are K-university teachers, interested in theater, debate,

forensics, history of rhetoric, interpersonal communication, organizations,
groups, etc., etc. In short, we're a tough audience to please. So tough, as a
matter offact,that pleasing us all can't realty be held up as the prime criterion
ofquality.

Rather, quality must be a question ofthe articles themselves. I may find
little to read in a given issue of the journal(at least, little that I find realty

fascinating), but ifthe articles that are there are written and edited well,show
mastery ofsubject and comprehensive research,and mastery ofmethods,then
the quality criterion has been met. We're fortunate in Minnesota to have one
ofthe best ofthe statejournals. And although not every article in every issue
intrigues every reader,on the whole,over the course oftime,I genuinely think
that most readers'interests are addressed,with the presentation ofhigh quality
research.

Third, state associations must define scholarshty to include all forms of
research,teaching, and even service. Such a realistic definition opens up the
publishing opportunity to many that may have been put off by overly
restrictive attitudes. A scholar is little more than an inquiring mind. I might
make my inquiries in the form ofhetying canqjus-wide committees run more
efficient meetings. Or, I might make inquiries in the form of ipdating my
lecture materials to include recent research on detecting deception in
interpersonalencounters.

The point here is that narrow definitions ofscholarshty serve tojustify the
narrow distribution of rewards, both real and perceived. After going

unrewarded for so long,it is not uncommonfor us to sin:q)ty ask,"Why should
I continue to work hard?" To put it more simpty, if you kick me mough,
eventually I'lljust get out ofthe way. But I'll always wonder what it was that I
did to merit your disdain. The exattples are too numerousto dwellupon. They
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include pay systems that offer more rewards for research than for teaching
excellence, and more for research and teaching than for service; reward

systems that advantage "scholarly" books over textbooks(some departments
don't even offer merit money to authors oftextbooks); and, obviously,those
programs that don't include statejournals as viable publication outlets.
Fourth, state associations must encourage college departments

(primarify) to reward their feculty who publish in the state JoumaL This
obviousfy is in line with the rest ofthis paper. When we enlarge our definition
ofscholarsh^,and when we promote quality work regardless ofwhere it finds
its outlet,the next logical step is to convince reward structures that those who
partic^ate in this newer vision deserve to be recognized.
Fifth, along with working to get departments to recognize the work of
their own, state associations must lobby the national associations to give
convention time and nationaljournal space for coverage ofstate issues, and
promotion of state journals. In other words, it is time for the national
associations to make greater efforts at recognizing the valuable work oftheir
own. Narrow, parochial, prolificacy-based definitions ofscholarsh^ can no
longer be tolerated or understood. The opportunities for enhancing the work
experiences ofassociation members are too exciting,the outlets for research
are continually narrowing, and the need for application is too in^ortant for
national associations to continue to look the other way,as ifstate associations
didn't exist.

Finalfy, state associations need to encourage applied research, and
promote such by using the journal as an available outlet for such research.
Such a vision is certainly consistent with a more realistic definition of
scholarsh^, advocated throughout this paper. And, such a view is certainly
not out of touch with the opinions of some of the most prolific, and weUrespected scholars in this field and others. Consider what Redding(1992)had
to say aboutthe importance ofapplied research:
First, let it be understood that, in my view, skills-oriented
instruction, whether in college classrooms or'adult' workshops,is
a perfectly honorable and defensible enterprise. Indeed, if we
acknowledge the validity ofthe notion of'empowerment'(pardon
the current buzz-word!),can we derogatethe socialutility ofwork
designed to help citizens to articulate their thoughts—cogently,
responsibly,and persuasively? (p.88)
Redding was echoing March(1991), who argued that consulting simply
refers to the giving ofadvice to he^ the receivers improve their effectiveness
at something- This includes people who consult for fees, those who write
textbooks, and those who teach. Research sinq)ly refers to systematic data
collecting,analysis,and reporting.
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communication. Morita(1986)wrote,"Irushed home with the &st Walkman
and was trying it out with different music when I noticed that my e}q)eriment
was annoying my wife,whofeh shut out. AUright,I decided,we needto make
provision for two sets ofheadphones"(p. 80). This was done, but when &st
using the Walkman with two sets ofheadphones, Morita(1986) discovered
that his ffiend,with whomhe was listening,"smiledbroadly and wanted to say
something,but he couldn't because we were both hooked up to headsets
I
recognized this as a potential problem. My solution was [adding] a
button-activated microphone so the two people could talk to each other,over
the music,onthe"hotline'"(p.81).
Ultimately, however, Morita (1986) seemed to acknowledge that
Walkman users didn't mind the relative isolation. "Although I original^
thou^t it would be considered rudefor one person to be listening to his music
in isolation, buyers began to see their little portable stereo sets as very
personal And while I expected people to share their Walkmans, we found
that everybodyseemed to wanthis or her own,so wetook out the'hot line'and
later did away with one of the two headphone jacks on most models" (p.
81-82).

Purpose and Significance

The personal stereo deserves inore attention ffom researchers than it has

received. The device differs in at least three inq)ortant ways ffom related
media. First,its size and portability make it possible to be used in virtually any
circumstance. Second, the user listens in relatwe isolation. According to
Gunq)ert(1987), "While the speakers ofa portable radio or cassette player
create a wall ofan^lified sound, earphones and earplugs create a silent wall,
which separates the listener ffom those around him or her. The earphone
mentality is based on privatization and isolation—on withdrawal ffom pubhc
sound and interaction"(p. 89-90). Meyrowitz(1985)also referred in passing
to "personal mini-cassette players, which can create private spaces in the
midst ofcrowded streets"(p. 324). Thus, communication between personal
stereo users and others may be inhibited because perceptions are not easify
shared, and casual conversation may be inhibited because of the relative
amount ofeffort necessaryto interact.

A third unique aspect ofpersonalstereo use is the capabihty ofthe user to
retain ultimate control over what is heard;the device allows one to alter one's
acoustic surroundings. Gunq}ert (1987) called this "substituting a sound
environment"(p. 90). For example, a jogger annoyed by the sounds ofbusy
city streets may replace those sounds with, literally, any others. Workers in
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offices and in &ctories may create an alternate acoustical environment. Even
some dentists' offices come equ^ped with personal stereos as a means of
relieving tension and masking the sound ofthe driU.

Research Questions

The goal ofthis research is exploratory and descr^tive: to discover whether
personal stereo use affects college students' interpersonal conununication,
and to define college students' attitudes toward personal stereo use and
towardthose who are personalstereo users.

The first research question begins an inq)ortant discussion regarding the
potential impact of personal stereo use on interpersonal communication.
Clearty, a device having the attributes discussed above has the potential to
affect communication. Since the listening experience is so private, and

because an existing sound environment can be replaced, others who may be
physically close to the user do not experience the same environment. The
&ilure to share a common environment may in &ct separate personal stereo
users fiom others.

The first research question has been divided into conq)onent parts and
relates to reported perceptions of the relationsh^s between interpersonal
communication and personalstereo use;

(RQ1)How,ifat all, doespersonalstereo use affectinterpersonal
communication?

(RQ 1.1) Does the use of a personal stereo affect initiation of
conversation by college students?

(RQ 1.2) Is the likelihood of personal stereo use by college
students affected bythe presence ofan acquaintance?
A second research question represents an attempt to discover attitudes
toward personal stereos and their users. In some ways,this research question
is relatedto the first, since some ofthose commonfy-held attitudes or opinions
might influence whether or not an attenq)t is made to initiate interaction.
However, this question is sufficiently distinct to merit consideration on its
own:

(RQ 2) What, if any, commonly-held beheff, opinions, or
attitudes do college students haveregarding personalstereo use?
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Variables and Definitions

The variables are defined as follows; Personal stereo use, is defined as the
wearing ofa small,portable device requiring headphones to allow the user to

listen to prerecorded or broadcast material This definition does not require
the wearer to be listening to anything;the device is considered to be "in use"as
long as the headphones are worn. That is, one cannot tell whether or not

others are actually listening to anything while wearing headphones, but
merely whether or not others are using a personal stereo. This acknowledges
the urq)ortance ofperception—that is, merely having the headphones on sends
a message, which may be variably interpreted.
Interpersonal
communication is based on Rich's(1974) definition: "A process whereby a
source elicits a response in a receiver through the transmission ofa message,
be it sign or symbol,verbalor nonverbal"(p.4). Initiation ofconversation is
defined as the act of commencing verbal exchange with others. College
students is defined as the people enrolled at the main campus ofthe large
Midwestern university where the study was conducted. Further, the
population is restricted to students who themselves reported using personal
stereos.

Methodology

The Sanq)le

The study utilized a telephone survey of 127 random^ selected college
students who use personal stereos, and was pre-tested with the target
population eight months beforethe present survey was conducted.
Phone Interviews. The survey was conducted from January 7-22,1989
by trained interviewers. Calls began with an introduction to the study, two
screening questions (to determine if the person was a college student and a
personal stereo user), assurance of confidentiality, and a request for
participation. Interviews lasted approximately 12 minutes. "Call-backs" of
five percent ofthe conpleted surveys revealed no problems.
Response rate. 127 surveys were completed, with 14 refusals, for a
response rate ofapproximately 90% of all contacted persons. To determine
how well the sample represented the population, demographic information
given by respondents was compared to the demographics of the university
student population. Gender distributions are identical Age and class
distributions, while categorized differently,are extremely close. For instance.
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15.7 percent ofthe san^le was aged over 31 years, while 16.6 percent ofthe
University population was aged over 30 years.
The Instrument

The survey utilized a mixture of open- and closed-ended questions. The
forced-choice questions utilized four-point Likert-type scales having values
ofstrongfy agree, disagree, and strongly disagree. These items can be seen in
the tables. The valence ofeach item was varied to inhibit patterned response

bias. In addition, two open-ended questions were included: "If you have
sometimes felt reluctant to strike up a conversation with someone who was

nsing a personalstereo, why was that?" and"What specific difficulties, ifany,
have you noticed as a result of your own,or other people's, use of personal
stereos?". Finally, demographic information was requested.
Data Analysis Procedures

Simple con^arison of frequencies and rank-ordering of means of
closed-ended responses con:q)rised much of the data analysis.

The

open-ended responses were content-analyzed, using the typology described
below.

Results

RQ 1.1 Does the use ofa personal stereo affect initiation ofconversation by
college students?: Analysis ofclosed items.
Tables 1 and 2 show the results ofthe questions pertinent to RQ 1.1. In

tbis instance,comparing thefindings in Tables 1 and2seemsto point out some

interesting contradictions. For exan^le, respondents leaned toward
disagreement with the statement that "I don't want people to talk to me while
I'm using a personal stereo" (meaning it is somewhat acceptable to talk with
the user)but at the same time they tended to agree with the statement that "I
generally dont initiate conversation with someone who's using a personal
stereo." Additionalty, they tended also to disagree that "It is acceptable to

begin casualconversation with someone who is using a personalstereo." This
contradiction might be explained in anyofthree ways:(1)the respondentsfeel
social desirability pressures and state they do not mind being spoken to while
using a personal stereo when actually they do;(2)the statements mentioned
are not related, and do not measure the same construct (which seems
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doubtfiil), or(3)tlic rsspondsnts sctufll^ do not mind boing spoken to wbile
using a personalstereo,butthey assume other people do mmH

TABLE 1: Means of responses to the statements regarding
initiation of conversation with personal stereo users*
It is acceptable to begin casual conversation with

Mean

SD

2.41

.76

2.26

.76

someone who is using a personal stereo.

1 don't want people to talk to me while I'm using
a personal stereo.

(* Scaleusedforthisandallsubsequenttables: 4=Strongly Agree;3=Agree;
2=Disagree; 1 = StrongfyDisagree)

TABLE 2: Means of responses to the statements regarding
initiation of converstation with personal stereo users
The use ofpersonal stereos has cut back on the
amount oftime people spend talking and being

Mean

SD

2.55

.70

2.83

.66

with each other.

I generally don't initiate conversation with someone
who's using a personal stereo

RQ 1.1 Isthe likelihood ofpersonalstereo use by college students affected by
the presence ofthe use ofa personal stereo affect initiation ofconversation?!
Anafysis ofopen items.

One of the open-ended questions was designed to address the issue of
whether or not personal stereo use inhibits the initiation ofconversation: "If
you have sometimes felt reluctant to strike up a conversation with someone

who was using a personal stereo, why was that?"Ifreasons were not given,it
was assumed that the respondent had notfelt reluctant to initiate conversation

with others who were using personalstereos. Ifreasons were given,they have
been categorized according to a three-pronged typology that considers
problems relating to personal stereo use and interpersonal communication to

be ofthree basic types: Difficulty, Impoliteness, and Loudness. Figure 1
describes each ofthese and provides examples

The Difficulty category includes problems related to the difficulty of
commumcating with someone who is using a personal stereo. The listener
may not pay attention, may not be able to hear, or may "tune out." Further,
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since verbal communication is difficult, non-verbal signals must be used, and
this in itselfmay create problems. Also,listeners are expected to turn offtheir
personal stereos, or remove the headphones, before communication can
occur.

The Impoliteness category includes problems related to the arousal of
negative feelings in one person who desires to communicate with another but

cannot as long as the other is using a personal stereo. Feelings offrustration,
uncomfortableness, ofbeing insulted, etc., may be generated in the one who
desires communication. Also,it is perceived that the listener does not wish to

talk orto be disturbed,which mayfrirther anqilifythese negative feelings
The Loudness category includes problems related to the breaking of
certain socialnorms.Ifthe listener does respond to communication attempts^
she/he may talk overly loudty. In addition, listening to a personal stereo at
high volumes may disturb others.

A fourth category ofstatements is not related to communication^ but to
perceived harms of personal stereo use. These are both physical and
psychological in nature. Perceived physical harms include safety hazards
created by the use of the device while driving, cycling, or jogging^ and
potentialhearing damage. Perceivedpsychologicalharms includethe device's
reported tendency to remove the wearer from the realm ofthe real world and

the potential for users to be distracted from some other presumably more
constructive activity. Although not every aspect ofthe preceding discussion
is pertinent to RQ 1.1, the model has been discussed here because other

aspects willbecome pertinent inthe discussion ofRQ 1,2andRQ 2.

Figure 1: Categories of Reported Problems Relating to Personal
Stereo Use and Interpersonal Communication

Difficulty

Exanqiles

(A)The listener doesn't pay

"tendency for them not to pay

attention; can't hear;tunes out.

attention-to go offinto their
own world."

(B)Verbalcommunicationis
difficult;non-verbals must be

"youhaveto gettheir attention
by non-verbals~you have to

used.

distractthem"

(C)Listeners are expected to

"they are not giving full

turn offtheir stereos before

attention to the interaction

communicationoccurs.

unless theyremove the set;""I
ask them to take it off."
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RQ 2: What, if any, commonly-held belie&, opinions, or attitudes do

^Uege students have regarding personal stereo use? Analysis of closed
items.

As noted,this research question is related to the first because the desire to

initiate conversation with a personal stereo user is probably closely linked to
attitudes, opinions, and belie&. In this section, onfy those items not included
inthe preceding discussion willbe included.

Tables 5 and 6 show the results of questions regarding attitudes toward
personal stereo use and personal stereo users. The items relating to the
potential physicalharms ofpersonal stereo use received the strongest level of
agreement of any item on the questionnaire. Table 5 shows that personal
stereo users perceive personal stereo use to be potentially dangerous. This
danger comes in the form ofpotential ear or hearing damage as well as in the
possibility of users creating a safety hazard whenthey drive,cycle,or walk.
As seen in Table 6,the opinion that personal stereo users are considerate

of people around them is less overwhelming. Some disagreement occurs,
probably because ifa problem encountered with a personalstereo user is ofthe

Loudness variety, the user may be labeled inconsiderate, while ifthat type of
problem is not encountered,the user may more likely be deemed considerate.
TABLE 5: Means of responses to the following statements
regarding potential harms associated with personal stereo use.
Mean

SD

Using personal stereos can cause ear or
hearing damage.

3.06

.65

Personal stereo use is sometimes a sefety
hazard when users drive, ride bikes, or walk.

3.52

.58

TABLE 6: Means of responses to the following statement
regarding relative "considerate-ness" of personal stereo users.
People who use personal stereos are
considerate ofthe people around them.

Mean

SD

2.55

.59

RQ 2: What, if any, commonly-held behefs, opinions, or attitudes do
college students have regarding personalstereo use? Analysis ofopen items.
Additional factors relating to personal stereo use became clear when

analyzing the open-ended question, "What specific difficulties, if any, have
you noticed as a result of your own, or other people's, use of personal
stereos?" Again, the three-category typology (Difficulty, In:q)oliteness,
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Lbudness)was applied,andthe results maybe seenin Table 7.

When conq)armg Table 7 to Table 3, wbicb was concerned specifica%
with reasons relating to reluctance to initiate conversation with personal
stereo users, many differences may be seen. The most obvious is the

appearance ofthe "Other" category, described earber as relating to rq)orted
pbysicalandpsycbologicalbarms ofpersonalstereo use. Exan^les oftbetype
of response considered to be in the "Other" category with a physical
orientation include,"Bike riders don't bear pedestrians or cars around them,"
or, "bad a Walkman and was bit by a car while riding a bike." Exan^les of
"Other" types of problems having a psychological orientation include, "a
generation ofpeople plugged in, unable to stimulate themselves otherwise,"
"feel like you need to get a grip, it controls you," and "it sometimes distracts
meffomwbatlneedto do."

A closer look points outthe differing pattern ofresponses. Whereas Table
3 contained an overwhelming number of Inpoliteness responses, and onfy
four Loudness responses. Table 7shows that Inpoliteness responses now are
the least cited and that(ofthe three main categories)Loudness responses are
the second most often cited.

TABLE 7: Number of respondents reporting problems in
interpersonal communication relating to personal stereo use.
Problem Type:

Difficulty

Impoliteness

34

16

Loudness
24

Other
26

Discussion &Limitations

Though individual attitudes vary,this survey has discovered a powerfiilnorm
of not initiating conversation with a personal stereo user. A majority (73
percent) of respondents reported this attitude. However, there may be a
contradiction much like the one involving the creation ofprivate space and the
desire to discourage interaction discussed earber. Even though respondents
reported a tendency not to initiate conversation with personal stereo users,

they also said it was acceptable for others to initiate conversation while they
themselves listened to a personalstereo.
Just as it has been possible to discover the existence ofthe norm ofnot

initiating conversation with a personal stereo user, it has been possible to
discover some ofthe reasons for not initiating conversation. These attitudes,
especiallythose that consider it to be too hard to communicate with a personal
stereo user, or that consider users to be rude, provide powerful perceived
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reasons for not initiating conversation. Even ifrespondents do not consider a
hesitancy to initiate conversation a "problem," a pattern of reluctance to
initiate interaction has emerged,perhaps due at least in part to the uncertainty
ofthe availability ofthe potentialinteraction partner. This pattern may have a
powerfulimpactonthe population and should not beignored.
When communication involving a personal stereo user does occur,there
seem to be strong user norms.The device must be turned off(or better yet the
headphones removed) when interaction is about to begin. It also seems

relatively unacceptable to use a personal stereo when one is with Mends.
Apparently, an individual is expected to either use a personal stereo or
interact with others. Because ofthis prevailing attitude, the personal stereo
user who encounters an acquaintance must choose whether or notto continue
using the device. Since the likelihood of the acquaintance initiating
conversation is shm while use continues,the result ofthe user's choice seems

to havea direct iropact on whether interactionoccurs.
There are two mam limitations to this research. First, the weaknesses of

self-report data are often discussed and must be acknowledged. Even though
it is unlikely that the content of this survey was considered threatening or
controversial, it still is possible that responses were affected by social
desirability bias. Other methodologies may be useful in future research
efforts. Second,the surveyinstrument could be improved by adding questions
relating to other variables,such as communication apprehension or degree of
social integration. Perhaps individuals with high communication appre
hension are both more likely to use personal stereos to discourage interaction
and less likely to initiate interaction with someone who is using a personal
stereo. It is equally possible,however,that the personalstereo might provide
some beneficial reUef fiom those stress-inducing "too qmet" moments.

Another potential useful variable would be the degree of dependence upon
the personalstereo. Respondents could be asked how much they would miss a
personalstereo ifthey could no longer use one.
Future research could address both of those limitations, as well as the

interesting contradictions noted earlier. Also,further research efforts could
survey other populations, such as high school students. Studies could
investigate personality differences between people who will initiate
conversation with a personal stereo user and those who willhot. Further,this
study has investigated only the initiation of conversation when a personal
stereo is being used. Other related topics should be addressed, including
length ofconversation,topic ofconversation,commitmentto interaction, and
depth of conversation, FinallyT other variables of interest include
communication apprehension,sensatiosHseeking, desire for companionship,
etc.
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The personal stereo is firmly entrenched in our existence. After 15 years
of usage, the intact of this device on our society is noticeable, and merits
continued investigation by communicators, sociologists, and psychologists,
as wellas others interested in conten:q)orary society.
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CLARIFYING THE ROLE OF METAPHOR
BV RHETORICAL EPISTEMOLOGY
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Traditionally, rhetoric and science have occupied positions at opposite poles
ofthe discursive continuum between iostrumentalism and realism Aristotle

contends that rhetoric deals with probability, so it shares with dialectic the
territorial claim to the contingent (iV/c. Eth. 1140a.10-15;
1356b. 3240). Rhetoric is concerned with discovering means ofpersuasion and has no
subject matter of its own, since it serves to accomplish ends extrinsic to
rhetoric {Rhet. 1355b.8-9, 1355b. 26-35). Science, on the other hand, is
assigned the realm ofnecessity or contemplation ofwhat actually is or must be
the case {Nic. Eth. 1139b. 20-25). Scientists observe natural processes that
are universal and systematic. The Aristotelian dichotomy between rhetoric
and science becomes con:q)lete in the distinction between practical wisdom
(phronesis), which apprehends particular facts, and theoretical wisdom

(jop/i/a),which concerns abstract generalities(iWc.£'^/i. 1142a. 12-19).
Other Aristotelian comments on rhetoric and poetics provide further
insights which might allow for a rapprochement between the apparently
disparate scientific and rhetorical domains. Aristotle remarks cryptically:
"But the greatest thing by far is to be a master ofmetaphor. It is the one thing
that cannot be leamt fiom others; and it is also a sign ofgenius, since a good
metaphor urphes an intuitive perception ofthe similarity in dissimilars"{Poet.
1459a.5-8;cf.
1405a.8-9,1412a.10-11). The "genius" ofmetaphor,the
percq)tion ofsimilarity in difference,forms the foimdation ofthis essay. My
specific objective is to examine the role metaphor plays in scientific theorizing.
The role of metaphor in articulating scientific theories had been explored
elsewhere (cf. Cherwitz & Hikins, Communication 10), yet the relationship
between metaphor and the construction of scientific theories has received

little attention. There seems to remain an underlying assun^tion that rhetoric
"plays no part" in scientific investigation itself(Johnstone 63). I attempt to
counter this presumption by showing that the perception of metaphoric
relationsh^s among apparently dissimilar concepts or phenomena is a logical
foundation ofscientific understanding.
For the purposes ofthis discussion, metaphor is defined as the process of
establishing a conceptual fusion between distinct entities on the basis of

understanding the entities in terms of each other. Metaphor used in the
singular designates the general conceptual process, while the plural
metaphors indicates specific linguistic occurrences. This definition borrows
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the inteiactionist notion that metaphoric tenor and vehicle(focus and hame,
dieme andphoros),which are the object and subject ofthe conceptuallinkage,
can shape and alter our comprehension by virtue of their linguistic and
conceptualjuxtaposition. The preceding definition has the added strength of
allowing metaphoric transference to alter the ways we understand the tenor as
wellasthe vehicle as a result ofnovelconcatenation. The metaphoric process

I describe is a logical as well as linguistic operation. Such an understanding
accords with the treatment ofmetaphor as a "mentaltool"(Marias 44-45)or
"tendency of thought"(Sadock 49). I do not wish to address the issue of
whether logic and language are coextensive. My objective is simply to
elaborate on how metaphor infuses scientific activity in operations logically
andten^orally prior to the appearance ofmetaphors in scientific discourse.
The tendency to polarize science and rhetoric is misguided because it
often relies on a limited conception of rhetoric's applicability to scientific
endeavors. Attempts to bridge the gap between science and rhetoric have
focused on sociologicalaspects ofsci^ce. The argument usually proceeds by
describing how confirmation and reftitation in science rely on discussions
among scientists(Cherwitz&Hikins,Com/MM«/cflfto« 12-13). AcoroUaryof
this contention points out that scientific publications and convention
presentations are social enterprises in which findings are discussed,so science
is rhetorical insofar as it involves argumentation among proponents of
different or conq)eting theories (cf. Ziman). Even if the identification of
rhetorical elements in scientific discourse establishes rhetoric as essential in

knowledge diffusion, it does not explicitly connect rhetoric with the conduct
of science fiom a conceptual standpoint. The thrust of this paper is to
demonstrate how metaphor as a conceptual process is integral to certain
aspects of scientific inquiry. The epistemological role metaphor plays in
science will then be considered in the context ofthe rhetorical epistemology
offered by Cherwitz and Hikins.

Metaphor and Scientific Theorizing

One point of entry for metaphor in scientific activity is theory construction.
Scientists can "infer a resemblance" between concepts or phenomena and

connect them analogically in order to make the same investigative methods
applicable to variety of circumstances (Perelman 36). Scientists might be
conftonted with a variety ofphenom^a which seem inexplicable ifconsidered
individually. Researchers can begin to resolve this confusion by establishing
or recognizing shared characteristics explicable in terms of a theoretical
construct, perhaps as yet undiscovered,that systematizes the similarities. For
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exanq)le, Aristotle contended that objects fellto the earth because it was their
nature to do so. Ifwe wereto maintain Aristotle's notion that heaven^ bodies
have a nature qualitatively different from earthly matter, we would have no
reasonto searchfor universally applicable mechanicallaws.
The attempt to transcend previously accepted categories or hierarchies
can occur only when we become willing and able to "break through"
sedimented structures according to which we understand reality (cf. Pryor
32). Such a breakthrough would permit us to consider the possibility that
phenomena heretofore deemed unrelated could be linked by their kinship as
instances ofa single process. Newton's identification ofprinciples commonto
earthly and heaven^ motion would be unthinkable without departing fiom an
Aristotelian,hierarchical world view wherein every entity has its definite place
inthechainofbeing(Bronowski27,33). Newtonprobably was notthe first to
make such a breakthrough;Copernicus might deserve creditfor it. Mypoint is
that new discoveries can and often do result from attempts to depart fiom
established conceptual categories and to postulate similarities linking distinct
concepts or phenomena.
This postulation ofsimilarity in terms ofunifying principles is metaphoric

(Casenave 146). "Metaphor opens up a new way of organizing reality. It
disrupts the standard classification" both linguistically and conceptualfy
(Casenave 145). Metaphoric concatenationformsthe linchpin ofthe essential
scientific activity ofclassification according to likenesses(cf. Bronowski 5859). "The action ofputting things which are not identicalinto a group or class
. . . depends on recognizing a set of things to be alike when they are not
identical We order them by what it is that we think they have in common,

which means by something that we feel to be a likeness between them"
(Bronowski23). Metaphor not only expresses these likenesses,but it is also a
way of discovering or establishmg similarity (Gill 221). The capacity to
construct or recognize similarity in diverse phenomena might represent the
"law ofthe human mind" Ral^h Waldo Emerson sees operating in scientific

theorizing(Emerson 125). If"science is nothing but the finding ofanalogy,
identity, in the most remote parts"(Emerson 125), then metaphor would be
the mostlikely candidatefor the operation offinding suchrelationsh^s.
The preceding account ofscientific activity, with its oscillations between
observation and conceptualization ofresemblances, might seem too empirical
(cf. Bronowski 32-40). Toulmin, for example, would point out that the
natural sciences proceed by classifying particulars, but theoretical sciences
such as physics are fer less bound to enq)irical data(36-50). Even ifwe grant
Touhnin's de-emphasis on empirical data in theoretical sciences, the
prehensive apparatus of metaphoric linkage remains intact. Accepting
Touhnin's argument that theoretical science operates on an abstract level
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would mean only that the objects related metaphorically would not consist of
en^irical data. Metaphor could still serve intellectual functions, such as
classifying concepts as fitting or not fitting within the parameters ofa field or
disc^linary matrix (cf. Kuhn, Structure 182). This classification would
identify whether a problem bears sufficient relationsk^ to practitioners'
interests to constitute a prospective issue for that scientific community. The
question of how these new situations are classified and related to scientific

practice is the subject ofthe next section.

Exen^lars and Metaphors

The preceding section ended by posing the question of how scientists treat
new situations, be they heretofore unobserved phenomena or theoretical
conundrums, on the basis ofprevious scientific practice. Kuhn suggests that
scientists accomplish this task by using exenq)lars, which are "concrete
problem solutions" considered by a scientific community to be "archetypal

applications of symbolic generalizations or theories to phenomena"(Kuhn,
Second 463; Suppe 139). Exerr5)lars are the standard examples shared by a
scientific community, and new problems confironted by scientists can be
approached by identifying them as analogous to exemplar problems already
solved (Kuhn, "Second" 471). If a new situation bears resemblance to an
exen^lar,the scientist can(1)consider the problem as one falling within the
domain of her disc^linary matrix, and perhaps (2) consider the problem as

solvable given its similarity to solved exemplars (cf. Kuhn,"Second" 471).
The questionnow arises,how is similarityto exerr^lars determined?
Though Kuhn never mentions metaphor explicitly, metaphoric prehension
of similarity would he^ explain the nature of the "acquired ability to see
resemblances between apparently disparate problems" Kuhn envisions as
playing part ofthe role positivists had assigned to correspondence rules that
function as st^ulative guidelines for judging the 'fit' between language and
reality (Kuhn, "Second" 471). The purposive concatenation of exemplars
with new situations is the process ofusing the exenq)lars as what Max Black
would call the frame through which scientists confront and interpret novelty

"by creatively imitating examples"(Kuhn in Suppe 515; cf. Black 1-45). The
process ofdiscerning analogies between exenq)lars and actual situations(cf.
Kuhn,"Second" 471) is not entirely dependent on rule-govemed means for
ascertaining similarity. Kuhn admits that resemblance relationships are not
predetermined by criteria functioning as rules ("Second" 472, 477; Suppe
511). He balks,however when discussing the nature ofresemblance relations.
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describing such connections as the elusive yet "famous logic of discovery"

(Kuhn in Suppe 515).
Including metaphor in the discussion of exenq)lars takes some of the
mystery out ofapplying exemplars. Metaphors not only manifest or express
similarity, they can establish similarity where none was thought to exist

(Paivio 150). Stated more precise]^, metaphor establishes not only similarity
but identity(Yoos 84). The scientist sees specific problems as the exen:q)lars,
Le., as susceptible to the same processes ofproblem-solving. By seeing the
new problems as subject to resolution in the same way as the exen:q)lars,
scientists extend their range ofknowledge to new circumstances. Ifsuch an
extension is accomplished through apprehending resemblance
metaphorically,then metaphor plays a key epistemologicalrole.
The apphcation ofmetaphor to Kuhh's theory ofexen^lars should not be
interpreted as a wholehearted endorsement ofKuhn's position. Exenq)lars are
by no means the final word in describing scientific activity (cf. Suppe,
Exemplars 484-494). The objective ofthis section has been to demonstrate
how readily metaphor cap be incorporated productively into the philosophy of
science. This incorporation lends a rhetorical turn to intellectual endeavors
sometimes treated as antitheticalto rhetoric.

Metaphor As Epistemic: A Perspective on Perspectivism

The previous two sections explained the part metaphor plays in scientific
inquiry. The conclusion ofthis anafysis was that metaphor,as a conq)onent of
theoryformation and as part ofthe application ofexenq)]ars to new situations,
has a cognitive role in science. The following section analyzes how the
epistemological functions of metaphor accord or disaccord with a broader
theory ofknowledge, namely the perspectival theory proposed by Cherwitz
and Hikins. The placement of metaphor within a wider epistemological
context should reveal the conq)lexities involved in assigning metaphor
cognitive value. The ability ofCherwitz andHikins'epistemologicaltheoryto
accommodate metaphor also should suggest whether their theory should be
modified to accountforfigurative modes ofthought and language usage.
Kenneth Burke treats metaphor as perspective, an intellectual and
linguistic "device for seeing something in terms ofsomething else"(503). We
already have seen how this perspective-taking could allow scientists to see
new situations in terms ofexemplars. Ifwe construct the equation "metaphor
= perspective" and maintain that recognizing and sharing perspectives is a
precondition for meaningful discussion(Cherwitz & Hikins, Communication
149-154; "Perspectivism" 262-266), then metaphor would seem to provide
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the fulcnun of rhetorical epistemology. If interlocutors share the same
perspective,then discussion could proceed on common ground(Cherwitz &
Hikins, Communication 151; "Perspectivism" 264). According to Kuhn's
Weltanschauungen view ofscience, scientists who share exen:q)lars also will
share a certain perspective on procedures, theories, and data (Suppe 145).
This common perspective is responsible for the tendency of practitioners
within "normal" science to arrive at group-sanctioned solutions to problems
(cf. Kuhn,Structure 37-42). Ifthe criteria for evaluating scientific findings are
relative^ stable and consensual,then theoretical arguments can be settled so
that the settlement seems to demand assent and theories acquire a tone of
necessity(cf. Weimer 10).
Sharing a perspective seems to be a useful notion for understanding
rational discourse. Once interlocutors identify their common perspective,
they can agree on what would count as proving, refuting, and other
procedures for deciding on matters of mutual concem. If we take Burke's

suggestion and substitute "metaphor" for "perspective," could we claim that
sharing metaphors is a basis for meaningful discourse? An answer to this
question has ramifications for several fields of inquiry. In science, the
question arises whether communication is possible across disc^linary
matrixes. In history and anthropology, if an age is known by its metaphors

(Embler vi),then can an ability to share metaphors bridge gaps between times
and cultures? In hermeneutics, could shared metaphors provide a key to
understanding texts?
The sharing of perspectives or metaphors does not seem to provide
necessary or sufficient conditions for reaching agreement. Two or more
viewpoints can be incommensurable even within a community having shared
criteria for decision making. The problems ofperspective sharing primarily
hinge on the idea's vagueness. Even ifall members ofa discursive community
share a single perspective unreality,suchas Newtonian mechanics,the shared
perspective need not increase the chances that each member ofthe community
would apply the perspective to concrete situations in the same way or even
analogousfy.
Cherwitz andHikins claim that "perspectivist rhetoric may allow us to see
whether the disputants are arguing on the same level and are talking about the
same aspect(s)ofthe problem"(Communication 153). The determination of
whether interlocutors are arguing on the same ground rests on the knowledge
and use ofsome measure for distinguishing perspectives. Ifthis measure for
determining whether or not the perspectives are shared falls within the
interlocutors'perspectives,then Cherwitz andHikins must claim that different
perspectives can be rendered commensurable without interlocutors departiag
fi:om their own perspectives. This conclusion seems unlikely given Cherwitz
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and Hikins* claim that bridging the gap between perspectives involves a type of
conversion from one viewpoint to another, the ability to "stand inside the
other's perspective"("Perspectivism" 264). On the other hand, ifthe means
for determining when perspectives are shared he beyond the perspectives in
question, then interlocutors can agree on the basis ofcommon standards for
proof, disproof, etc. But how do these standards come to be shared?
Presumably, such agreement is based on other sets of standards to reach
agreement. It is easy to see that this process may become an infinite regress of
searching for grounds on which to base agreement.
Cherwitz and Hikins seem to beheve that agreement between

interlocutors dwelling within different perspectives is accoir^lished by
deciding on which aspects of the issue the interlocutors agree or disagree
("Perspectivism" 264). In other words, we identify the grounds of each
perspective to find the bases of agreement and disagreement. For exan^le,
suppose that two can^s of scientists in a disciplinary matrix share the same
exenplars. Despite this common basis ofperspectives,the two camps cannot
agree on how to interpret some newly discovered anomalous data. Camp A
wishes to assimilate the data within the parameters of what can be explained
by the disciplinary matrix. Camp B considers that the data warrant
reinterpretation ofthe discq)linary matrix. Simply put. Camp A interprets the
new data as bearing sufficient resemblance to the matrix's exenoplars to be
considered solvable. Can^ B, using the same exemplars, believes that the
perspective or set of perspectives offered by the exenplars cannot account
sufficientlyfor the anomalous data.

Can such a dispute be resolved by appealing to an enumeration of the
aspects ofresemblance between the exemplars and the new data? Such a task
probably would not prove fruitfuL Cherwitz and Hikins assume the aspects of
a perspective are specifiable. Recalling that metaphor is a means for
establishing the resemblance relations in question,Cherwitz and Hikins would
callfor specifying the grounds for metaphoric attributions ofidentity between
exemplars and new situations. This procedure fells into an infinite regress,
with the grounds for identity understandable only on the basis of other
metaphoric identities. Unless Cherwitz and Hikins would be willing to
identify metaphor as a sufficient ground for knowledge claims, then
perspectives seem analyzable only as further perspectives and no progress is
madetoward identifying perspectival components.

There are several problems with specifying the grounds of metaphoric
extensions from exenplars to new occurrences. First, when is there a

conq)lete enough inventory of aspects to make a reliable estimate of the
likelihood or possibility ofagreement? We might have no "conscious access"
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to the relevant gTounds offocus/fiame interaction to permit such a judgment
(cf. Kuhnin Suppe 511),
Second, Cherwitz and Hikins give no indication of how the basis of

metaphoric similarities might be specified. Do we rely on self-reports by
interlocutors? Ifso,we obtain onlya reiteration ofthe individualperspectives.
Do we usejudgment reached by an impartial observer? Ifso,then agreement
among interlocutors would depend on invoking a third party,thus begioning
another infinite regress. Besides,there is no discussion ofwhat would count
as a qualified or animpartialjudge.

Third, no matter how carefully we delineate the focal aspects ofdispute,
we risk eTcplaining grounds for similarity when no such grounds might exist or
whenthe grounds are not specifiable(cf. Kuhn,"Second"478). This difficulty
poses particular problems in cases of metaphoric perspective, since the
associational connections between concepts or terms conjoined
metaphorically are not clearly understood or specifiable (Jordan &
McLaughlin 189). I. A. Richards summarizes this ineffable element of
metaphor: "A metaphor may work admirably without our being able with any
confidence to say how it works or what is the ground ofthe shift"(117). It is
not enough to respond that the grounds might be translatable into
propositions (cf Cherwitz & Hildns, Communication 41-42). If we are to
decide whether or not an argumentative impasse has been reached,we must be
able to formulate in practice the basis ofhow resemblance between exemplars
and the anomalous data are established or discerned.

The difficulties involved in accounting for metaphor within Cherwitz and
Hikins'rhetorical epistemology run deeper than the issue ofdeciding the basis
for agreement. Cherwitz and Hikins offer five conditions rhetoric must meet if

it is to be considered epistemic. Any "epistemologically productive rhetoric
must" meet all five of these "qualifying conditions" {Communication
109-110). The criteria are necessary conditions for rhetoric to be epistemic
{Communication 163-164). I focus on two conditions which seem to allow
little opportunity for treating metaphor as epistemic. The discord between
metaphor and Cherwitz and Hikins' criteria for epistemic discourse indicates
that, if metaphor is to be treated as something other than stylistic
ornamentation, rhetorical epistemology should be modified to account for
sources ofknowledgenot covered bythe criteria.
The first epistemological criterion is differentiation. Cherwitz and Hikins
maintain that "the primary epistemological function of discourse that is

rhetorical is to differentiate among relata constituting of the universe"
{Communication 92). Ifall knowledge consists ofrelations{Communication
81), then the differentiation criterion establishes differences among relata as
"the most basic fimction of meaningful units of language" {Communication
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92). Although epistemic rhetoric "must differentiate among the relata
constituting the universe"{Communication 109), Cherwitz and Hikins foilto
acknowledge that meaningful configurations of relata can and do result as

much fiom sunilarity as fiom difference. The similarity in metaphor is not
copying, but the ability to understand something in terms ofsomething else.
Scientists, for example, see new problems under the aspects or according to
the perspectives offered by exemplars(cf. Yoos 84).
The epistemological role of metaphors in science is twofold: to unify
particular phenomena,thus permitting theoretical generalizations,and to link
exen^lars to new situations, thus allowing an extension of problem-solving
skills to new circumstances. Both ofthese epistemologicalfunctions involve

discerning unity amid diversity. Differentiation might allow choice amnng
possibilities {Communication 93-94), but not all knowledge is a process of
choosing among mutually exclusive ahematives. Cherwitz and Hikins use as
an example ofdifferentiation a hypotheticalsituation where a first-time visitor

to the jungle hears a sound {Communication 93). The visitor can recognize
the sound as that ofa toucan not onfy because the sound differs from noises
made by other animals, but because the visitor recognizes a resemblance

between the toucan's callin the San Antonio Zoo and the sound ofthejungledwelling bird. The eventual recognition ofthe sound's identity proceeds by
the tandem processes ofdistinguishing the callfiom other sounds and linking
the soundto the bird callin the zoo.

Cherwitz and Hikins offer another constituent of epistemic rhetoric, the
description of perspectives {Communication 105-109).
Although
perspectivism has already been discussed at some length, perspectivism as a
criterion of epistemic rhetoric makes the incorporation of metaphor into
rhetorical epistemology particularly difficult. Cherwitz and Hikins state that
"each person and each'thing'in the universe stands in some particular relation
to every other thing" {Communication 106, emphasis in original). The
authors defend this claim by attacking "the opposite thesis, that something
might stand wholly unrelated to anything else" {Communication 106). The
claim Cherwitz and Hikins attack,however,is a straw man. The denial ofthe

claim that each thing stands in a particular relation to other things is not that
some things are wholly unrelated to others. The converse ofthe original claim
would be:"Each person and each thing in the universe does not stand in some
particular relationto every other thing." This formulation poses thepnssihiltfy
that relations between entities need not be singular. Ifwe acceptthat allthings
stand in some relation to all other things, how can we posit relationsh^s not
aheady prehended? To putthe matter more bluntly,how can any discovery of
relations yield knowledge if there is only a single set of relations to be
discovered?
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Cherwitz and Hikins apparently model their epistemology on a nnivocal
conception ofmeaning The task ofepistemic rhetoric is to describe states of
affairs as accurately as possible,so rhetoric assumes a Wittgensteinian role of
mapping the logicalspace in which objects are related(CowwMWZcafton 42;cf.
Wittgenstein, Tractatus 3,4). Cherwitz and Hikins define rhetoric as "the art
of describing reality through language" {Communication 62). Accurate
description of states of affairs, however, is only one of many roles language
can play (cf. Wittgenstein PI 304). Cherwitz and Hikins seem to envision
description as the paradigmatic role for rhetoric. Although they grant that
rhetoric plays a part in science, that role is limited to encouraging a closer
approximationto states ofaffairs or to influencing how findings are diffiised in
the scientific community (cf. Communication 11-12, 64, 167). If rhetoric,
specifically metaphor,is to play a part in science,itsfunction could be seen as a
structuring ofreahty instead ofas an attemptto mirror reality(cf. Rorty). This
conception would establish rhetoric firmly as rhetoric of inquiry, since
metaphoric prehension formulates reality in such a way as to be amenable to
scientific investigation. This structuring is logically prior to the discovery of
reality, because the metaphoric fi-ame in the form of exenq)lars or the
organization of concepts and data in large part shapes what is to count as
meaningfiilrealityfor the scientist.

Conclusion

The preceding analysis ofthe difficulties raised by attempting to incorporate
metaphor into a description of rhetorical epistemology highlights the
obstacles still unsurmounted in considering metaphor as epistemic. Cherwitz

and Hikins' model of rhetorical epistemology demonstrates the tendency to
treat epistemological matters apart fi:om metaphor. Juxtaposing metaphor
with Cherwitz and Hikins' theories shows the issues at stake when

epistemology does not account sufficiently for metaphor as a cognitive
operation. Instead ofchoosing between epistemological analyses ofrhetoric
and metaphor as epistemological, it might be productive to reformulate a
rhetorical conception of knowledge to include metaphor. This theoretical
move transports rhetoric in a full circle back to Aristotle, whose recognition
that metaphor taps into the basic conceptual skill of linking dissimilars
provided the springboard for linking metaphor with scientific inquiry.
Another conclusion arising from this discussion is that the antipodal
portrayalofscience and rhetoric does not explain accurately how the activities
are related. Such a dichotomy does justice to neither half of the
metaphor/science symbiosis. The treatment ofrhetoric as a conqionent ofthe
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transmission of scientific knowledge also relies on a limited conception of
rhetoric's applicability to scientific endeavors,since metaphor has been shown
to infiltrate the process of scientific inquiry at an epistemological as well as
sociological level
The contiguity between science and metaphor
demonstrates afBnities between rhetoric and science obscured by dichotomies
such as reason versus style or fact versus opinion. Conversion of metaphor
fioma stylistic embellishment to a mode ofunderstanding integralto scientific
inquiry fosters a characterization ofrhetoric as fundamentalto epistemology.
WhatI have termed metaphoric consciousness is centralto the formulation of
what counts as scientific knowledge. This epistemologicalrole ofrhetoric is,
as Cherwitz and Hikins {Communication 18) contend, logically prior to
questions about the composition ofthe world scientific theories are said to
describe.

The descr^tion ofmetaphor offered in this paper configures metaphor as
a conceptual ability as well as a linguistic technique manifested in particular
metaphors(cf. Sadock46). The extension ofmetaphor from solely a linguistic
trope to language plus thought resembles Aristotle's strategic positioning of
rhetoric adjacent to dialectic, both activities being intellectual processes of
discovery(cf.i?/ie^. 1354a.1-12,1355b.26-27). Metaphor is not coextensive
with literary stylistics, just as rhetoric is the ability to discover means Of
persuasion whether or notthose means are actually en^loyed in discourse(cf.
Rhet. 1355b.9-12). Instead, metaphor could be described more aptly as a
"necessary and instinctive act ofthemind"(Murry28).
The integration of scientific inquiry with metaphor renders metaphor a
mode ofcognition. Aside from the generalization that particular metaphors
are cognitwe, ie. they tell something about the social and intellectual
environment in which they occur (cf Osbom; Stelzner), this essay offers a

configmation of the metaphoric process as essentially cognitive. The
knowledge offered metaphorically is a product ofthe process of metaphoric
fbinkitig itself. Metaphor is morethan a vehiclefor expressing knowledge;it is
a wayofarriving at knowledge.
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THEPAPER BAG PRINCESS: AN ANALYSIS OF GENDER

Kristen Dahlen, Moorhead State University

Stories are a veryfundamentalandin5)ortant part ofgrowing up. Parents read
and tell stories to children at a variety oftimes and in different places. These
stories can include a variety ofthemes such as issues ofconflict,relationsh^s,

and what the hiture may hold. Stories for children are designed to teach them
waysto interact with others andhow to appreciate and experience allthatthey
can. The story most commonly usedto teach is the fairy tale.
Webster's Ninth Collegiate Dictionary defines a feiry tale as a narrative of
adventures involving &ntastic forces and beings such as fairies, wizards, and
dragons. Fairy tales usually begin with "Once upon a time" and stress a happy
ending. This type ofstory was handed down fi:om generation to generation.
Children ofall ages enjoy hearing these familiar tales,grow up withthem,and
in turn, read them to their children. Whether the characters really did live
happity ever after remains to be seen. As we approach the year 2000, new
styles offairy tales are emerging that break traditional stereotypes. These
stories take a new approach to the ways society looks at the roles characters
play in fairy tales and challenge the reader to look beyond stereotypes,
focusing onthe standards the traditionalroles once played. One such story is
ThePaperBagPrincess.

The Paper Bag Princess, published by Annick Press in Toronto in 1980,
was written by Robert Munsch with illustrations by MichaelMartchenko. It is
the story ofa princess named Elizabeth,a prince named Ronald,and a dragon.
Ihave alwaysloved this story and must admitthat itis one ofmyfavorites. The
story's theme and presentation make it very interesting and exciting to read. I
feelthe hookis irq)ortantrhetorically because it utilizes the tradkionalbase of
the fairytale but changes its outcome.
The work ofRobert Munschhas,over the last several years, become very

popular among parents and elementary school teachers. Munsch's stories
"reflect a jaunty behef in the power of children" (Ellis 343). Munsch
ennnmpasses what it means to he a child and celebrates the power and vitality
that children have. "His books are popular not just in the sense that many
children know them but in the sense ofdealing with the fiimiliar,recognizable
sur&ce ofshared child culture"(Ellis 344). The stories that Munsch writes are

universal They have meaning in not one specific culture, but in the culture
that is shared by children everywhere. The Paper Bag Princess is one ofhis
works that has cau^t on with great significance. These &ctors lend
themselves to make the book an interesting artifactfor analysis.
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I willuse a feminist approach to rhetoricalcrhicismbecause it allows meto

look at specific questions of gender and apply them to the arti&ct. In
Rhetorical Criticism: Exploration andPractice,SonjaFoss presents a model
which allows us to do this. By appfyiug the following questions, we will be
able to understand how gender is presented and how it deviates fiom the
traditionalfeiry tale. I am interested in looking at how the artifact addresses a
world view ofwomen and men,how femininity and masculinity are presented,
the behaviors, ideas, concerns, and communication patterns that exist apart
fi"om gender differences, and exactly how the arti&ct deviates fiom the
societal definition ofgender. I willalso examine the audience's reaction to the
way gender is presented,how the artifact can be used to better women's lives,

and the urq)act the artifict has onrhetoricaltheory(Foss 151). Inthis paper,I
will give a brief descr^tion of the traditional fairy tale and apply these
questions and concerns to the artifact using the definition ofthe traditional
fiiry tale as a constant.

Before analyzing The Paper Bag Princess, it is important to create a
picture ofthe typical fairy tale. Cinderella is very well known and exists in
over 100 countries,including China,Greece,Egypt,Scotland,Italy,F.n£land
France,and Germany(Bottigheimer 102). Cinderella is the story ofa young
girl who is repressed by her wicked step-mother and step-sisters.
In the German version, written by the Brothers Grimm, Cinderella is
forced out ofthe fimiLy by her jealous step-sisters and forced to work in the
kitchen. News ofa great ball is spread throughout the countryside and allthe
young ladies in the land are invited to attend. It is to last three days and three

nights so that the prince may chose one ofthem to be his bride. The step
sisters prepare for the ball all afternoon and Cinderella is there to he^p them.
There is a tree in the backyard which has magic powers and it is this tree that
gives her gowns for the prince's dance. Eventually, Cinderella loses her
golden simper andthe prince roamsthe country side lookingfor her. The step
mother,determined to have one ofher daughters marry the prince,urges them
to cut off sections of their feet. The prince notices their deceit, finds

Cinderella, and they live "happily ever after." To punish the step-sisters for
their deceit,the birdsfiom the tree peck outtheir eyes(Gag 101-134).
This story is a bit gruesome, but it is a good example of how gender is
exemplified in the feiry tale. This version is a rags to riches story in which
Cinderella does not stand up for herself. She seems to be satisfied with the
restrictions placed on her by society and does not deviate fiom them. The

Prince is an interesting character in the fairy tale as well. The purpose of
holding the ball is so that he may chose a wife,not so he may meet a nice girl,
fell in love,and have a long engagement. The other women in the story spend
hour after hour preparing themselves for show hke a cattle auction. Stories
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such as The Paper Bag Princess have broken the mold ofthe princess and
prince finding each other and living happity ever after.
The first element of the story that I will explain is how the artifact
addresses how the world views women and men. Published in the early 1980s
at a time when women were emerging as leaders and fighting for equality in the
workplace. The PaperBagPrincess addresses the factthat women are able to

take charge and make effective decisions. In the story, it is not Elizabeth,the
princess, who is captured by the dragon; Ronald, the prince is carried off.
Elizabeth decides that since she and Ronald are to be married, she must save

him. The firstfew lines ofthe story read:
Elizabeth was a beautifid princess. She lived in a castle and
had expensive princess clothes. She was going to marry a prince
named Ronald.

Unfortunate]^, a dragon smashed her castle, burned all her
clothes with his fiery breath, and carried off Prince Ronald.

(Munsch2,4)
The illustrations also help to create the image ofthe perfect couple. The
first illustration shows Ronald looking away from Elizabeth with his nose ia
the air and Elizabeth; smiling, arms folded in fiont ofher, with small hearts
surrounding her head. The picture suggests that although these two
characters are engaged to be married, the prince is generally disinterested.
This is a reflection ofthe world's view ofmen and women because manytimes
we expectthe woman to adore her husband. It is the wife's duty to be there for
him In a fairytale, we do not expect the prince to be captured because usually
it is the princess who needs to be saved. Another interesting element that
reflects how the world views men and women is the reference to the castle

belonging to Elizabeth.

It is also important to look at Ronald when discussing the world's view. In
the illustrations, he is portrayed as arrogant and conceited. He seems all
powerfiiland has Elizabeth wrapped around his little finger. The image ofthe
dominant male in society comes through. Once Ronald is saved, he criticizes
the way Elizabeth is dressed and the wayher hair looks. In societytoday,there
is a great en^hasis placed on how women look,there are certain expectations
that must be fulfilled. Many ofthe television commercials that we are shown
communicate that women have a strong desire to look good. This need is
usually created by portraying a "beautiful" woman surrounded by equally
"beautifiil" men. A woman sees these images and feels that in order to be
surrounded and adored by men,she too must be"beautifiil"
The second element that I will address is the issue of femininity,

stereotypical female characteristics, and masculinity, traditional male
characteristics, in the story. I have already addressed some ofthese issues
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when looking at how the world views males and females. Elizabeth and
Ronald are an interesting couple and they seem to take on male and female
characteristics. Elizabeth portrays courage and strength, traditional
masculine qualities,when she fights the dragon,for example:
Fioally, Elizabeth came to a cave with a large door that had a
huge knocker on it.
She took hold ofthe knocker and banged onthe door.

The dragon stuck his nose out ofthe door and said, "Well, a
princess! Ilove to eat princesses, butI have already eaten a whole
castletoday. Iam a very busy dragon. Come backtomorrow."
Heslammed the door so fastthatElizabeth almost got her nose

caught.(Munsch 8)
Elizabeth is determined to save Ronald and is fearless when she

approaches the dragon. Traditionally,she wouldhave trembled atthe thought
oftalking to a dragon. Women are "soft-spoken, kind,and nurturing...they
are immaculately groomed, and are vain"(Larson 222). Elizabeth does not
take on any ofthese characteristics. She uses her wit to defeat the dragon,she
has a great deal ofself-confidence,appealing to the dragon's vanity to deplete
his power(Serhng 110).
Likewise, Ronald displays some interesting characteristics. In the
beginning, he is very arrogant and essential^, the dominant character in the
story. Ronald does not change fiom the beginning of the story to its
conclusion. He is the one who is vain and immaculately groomed,demanding

that Elizabeth look and act like a princess "should." When compared with the
traditional fairy tale character, the prince in this story takes on a new role.
Prince Charming fights untilthe bitter end for the Princess while Ronald gives
up.

A third element to examine is the behaviors, ideas, concerns, and

communication patterns that are present in the story. I have addressed many
of these issues previously as welL What makes The Paper Bag Princess

unique is that the story presents the fairy tale in a new Hght. Elizabeth is the
dominant character and Ronald the subordinate.

The behaviors, ideas,

concerns, and communications patterns that exist between Elizabeth and
Ronald,apartfiom those associated with gender,are very interesting.
When Ronald is captured by the dragon, the only thing that Elizabeth is
concerned about is getting him back safely. Her home hasjust been destroyed
and all ofher clothes burned. She has nothing to wear and the onfy thing she

can find to cover herselfis a paper bag(Munsch 6). This relates to the image
that women are expected to be immaculately groomed. Elizabeth does not fit
into this category and does not feel less capable because ofit. She sets aside
her own safety to go after the dragon in order to get Ronald back. She is able
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to persuade the dragon to show her some ofhistricks. Munsch writes:
"Is it true," said Ehzabeth,"That you can bum up ten forests
with your fiery breath?"

"Oh yes," said the dragon,and hetook a huge,deep breath and
breathed out so much fire that he bumt up fiftyforests.
Fantastic," said Elizabeth, and the dragon took another huge
breath and breathed out so much fire that he bumed up one
hundred forests.

"Magnificent," said Elizabeth, and the dragon took another
huge breath,butthis time nothing came out.

The dragon didn't have enough fire left to cook a meatball
(Munsch 12,14)
Elizabeth asks the dragon a question and is able to getthe dragonto use up
all ofhis fire. This makes it easier for her to be around the dragon because she

doesn't have to worry about getting bumt up. She is able to persuade the
dragon to show her his tricks appealing to his need for ego gratification, his
need to feelself-worth and to feelspecial(Larson 154). This makes her tactics
unique and very effective.

Ronald is very single minded and seems to worry about the same thing all
ofthe time, himself. When Elizabeth conquers the dragon, his only response
is,

..."Elizabeth,you are a mess! You smelllike ashes,youhair is all
tangled and you are wearing a dirty old paper bag. Come back
whenyouare dressed like a realprincess."(Munsch 22)
The language that he chooses to use is not effective. He does nottake into
account that Elizabeth just risked her life to save him. Had he been more
aware of her needs, he would have chosen to rephrase his thoughts. He is
concerned with how Elizabeth looks, not about her safety or how she is

feeling. He feels that she should still be the pretty little princess she was when
he was carried away. From the illustrations, we see that Ronald is still the
same dean, dignified prince he was when the dragon kidnapped him. He

expectsthe same ofElizabeth,wanting her to be the "idealwoman."
The fourth element that I am concemed with is how the story deviates

ftom society's definition of gender. By using the traditional feiry tale as
support, the story has broken new ground regarding how women are
perceived. Elizabeth is not like Cinderella,she does not seek to findher prince
at the ball She does not want to marry to get back at her step-mother and

step-sisters. Elizabeth is the hero in The PaperBagPrincess and the story has
an interestingtum ofevents:
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"Ronald," said Elizabeth, "your clothes are really pretty and
your hair is very neat. You look like a real prince, but you are a
bum."(Munsch24)

The presentation ofElizabeth as a strong leader is very different compared
to Cinderella. Where Cinderella was willing to accept the prince and marry
him,Elizabeth decides to give Ronald "the boot." The story ends with,"They
didn't get married after all"(Munsch 24). It does not say anywhere that"They
lived happify ever after." Elizabeth, based on the situation and Ronald's
treatment of her,decides that marriage is not whatshe wants.
Insome way,throughher experience withthe dragon,Elizabethfound out

that she could make it on her own. As a reader,we wait to see a happy ending
in which the prince and the princess are reunited and married. In this case,the
reader sees that Ronald is a jerk and they do not want to see Elizabeth and

Ronald marry. The result is a story with a different kind ofhappy ending. The
finalillustration is ofElizabeth,skq)ping offinto the sunset,happy.
In reading The Paper Bag Princess, it is also inq)ortant to look at the
book's effect on die audience. Ifeelthat it is safe to say that the audience who
reads this book finds it &vorable. When I observe women reading the book,
they are empowered with the knowledge that Elizabeth doesn't need to have a
prince in order to be happy. When menread it,they acceptthefact that Ronald
and Elizabeth are not suited for each other. The book appeals to the audience

ofthe 90s because it does not fallinto the category ofthe traditionalfeiry tale.
People realize that relationships don't always work and that sometimes you
just have to say,"See ya!"
Essentially,the question is how can the artifect be used to better women's

lives? The answCT is rather simple. Mothers often telltheir daughters that one
day their prince willcome. But what happens when theyfind biin and he turns
out to be a bum as in the case ofElizabeth and Ronald? This way ofthinking

brings up issues ofmarriage and courtship. ThePaperBagPrincess is a good
exanq)le telling women that it is okaynotto be married.
The book is important to read because it centers onthe woman as the hero.

It describes how the woman can accomplish things She no longer has to wait
for Prince Charming to come along and rescue her. There are many situations
in which women must take charge and do what they feel is necessary(Z^es
218). Much like Elizabeth did when she rescued Ronald firom the dragon. I
feelthat this story is an excellent exan:q)le for proving that women are capable
oftaking charge. They do not need to rety on tradition and the way things
have been defined in the past. They are able to step out ofthe mold into new
areas.

Finally, we must look at the intact ofthe arti&ct on rhetoricaltheory and
how we can apply this artifact. Rhetorically,the artifact is significant because
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it introduces the reader to an old schoolofthought with modem apphcations.
Cinderella is an exanq)le ofthe traditional fairy tale, traditional values, and
traditional situations. Our society is in constant change. Because of this
change,new schools ofthought and ways ofdoing things must be developed.

ThePaperBagPrincess is a new wayoflooking at an old schoolofthought.
I feel that this analysis is important because it has allowed me to look at
The Paper Bag Princess in terms ofhow gender presentations deviate from
those presented in the traditional &iry tale. I feel that using the feminist
approach has allowed me to look at specific questions of gender and its
positioninthe &irytale.

Children read and enjoy being read to. I wonder how the things they are
reading affect them and the ways that they communicate. If&iry tales are an
inq)ortant part ofteaching children, what other sources of hterature are they
being exposed to and what effect have they had on society's perception of
gender? Finalfy, what imphcations will pubhcations such as The Paper Bag
Princess have on the relationsh^ between men and women and the roles they
undertake in the future?
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BARBARIAN AT THE GATE

Jim Graupner, CTAM President, Stillwater High School

"Beam 'im up Scotty." In the instant it took to materialize the intruder,
Captain Kirk reflected on the previous occasions when a seemingly
innocuous interplanetary drifter had broughtamusement, then danger to the
mission ofthe Starship Enterprise. Whether the more prudent action Spock
had advised—to keep raised the deflector shields guarding against
Klingonian intrigue—should have beenfollowed in this case. Kirk's intuition
dictated otherwise.

Curiosity had prevailed; his lone visitor was not a drifter, but an
emissary, and, judgingfrom that troubled aspect and serious demeanor.
Kirk was disposed to believe thisforeigner's mission was more sincere than
portent to the mischief of some alien Tartuffe. And so, in a language
inherentlystructured with ancientparadigpts,a singular dialogue began.
The Communication and Theater Association is wisely organized to ensure

that its Board of Governors, and especially its Executive Board, cannot be

con^letety controlled by one or another of the con^onent constituencies.
During the three-year life-cycle ofthe presidency (Elect, President, Past), a
certain continuity and integrity of program is maintained even though the
perspective ofthe leadership may change. The challenge for each successive
President,therefore, is to pass over the threshold and through the Gate into a
largely inexperienced world.

Imagine a social studies teacher taking a watch on the ship of the
communicative arts discpline during a time of unwelcome change in every
reach ofits world. That visitor might be viewed with some concern,lest those

sacred perspectives which define and promote the present regime be notfully
appreciated. And, so, this philistine indulged in a 1,700 mile trip during a
beautiful autumn week to a dozen post-secondary institutions to listen to and
leamfromthe voices ofspeech communication andtheater professionals.

Traveler's Log: Impressions FromBeyond the Gate

The following impressions garnered during the Tour d'Minnesota formed the
basis for a plan of action which is described in this paper. In some respects
these Sic etNon observations are the wisdom ofthe innocent.

1. College teachers, said one perspective professor nearing retirement.
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highly value their independence; independence enjoyed without being
independently wealthy. Academicians feel close to scholarsh^, teaching,
professionaland communityinvolvement,butalso a high degree ofautonomy.
Like their counterparts in other levels of education, there may be a natmral
resistance to outside interference and misgivings about assessment. We do not
prepare people to live with ambiguity. There is not one set ofskills that
determines that one will be an effective communicator, he reflected.
Understandings and attitudes, despite skills, can make a connection with an
audience.

2. There is a fear that assessment willleadto a loss oiacademicfreedom,,a

usefulfy vague concept that has emerged as a defensive shield against
intellectual barbarism in politics, the community^ and administration. Under
the mantua ofacademic flreedom,however, usefulreview may be avoided; a
brutally honest assessment of the status quo; a review of the relationsh^
between research and tenure; an aggressive market anafysis e^loring
emerging opportunities in the field; a reevaluation of the importance of
pedagogy in the academy; and a need to establish a continuing dialogue with
professionalcolleagues on other levels.

3. There are as many perspectives of assessment as there are levels of

endeavor. Assessment is essential, but it is also problematic in that the
benefits may not be commensurate with the investment of resources, there
may be some loss ofautonomy, and assessment may be based on a technical
value set rather than an organically developed approach which evaluates
contextual^. One compelling teacher, favoring the organic approach to
assessment, observed that society has linked itself to empiricism. But, he
beUeved that independent inquiry is a necessary component to maintaining
appropriate perspectives. And, he was unabashedly secure with having
performance dimensions in every course,providing a balance between skills
and theory.

4. Although post-secondary institutions,particularly private colleges with
a greater stability of resources, are very resilient. Many approach change
reactrvely,rather than proactively. Perhaps,given enough time for the waves
ofchange to crash upon the shore,one has seen them all before asthey surged,
retreated into the amalgam, then gathered up its elements for yet another
wave. The pervasive aura ofhunkering down and surviving in niches carved
out over time stems from bread-and-butter issues, fiom disillusionment of

unfulfilled past promises,and fiom a cynical view that the agenda is initiated
fiom the outside, largefy out ofone's control Concerns include: the business

sector usurping the educational role ofthe academy; all elements of merger;
the transfer curriculum inefficiently imposing requirements on existing
curricula; licensure redesign con^elling new interdepartmental certification
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models; all manifestations of assessment; adjuncts replacing teachers in
Community Colleges; finance disputes; extant curricular requirements; and
declining professional status. A result is that unfortunate conflict lilfe the
jurisdictional"educationland-vs.-vocationland" debate ensue.

5. In the development ofcurricula, institutional memory may be the prime
determinant for departmental course lists. Often there is a lack ofa unifying
departmentalvision or mission, with many members essentially going it alone.
At the University of Minnesota, there is concern whether the critical mass

exists to sustain on organic vitality in the department. There,the environment
is tremendously driven by the scholarsh^ interests and expertise of the
individuals on board and the overriding concern is with preserving the
diversity oftheprogram which currently exists.
6. Minnesota is fortunate to have consistently excellent post-secondary
leadersh^ in the profession. There would be no state association without the

dedicated and visionary core ofcollege professionals. A number ofprofessors
are significantly involved on regional and national levels, as well as prime
^movers on the state level. In addition,there is more than tacit recognition that
bridging to the K-12 levels is absolutely essential for the survival of the

discipline and that greater dialogue needs to be initiated. But, despite the
promise of technology in facilitating networking within departments and
among institutions, there continues to be a sense of isolation and

disconnectedness as institutions struggle to build bridges to each other.
7. The "ivory tower" concept may be as endangered as the species which
produced it. Some departments confess to an identity crisis; tenure issues
breed conflict; inefficiencies frustrate productivity; and lost confidence
diminishes the spirit needed to thrive in a challenging environment. It is ironic
that, in an age of ever increasing interest in the communicative arts, in some
institutions the vision has not been communicated to attract the resources

needed to expand existing programs and initiate new ones.

IntemalWorkings ofthe System

Even before the 1994 CTAM Conference had ended, the college and
university people determined to address the immediate need to respond to the
Minnesota Board ofTeaching proposal for the redesign ofteacher Hcensure
rules. These rule changes follow legislation, called the Pogemiller
Amendment, which effectively ended current teacher hcensure by 1996. A
flurry ofactivity ensued between the time ofthe Executive Board Meeting on
October 16 and the November 1 deadline for pubhc comments on the
Hcensure redesign proposal
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Meetings were arranged with the three princ^al agencies responsible for
directing education reform: the Minnesota Dq)artment ofEducation Board
of Teaching,the State Board ofEducation Graduation Standards Committee,
and the Assessment Committee and with the Minnesota Center for Arts in

Education, a pilot school for the development of a number of assessment

packages. Letters responding for comment were sent to the Board and to the
Committees from the President and various groups within CTAM. In

addition, following contact with the Minnesota Council for Teachers of
Knglisb, ajoint response to the changes was developed and sent to the MDE,
principally dealing with concerns related to: lack of information about the
proposed changes;whether the title change would reflect the broader content
area; the nature, quality, and types of assessments; questionable overlaps in
the Scope of Practice; that basic skiUs included only math, reading and
writing; that a year-long residency might be untenable; the impact that
standards had on certiflcation of teachers; the imphcations of tremendous

local district autonomy in decision making; the lack of a unifymg vision or

responsibility for directing the reform, and others. Letters were sent to the
Senate and House Education Committees urging that staff development

moneys, which were allocated to support efforts to increase student
achievement, be more closely tied to staff training in preparation for the
broader-based hcensure titles. That frenetic experience produced some
fundamentalunderstandings andperceptions:
* CTAM was in a situation where its energies were spent reacting to

events rather than shaping them Worse for the organization was that the
President was torn over which approach to pursue: several strong voices
advised that efforts should be directed toward legislative repeal of the

PogemiUer Amendment and that the organization should essentially put up a
strong resistance to any changes that would affect oral communication
education. On the other hand, some of the changes appeared to provide
concpelling opportunitiesfor the disc^Une.
* The state political environmentinherently has a fluid dynamism thattugs

and pulls and recircles so that nothing is ever as it appears at first glance.
Nevertheless, a strong sense ofaccountability to the pubhc exists which,over
time,incorporates reactions and recommendations in the process. In the case
of education reform, particularly, the cycle of development, feedback,
revision,and evaluation are being utilized. This is notto suggest that wisdom
necessarily prevails as the changes unfold or that sufficient efforts are madeto
inform and include the parties concemed.

* The importance ofhaving an enthusiastic representative ofCTAM "inthe-know" at the Capitol cannot be underestimated, especially with the
magnitude of this vision of education reform and the current conservative
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inclinations ofthe state legislature on issues of education finance. Without
some type ofexecutive secretaryfor the organization,keeping an"eye" on the
Legislature is problematic.
* Despite the broad mission of CTAM,the organization neither has the
resources nor the w^isdom to direct from the top. It is stillincumbent upon the
conq)onent groups to act aggressively on their own self-interests and to utilize
the leadership ofCTAM to speak out onthose concerns which are ofuniversal
interest to the communicative arts. CTAM should address, articulate, and
advocate the fundamental interests of the organization and go beyond to

anticipate new developments, to incite enthusiasm for the promotion ofthe
communicative arts,and to celebratethe achievements ofthe organization.
* Because ofits broad mission, CTAM has emerged with the potentialto
speak with a very big voice where common interests ofthe organization are
evident. This means that the organization speaks for the colleges and
universities andfor the secondaryteachers engaged in co-curricular activities.
But, CTAlVrs voice is also the voice of the elementary and middle school
teacher;it is the voice ofthe classroom teacher oforalcommunication;and the

voice of all levels ofthe theater arts. CTAM's voice mirrors the day-to-day
frustrations of teachers fighting to survive in inhospitablie instructional
climates,even as it challenges the vitality ofvested interests inks ownhouse.
* In order for CTAM positions to have validity, the Board ofGovernors
really needs to come alive with an independent resourceftdhess, so that they
not only govern the decisions ofthe Executive Board, but also he^p to create
the agenda ofthe organization. Each Govemor,for example, should already
have a clear sense ofthe interests oftheir constituent group at the annualfrU
conference; subsequently, a brief report ofthe group's concerns should be
given to the CTAM President. Intervening activities ofthe group should be
followed and a mid-year report should be delivered at the biannualmeeting of
the Board ofGovernors in February. The Governors should have their areas
in mind when programs are developed for the next annualCTAM conference.
Outside of this direct contact with CTAM, the Gbvemors should actively
newsletters,by helping to set up a network ifone does not exist,and by taking
a direct interest inthe achievements and concerns oftheir colleagues.
* Because of relatively little experience on the regional and national
levels, one may wonder where the center for organizational action should

primarily he. The attraction of the higher levels understandably is in the
benefits ofcollegialnetworking,the opportunitiesfor sharing scholarsh^,the
greater resources which promote the development ofmaterials that could not
be produced at the state level,the projection ofour state voice on the national
level to he^ shape national pohcies, and the provision ofa window into our
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diversity as wellas into our shared experiences. Having recognized this,there
is a profound sense ofwhat needs to be done in our own neighborhood and in
our professional community. Every member ofCTAM expects to experience
direct value fromtheir association; that this connection willhave a significant
and beneficialintacton their professionallife.

A Turn at Watch: Charting a Course

Education Reform: A Conq)rehensive Strategyfor CTAM
With regard to educationreformissues,takinga proactive course was hardlya
leap in the dark. Minnesota's changes appear to be part of an inexorable
movement nation-wide toward broader-based licensure titles that address the

graduation performance standards inspired by the Goals 2000: Educate
America Act. CTAM can only fully understand the substance and
interrelatedness of educational reform in Minnesota by modeling the
con^onents involved. These components include: Standards, Assessment,

Licensure, and StafiFDevelopment. A comprehensive strategy would include
work onthe following:

1.

Understand the big picture surrounding Graduation Standards;

communicate with the agents ofreform

2. Leam about assessment by getting CTAM involved in developing
assessmentpackages that could be scrutinized and possibly approved by the
organization as wellas by the MDE

3. Identify graduation standards and K-12 oral competencies for the
communicative arts

4. Develop benchmark indicators at Grades 3, 5, and 8 that measure
student progress toward achieving the standards
5. Conceptualize a broad-based, comprehensive language arts licensure
title, with or without endorsements andspecialties
6. Match learner competencies K-12 with teacher performance
requirementsfor certification
7. Develop assessmentsto determine teacher preparedness
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8. Develop pilot models of broad-based comprehensive language arts
certification designs

9. Develop assessments for the pilot models with appUcation for any
competing licensure title teachingthe oralcommunication discipline
10. Develop criteria for certifying teacher preparation coursework and
certification programs state wide. This is not to suggest that CTAM would or
should, infact, certifyprograms.

11. Encourage staff"developmentfimding tie-in to teacher training and inservice workshops; CTAM could serve as agents of reform in their own
institutions

Much ofthe strategy is under way: (1) CTAM enjoys a good working
relationsh^ with Judith A. Wain (Board of Teaching), Iris McGinnis
(Assessment Committee),andMichael Tillmann(flradnatinn Standards);(2)
the Board ofTeaching has afGrmed a change in title ftom English Language
Arts Education to a couprehensive language arts title ie.. Communication
Arts and Literature-, (3)there is support for changing the list of basic skills

under licensure's Scope ofPractice fipmmath,writing, and readings to math
and communication skills; (4)the oral conpetencies identified by the Speech
Communication Association publications can be endorsed by CTAM; (5)
three colleges and universities have expressed an interest in developing
interdepartmental certification models, consistent with the broad-based
hcensure title and that prepare teacher candidates to teach toward the

graduation standards and oral communication competencies; (6)assessment
packages have been developed for the areas ofInquiry and Speaking using
speech communication activities and debate as vehicles to achieve student

performance levels beyond the standards; and(7) contacts have been made
with the Senate and House Education Committees urging that staff
development money tie in more closely toward providing the necessary
training to teach effectivelytoward the standards.

The SpeechLeadershp Colloquium

The post-secondary speech communication departm^ts represented at the
1994 Colloquium,held in early December at The Minnesota History Center in
St. Paul, presented perspectives on a broad range of issues and discussed
problems in inter-institutional networking and bridging to the K-12 levels.
Specific outcomes include: (1)a Handbook on Speech Communication and
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Theater Coursework in Minnesota, (2) a Directory of all post-secondary
speech and theater departments,(3) a suryey on work climate issues,(4)a
draft of the standards for the qualifications required in the area of
communication for individuals certified in a comprehensive language arts

licensure title, and (5) work on three certification models for teacher
preparation institutions, and(6)the development ofa CTAM Position Paper

on research and scholarshq). In addition,the sentiment for initiating bridging
actwities toward the elementary, middle, and secondary levels was strongly
stated.

The Hohday Tea: An Extraordinary Gaithering

The Saint Paul Hotel with its fine reputation for serving hohday tea was the
perfect setting for a gathering of two dozen retired teachers, honored
members ofthe organization, and the Executive Board. Partic^ants renewed
acquaintances, listened to a reading of Truman Capote's A Christmas
Memory, refreshed themselves with seasonal cakes and tea, and talked a bit
about the creation of CTAM Foundation as a permanent, secure, fimding
source for the promotion of the communicative arts and communication
Rchnlarship. The importance Of maintaining active connections with our
colleagues beyond their active teaching and directing careers was greatfy
reinforced atthe Tea.

Planning for the next Hohday Tea began even as the plates were being
cleared away. The first Tea was scheduled on the first Monday in December
(coincidentally, St. Nicholas Eve) so that those college speech and theater
people who attended the Colloquium inthe morning,could remainfor the Tea
in the afternoon. We might consider, however, having the Tea on Sunday

aftemOon,with the CoUoquiumthefoUowing Monday. More could attend the
Tea and the Colloquium would have a bit more time. Funding for the Hohday

Tea might come from an optimal mix ofdonations, CTAM Foundation funds,
and the CTAM treasury.
CTAM Foundation

fees, alone, to sustain it, fiie need for a permanent, secure fimding source

emerged. CTAM's Treasurer and President met with the Executive Director
of Minnesota Foundation to discmts a non-profit fimd afBhated with a

reputable state-wide pubhc charfty like Minnesota Foundation.
Subsequently,the Board ofCfevernors unanimously endorsed the creation of
CTAM Foundation. Theenthusiasmiftirfirefoundation was demonstrated by
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the announcement of three $1,000 gifts to the ftmd, with two, $1,000
challenge grants encouraging contributions with doUar-for-doUar matches.
The Board also proposed a three-year,$15,000 challenge grant £rom The
Saint Paul Foundation,the requirements ofwhich provide for a broad base of

individual and organizational support. A subsequent ftmding drwe was
designed to celebrate the creation ofCTAM Foundation and to recognize the
gifts of its Charter Contributors at the 1995 Holiday Tea. The CTAM
Engagement Calendar was developed to be distributed to all who made
donations to the foundations.

BuildingBridges Fonun
Probably the most important initiatwe yet to unfold is the meeting ofspeech
communication and theater leaders fiom all levels ofeducation. The purpose

ofthe meeting,or forum,is to begin the dialogue across the levels to identify
areas in which human and materialresources could be shared,to explore areas
ofstaffdevelopment and in-service interest,to strengthen the communication

network, to carry out shared, site-based scholarsh^ projects, to fticilitate
attendance at professional conferences, and to promote, as early as possible,
the importance ofthe communicative arts through alllevels ofinstruction.
Bringing Promotion OutFront

Having an additional funding source will facilitate efforts to promote the
communicative arts and communication scholarship. Ideas under discussion
include: producing a CTAM video, a CTAM brochure. Position Papers,

Calendars, bringing programs out to the schools, the Holiday Tea, Special
meetings, workshops, in-service training clinics, and others. Greater efforts
have been made to publicize the work ofCTAM in localnewspapers,journals,
and specialized newspapers Vke Education Update and Minnesota State High
School League materials. Always centralto any ofthe promotional efforts is
the reflection of the primary mission of CTAM: to celebrate the
communicative arts and theater in education,scholarsh^,and in community.

Captain'sLog,StarDate:91695: Spook ordered toprepare routinepostwatch assessment to evaluate the integrity ofthe system.
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UTILIZING THEATRICAL PERFORMANCE IN
RHETORICAL THEORY PEDAGOGY
Victoria Tait Cof&nan and Daniel D. Gross

Montana State University

"Acting,"like allsimple Anglo-Saxon words,is ambiguous—itcan mean doing
things in everyday life, or performing on the stage or in a temple. It can take
place in ordinary time or in extraordinary time. It may be the essence of
sincerity—the commitment ofthe self to a line of action for ethical motives
perhaps to achieve "personaltruth."—Victor Turner

Any society that hopes to be imperishable must carve out for itself a piece of
space and a period oftime in which it can look honest^ at itself. This honesty
is not that of the scientist, who exchanges the honesty of his ego for the
objectivity ofhis gaze. It is,rather,akin to the extreme honesty ofthe creative
artist who,in his presentations on the stage,in the book,on canvas,in marble,
in music, or in towers and houses,reserves to himselfthe prwilege ofseeing
straight what all cultures build crooked. All generalizations are in some way
skewed, and artists with candid vision labor well the minute particulars ...
—Victor Turner

Victor Turner captures for us, in these briefstatements, an in:Q)licit callfor a
kinshp between intellectual inquiry and creative e^qpression. Yet from
antiquity, even rhetorical studies, and its related art form "poetics," have
experienced a schism. Rhetoricaltheory has been taught as a content subject
and as a method of intellectual inquiry or offshoot of dialectics (Aristotle,
Rhetoric, p. 1354a),while "poetics" has been definedas mimesis or the"mere"
practice of imitation (Aristotle, Poetics, p. 1447). While rhetoric has
experienced some credibilityin the academy as a worthyintellectualendeavor,

drama(ifreceiving any acclaim ofan intellectual theoretical nature)has done
so within the rhetorical realm. Such division and subordinated relationsh^s
reveal partisansh^ in the academy, not the spirit of creative intellectual
inquiry or our need to know.
Such partisansh^ irtq)overishes both scholar and student alike. Thus,
moved bythe spirit of Victor Turner's words,we intend to demonstrate how a
merging of rhetorical theory and dramatic performance enhances both the
depth and nature oftheoretical knowledge. In so doing, we hope to support

others in the academy interested in providing a curriculum that fosters unity
and notunnecessary division.
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We are not alone in our desire for a blending oftheory and performance.

In fact, in recent years the line between these en:q)hases has become

increasing^ fine and perhaps unnecessary. For exanq)le, scholars like
Perelman (1969) and Burke (1969) have argued for a new perspective on
rhetoric that incorporates drama and other forms of social influence.
O'Banion(1992)claims that narrative, traditionally a poetic form, is a means
ofthinking as important as logic and that as narration goes, so goes rhetoric.
Farrell(1993)explains how misreading ofAristotle's Poetics have influenced
conten^orary scholars to view drama as devoid of "cognitive value"(p. 110).
He adds that Aristotle's works may be viewed as a dialectical counterpart to
Plato's. And even "Plato's dialogues must admit the possibility that some art is
conducive to knowledge"(p. 110). Thus, there is a thematic base to both
rhetoric and drama. Perhaps the entire division between rhetoricaltheory and
drama occurred as McKeon(1954) observed: Plato was a poetically gifted
philosopher with little synq)athy for poetry, while Aristotle was "a hteralminded scientist with an understanding and appreciation ofart"(p. 108). We
describe hovv in content and form the merger of rhetorical theory with
traditional dramaticform can be utilized to enhance the concept of"knowing"

rhetoricaltheory. Or stated more strongly, we unite forms ofcommunication
(rhetorical theory and dramatic performance). Their union suggests a
common theoretical base concerning our understanding of human
communication and learning. First, we describe the course, its purpose and
content. Second,we describe the performance events;and finally, we critique
the pedagogicalimphcations ofperformance in a content course.

The Course

The course,as it currently stands in our curriculuminthe Communication Arts

Departments at Montana State University, Billings, is Persuasion 330.
Though the title may indicate a contenq)orary perspective, the course begins
with the notions ofpersuasion as first envisioned in ancient Greece and moves
onto contenq)orary conceptions.

The course is designed to give students a con:q)rehensive understanding of

the leading theories ofpersuasion/rhetoric and argumentation, including the
nature ofrhetoric, its history, and contenq)orary perspectives on the ancient
science and art form. In addition, practical experience with various genres of
persuasion add to the students grasp of persuasion—such experience may
include assignments like designing an advertising campaign, a classroom
learning experience, a persuasive speech, the trial of Socrates, or perhaps a
debate.
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There are five recommended texts for the course:

(1) George A. Kennedy's Classical Rhetoric and Its Christian and Secular
Tradition from Ancient to Modem Times, Chapel Hill, North Carolina:
UniversityofNorth Carolina Press, 1985.

(2)Sonja K Foss's Rhetorical Criticism: Exploration & Practice, Prospect
Heights,Illinois: Waveland,1989.
(3) Richard L. Enos's Greek Rhetoric Before Aristotle, Prospect Heights,
Illinois: Waveland,1993.

(4) Herbert W. Simons's Persuasion:

Understanding, Practice, and

Analysis, second edition. New York: RandomHouse,1986.

(5)Patricia C. Matson, Phi% RoUinson, and Marion Sousa's Readingsfor
"Classical" Rhetoric, Carbondale, Illinois: Southern Illinois University
Press, 1990.

These texts were recommended not required. They were on reserve in the
hbrary and students were encouraged to purchase those theyfound especially
he^fiil Students were encouraged to read secondary sources as well as
primary sources. The secondary sources provided pre-reading acquisition
experiences vital to primary comprehension (Baack & Gross, 1993). The
content ofthe course was divided into four major categories: the classical
tradition emphasizing the Sophists,Plato,and Aristotle;the Middle Ages and
the rhetoric of religion; the Enhghtenm^t and the rhetoric of science; and
finally, contenporary or postmodern perspectives, such as, feminist
perspectives.

These categories were presented as paradigms ofrhetorical worlds. The
presumptions of each paradigm set the agenda for any persuasive attempts.
The contemporary scene, with a postmodern enphasis, was presented as a

return to ancient Greece in which numerous perspectives vied for
preeminence. The rhetoric ofscience was presented as one,though perhaps
the most influential, perspective on the contemporary scene. Within the
context of science, various social-science theories of persuasion were

discussed. In this maimer,the leading major influences ofthe western mind
were rehearsed.

Throughout the course, the students were asked to identify with those
rhetorics that touched them most personally. They were asked to question

why a particular rhetoric moved them either theoretically, or perhaps as they
experienced it in the original writings. From these moments of personal
insight, they were then asked to share, dialogue, or perhaps build a final
project. The three dramatic events were the result ofindividual and group
reflection. The fact that the students were given the fi:eedomto choose their
ownform ofexpressionfor a finalproject and that most ofthe students chose a
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dramaticform in a content course is itselfsupportfor our argumentthattheory
and dramamaynot be separateforms ofthinking.
Finalfy, the class atmosphere was filled with lively dialogue. Such an
atmosphere is due in part to a commitment to Krashen's (1991) and
Camboume's(1988)notions oflanguage acquisition. They believe that two
issues enhance a learning environment: affective filter and comprehensible
ii^ut. The affective filter involves the creation of a non-threatening
environment where mistakes can be made without the threat ofpunishment.
Con^rehensible input involves discussion and reading assignments that meet
the students where they are developmentally. The issues surrounding

language acquisition were accomplished by providing levels of reading
assignments andfocusing class discussions on questions raised bythe students
following short lecture-presentations of the content material The lecturepresentations were designed not as mere information transfer but as rhetorical

material with the purpose of stimulating thought and discussion. Dialogic
experiencesfollowing such lectures were usually automatic.

The Performance Events

Each student was responsible for a project. Several chose dramatic
presentations. These presentations and their impact on the class and
instructor (the audience) is the focus ofthis paper. The three performance
events utilized by the students were the "Trial ofSocrates,""A Conversation
with Aristotle," and "The Power ofRhetoric for Goodor Evil." Eachofthese

is presented regarding the purpose,performance,andparticipation.
V\aXQts Apology

The Apology written by Plato, is an after-the-fact version of a speech for
Socrates at the trial in 399 B.C. which led to Socrates' conviction on charges
ofatheism and corrupting the youth ofAthens(Kennedy, 1980). Thetrialled
to Socrates'execution where he choseto die by drinking poisonhemlock.
The tension between truth and flowery conventional speech is presented
in dramatic form for rhetoricaltheory in ihs Apology. Socrates claims that he
is not clever in speech"unless they labelclever one who speaks the truth"(17b
4-50). Socrates says hetrusts the"excellence of ajuryman, and ofan orator
...to speak the truth"(18a 5-6). Ultimately,Socrates blames rhetors,not the
juryfor the state ofaffairs in Athens.

With the Apology ,Plato draws a line between philosophy which seeks
truth and rhetoric which involves flattery and tricky (Plato, Gorgias). This
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line has influenced notions ofspeech and truth issues from then to now. The
phrase "empty rhetoric" is the residue ofPlato in conten^orary perspectives.
Thus, the Apology has been the focus of discussion surrounding rhetorical
theory in most rhetoricalpedagogy.

A sUghtly paraphrased version ofPlato's Apology was presented by class
members in the MSU-Billings Petro Theatre. The students who chose this
project were allowed some Uberties with the text in order to identify with
contetq)orary university students. Actually,they took few liberties except in
a opening speech which set the scene for the contemporary audience. A
setting ofthe scene was followed by a selection from the student audience of
the jury members. The three speeches by Socrates were delivered by one
student in a spontaneous manner in full ancient costume. The roles of
prosecution and jury were also played by students and the instructor was
chosen by members ofthe prosecution to sit onthejury.

Partic^ation in this dramatic/rhetorical-theory experience was enhanced
by the inclusion ofthe audience in the opening speech, student performers,
and the instructor onthejury.
"A Conversation with Aristotle"

The instructor was chatting with some students, when two shared concern
over their intending class project. The instructor shared that while in
graduate schoolstudying similar materialhe wrote a play in whichhe imagined
having a conversation with Aristotle. The students expressed interest in
reading the play. The reading ledto a performance.

The play involved two characters: Dan, the graduate student, and a
reincarnated Aristotle. Dan encountered Aristotle while walking along the

beach near Florence,Oregon. They began to talk about rhetoric,the course of
study Dan was pursuing in graduate school However, the conversation
covers many other topics which impact rhetorical theory from physics to
metaphysicsto Aristotle's relationsh^ with Plato.

Generally,the conversation revolves around the testing ofan hypothesis:
"When anybody says anything about anything they are saying more about
themselves than the truth." Dan and Aristotle test out the inplications ofthis
conversational hypothesis on Aristotle's own words and those ofDan. In the
end, they conclude that a conversation with someone is really a parallel

process that amounts to a conversation with that part ofoneselfin the other.
As Dan concludes,"That means, generally, we are talking with ourselves or
I'm talking with the me in you. Or I'm talking with... Aristotle, where are you
going? (He starts to disappear.) Stop, wait. . . Holy crap, I'm talking to
myself' (Gross, 1988, p. 18). Two female students performed the forty-
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minute play on a stage in a set that moved back and forth fiom an ofhce to a
beachfront.

Though only two class members partic^ated in the performance, every
class member was present for the performancie. Their presence was
particularly evid^t following the play when the instructor came on stage to
greet the performers and to answer questions regarding his play. The
audience began to question the instructor and the actors regarding a wide
range ofissues. Did you really smoke during graduate school? Was it grass?
Did Aristotle really perceive Plato as his father? Among other things, the
questions indicated a deep commitment to the content which was previously
taught in the course and now played out on stage. The actors, the instructor
(author), and the class members(audience) were all committed to the play's
coherence and fidelity(Fisher, 1989,p. 5).
"The Power ofRhetoricfor Good or Evil"

Randall Bums, a junior Communication Arts major, delivered the speech
named inthe heading as his class project. His purpose was a callto responsible
speech. He said:

Today,I amgoingto speak with you aboutthe immensepower
rhetoric has for creating the destiny ofhumanity—for good or evil
I shall demonstrate this with film clips of an evU king and good
princess. I will give examples ofthe rhetoric ofa good king,and I
will provide a caveat on the risks and responsibilities of being a
rhetor in a democracy.(Bums,1993,p. 1)
In the next thirty minutes he drew from a wide range oforatory. He acted
out excerpts from speeches delivered by Hitler, John F. Kennedy,
Hemingway,Socrates,the moViQField ofDreams,and a fairytale entitled The
Prince ofMagicians. Hetiedthemalltogether by stating:
[HJistory shall record how we led the dilemma ofour shifting
paradigm and the path we chose. Shall we choose a path in which
rhetoric is neglected and its magical quality misunderstood,a path
in which our ancestors will cry out in collective echo of anguish?
Where were the voices when the fragile rose of democracy was
crushed by the clutching hands of those who would control our

hearts and minds? Where were the rhetors?(Bums,1993,p. 12)
Hegoes onto add.

Or shall we choose a path that reflects our own best destiny,
one in which we will teach our children, and they their children's
children's children ofthe magicalrhetoric,a path on which ifone of
us falls to the slings and arrows ofcalumny and assassias,a host of
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others will rise to carry the torch once more; a path on which we
will be ever vigilantto the uses ofrhetoric for good or evil;and we
willchoose the path because we are rhetors.(Bums,1994,p. 12)
In style and tone, he was dramatically and rhythmically mimicking a form

popularized by the Sophists (Enos, 1993). The content incorporated in a
monologic, passionate, and dramatic form the conceptual highhghts of the
course's content. The class members saw it as a fitting benediction to the

climate felt throughout the course. Bums' perspective on rhetoric was

representational which modeled one of the perspectives presented in class.
The impact was spontaneous as the class members rose for sustained
applause.
After the instmctor made a short comment regarding the performance,

Randall Bums presented a book to the instmctor signed by all the class
members as a gesture ofgratitudefor the experiences shared. Thus,inthe end,
allthe members ofthe classjoined as participants in a ceremonialperformance
surrounding the rhetoricaltheory.

Interpretations andlmpHcations

Aside from the very eccentric or cavaher professor, the classroom of the
rhetorical theorist is generally a calm one where words,stories, and texts are
processedbut not performed.
Yet, as Schechner (1985) observes, whether it be permanently as in

initiation rites or temporarily as in aesthetic theatre, performers are changed
by the activity of performing (p. 4). In the categories that follow, we trace
patterns that may aid in interpreting how performances changed/transformed
a rhetorical theory course from mere content rehearsal into a rich,
muhifaceted learning experience in Persuasion 330.

Performance and Learning

Too often rhetorical theory seems far removed from its practical roots when
read or discussed in an academic context. By uniting performance and

content,learning is emiched. Beck and Malina(1970)worked to fashion such
a rich, provocative learning enviromnent by unifying art and politics. In so
doing, they created a pedagogical model where rhetoric and theatre work in
unison. In such an environment, performing works can internalize even the
most abstracttheoreticalnotions. Thus,performance merges the abstract and
the concrete. This merger and the dynamics ofperformance and learning has
attracted severalinterpretations.
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First, Schechner (1985) tells us that in all kinds of performances a
"threshold" is crossed. No theatre performance functions detached fi:om its
audience. In fact, spectators are immediately aware the mnment a
performance takes off. A presence is manifested,something has happened. It
is holy work.Performances gather energies almost as iftime and rhythm were
concrete,physical, pliable qualities. Thus,performance in a rhetoricaltheory
course, where the audience is immersed in content, and the content is then
performed, offers a means of taking the whole class/audience over the
threshold oflearning.

Second, Pelias (1992) believes that performance aids students in
"translation" (p. v). He asks students to use performance as a means of
understanding the artistic utterances ofothers. He states that performance is a
way of learning that encourages students to translate their literary msights
fi:om the "page to the stage," and in so doing,to increase their knowledge of

literature. So, if rhetorical theory is a kind ofliterature, then performing it
provides a vehicle for students to translate the abstract concepts into personal
experiences. Such process translation enriches learning.
Third, Stem & Henderson(1993)add that performance excites emotions
which can arouse us to action. If the emotions are aroused in a learning
context this in turn enhances instmctional objectives. Performance is a
"daring act."(p. 4). Such daring invokes a powerful experience that brings
dimension and life to content. Rhetorical theory that is felt in performance is
theory with an emotionalattachment.

Fomth,Stem & Henderson(1993)claim that performance highlights the
"interactional" nature of the communication event (p. 3). Performance
functions interactionally between symbolic forms and live bodies. It provides
a wayto constitute meaning and to affirm individualand culturalvalues. Thus,
performance is like a catalyst in a brew containing theory andhumans.
In addition. Stern & Henderson(1993)state,"These performative events
require a performer, a text, an audience, and a context"(p. 16). In the typical
communication class a text and a context exist,the performer is the professor,
but most often the professor does not perform the material Also, there is a
classroom of students, but they do not see themselves as audience to a
performative act,rather they envision themselves as neutral vessels waiting to

acquire knowledge—a somewhat detached,non-empathic(but appropriately)
efficient way to leam the content. Yet, there is more to rhetorical theory
content as revealed through interaction with performancetheory.
By themselves each ofthese observations is insightful In particular, the
"interactional" interpretation echoes the words of Aristotle's own notions
concerning speakers/performers and audience/class members. As Farrell
(1993)writes interpreting Aristotle,"The short answer... is that rhetoric is a
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relationalart...through the direct partic^ation ofsuitably involved audience
..."(p. 76). Performance in a rhetorical theory class, therefore, engages all
the participants in an interactional event consistent with the essence of the
content.

Performance and Self

Performance changes and transforms learning, and in addition, it changes the
conceptions we have of selfand thus choice. Selfhas been presented as the
essence of the human being. Even Stanislavski(1946) said, "Never lose
yourself on the stage. Always act in your own person, as an artist,"(p.167).
His suggestion represents the traditional perspective that performing is mere
imitation. From this perspective the performer or real self is imitating other
selves. The following discussion offers a perspective that revolutionizes the
traditionalnotion.

Christoffersen(1993)argues that the value ofthe theatre is that in the re
creation of life, it always reminds us of what is perishable in life's
inconsistency, and eventually of death. In addition, Myerhofif (1982)
acknowledges that performance is not merely a vehicle for being seen. Self
definition is attained through it. He states, "Enactments are intentional, not
spontaneous, rhetorical and didactic, taming the chaos ofthe world, at one
asserting existence andmeaning"(p. 5). These writers support the notion that
performance creates a communication event in which humans can e?q)erience
themselvesfrom a privileged vantage point.
Second,performance offers an opportunityto gaze atthe other that is self.
Christoffersen (1992) writes that Eugenio Barba says actors and the
spectators must be able to talk to the part ofus which is in exile. In addition,
Christoffersen writes that Eugenio Barba draws parallels to the previous
fimction ofthe church as a place where one can find God, who was actually
another part ofoneself. They submit that performance may be a place where
one can find another part of oneself(Christoffersen, 1993). The performer
does not stop being, at some level, her ordinary self when she is playing the

role of Ophelia (Schechner, 1985, p. 6), but she is afforded a perspective for
examiningthe ordinary self.

Cohen (1994) says that when we go to the theatre we beheve in the
character, but at the end ofthe play we applaud the actor. Our appreciation of
performance rests largely on our dual awareness of actor and character and
our understanding that they live inside the same skin. How powerfulit is then
to see a student take on the role of Aristotle, the class applauding both the
character and the actor. Actors in this case,students ofPersuasion,are aware
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ofthe same duality. For them,the art ofacting is a sublime combination ofthe
freedom that comes from anonymity and the ego gratification that comes with
exhibitionism

Cohen(1994)adds that actors reportthat they both"lose themselves" and
"find themselves" in theatrical performance(pp. 10-14). Performance based
pedagogical e?q)eriences provide the possibility for such a feat. In a
performance,the actor goes well beyond merety imitating this character: they
embodythemand seem to actualty becomethem Cohen tells us that Socrates,
noting that the rhapsodic poets ofhis day were overcome byfeeling when they
recited their work, considered these performances more inspired than
rational,as ifto be carried out ofthemselves.

Finally,Pelias(1992)suggests performance is a selfcriticism experience,
because it allows the actor another's voice and body to become another
person. It also allows the one to be seen as performing the other. Both selves
are present. All the selves are present in performance. The unique flavor of
this in a theory course is thatthe ordinary-selfcan perceive selfas scholar-self.
For example,the instructor could view and experience author-self,actor-self,
audience-self, instructor-self, etc., both separately and in combination. Such
experiences afibrd perspectives that can build the confidence necessary to
begin the process of embracing discourses that once may have been
intimating,for example,in case ofthe student,theorytexts.
Finally, if performance affords the participants a re-creation event and
perspectives of self, it then ittpHes a unique opportunity for choice.

Performances, according to Stem & Henderson (1993), provide an
opportunity to extend self and art in ways that may be unfamiliar or
uncharacteristic(p. 8). After we have experienced such extensions, we may
be able to more wisely choose in the future,havingfek selfin alternate events.
In other words, as Barringer (1994) claims, drama's most enduring
achievements serve as reflections of ourselves, or what potentially could be
ourselves in different times and circumstances. Drama's best moments lead us

to discoveries and reflections about our personalities, circumstances, desires,
anxieties, hopes, and dreams(p. 7). Artaud(1958)adds that theatre is like a

plague and like a plague it releases conflicts, disengages powers and hberates
possibilities. Once again such experiences broaden the repertoire of choices
for the actor/rhetor in reallife as a practitioner ofrhetoricaltheory.
So, performance mingled with rhetorical theory in pedagogical practice
affords re-creation events, perspectives of self, and broadens choice. Once
again, these beneficial changes reflect Aristotle's notions of tragedy in the
Poetics. The tragic effect is "an appeal to our Humanity"(1456a 20-22).
Aristotle's use of dramatic criticism of Oedipus affords a panoramic view of
contingent choices open to all willful humans(Farretl, 1993,p. 115). Oed^us
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acts with the best evidence available to him, but we as his audience are

afforded an even broader panorama of choices. At the heart of rhetorical
tradition is choice theoretically conceptualized in the inventio process.
Drama emiches the potentialofthat process inrhetoricaltheorypedagogy.

Performance and Play

Performance changes the role ofplay in pedagogy. Play is often thought ofas
an activity reserved for times awayfrom work or formallearning experiences.
Yet, with the addition ofperformance events in a theory class,even playseems
present in a context traditionally reserved for serious, sober, inquiring
processes. In other words, performance adds play to that which may he

experienced at other times as drudgery. Cohen (1994) claims that
performance/drama is a living artform,a process,an event that is fluid in time^
feeling, and experience. It is not simply a matter ofplays but also ofpla>dng,
and in the context ofthe class, performance becomes the playing oftext,the
playing of content. The members of the Persuasion 330 class played with
rhetoricaltheory. Thus,the irrpression left is that theory can he enjoyable not
simply drudgery. Play experiences with rhetorical theory may enhance
cognitive re-visiting rather than avoidance. Incidental^, many ofthe classes
members continued meeting after the class had formalfy terminated. They
formed a "Rhetoric Club."

Performance and PhysicalKnowledge

Finally, performance changes the conception of knowing. By adding
performance to a course usually focusing on cognitive processes,theoretical
concepts begin to be felt. To elaborate,rhetoricaltheory is more than a mere
rote information class, it thrives on inpressions of life. So, pedagogical

experiences that broaden the base of knowing nearly touch the essence of
rhetoricaltheory. Perfonnance ofrhetorical theory content touches concept
to body. Once again, Aristotle's rhetorical theory discusses the place of

The notion ofphysical knowledge needs further exploration, and several
scholars have alluded to the notion. Artaud (1958) teUs us that no one in
Europe knows how to scream anymore, and particularly actors iti France no

longer know how to cry out. Since they do nothing but talk (prnoarily a
cognitive process) and have forgotten they ever had a body in theatre, they
have naturally also forgotten the use oftheir windppes. Abnormally shrunk.
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the windp^e is not evai an organ but a monstrous abstraction that talks;
actors in France no longer know how to do anything buttalk. Now,thirty-five
years later we acknowledge that professors and students only talk; we must
provide opportunity for screaming. Performance in theory is such an
opportunity.

Beck & Malina (1970) answer the question "Why do we go to the
theatre?" To crackyour head open and let in the oxygen. To revivifythe brain,
inform the senses, awaken the body. To go beyond watching into action.
Thus,utilizing performance in the classroom allows the student to experience
what may be referred to as physical learning, holistic learning, all
enconq)assing learning.

In addition. Beck & Malina(1970)add that intellectual awareness is not
enough. We have been intellectually aware for thousands ofyears. We have
to be physicalfy aware.Furthermore,Beck reminds that could wefeelthe pain,
we would not tolerate it and would find the means to eliminate it. Employing
the use ofperformance in the classroom allows the student to move beyond
mere intellectualawareness into the realm ofpersonaland collective knowing.
Perhaps,feeling rhetoricaltheory as performed will open up new approaches
to theoreticaldevelopment,improvement,comprehension,and practice.

Conclusion

Adding performance to a course that usually focused on mere abstraction
merged traditional forms of knowing and emiched the experience of the
learners. Ifthe pedagogical goal in a rhetorical theory course is a broadened
perspective of prudent rhetorical theory and practice, then performance
dimensions are crucial

By merging performance with rhetorical theory in a traditional content
course, the learning experience was changed dramatically. Performance
enq)hasizes the superiority ofpartic^atory learning,the vantage point ofselfin-altemate-settings, play in relationsh^ to learning, and a place for the
physicalin cognitiveprocess.

All of these notions if not mentioned exphcitly are imphed in the first
monumental theory of rhetoric or persuasion: Aristotle's (Farrell, 1993, p.
15). A pedagogical perspective that merges theoretical forms in order to

create learning experiences consistent with the essence of the target
knowledge (in this case rhetorical theory) is superior. Uniting performance
with rhetorical theory results in such a superior form as evidenced in

Persuasion 330. Performance privileges the opportunity to experience the
other and maximizes the opportunity for constructive reflection. This is
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crucialin a course enq)hasizmg the honing ofinquiryfaculties. In other words,
by merging rhetoricaltheory withperformance,students gain experiences that
merge theory to experience,thereby deepening understanding.
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PERSONALITY ASSESSMENTS AS A
GUIDE TO ACTING PEDAGOGY

Barbara Mackey, Bowling Green State University

Since it began publication in 1984, the Journal ofPsychological Type, the
official research journal of the Association of Psychological Type, has
published numerous articles detailing the distinct personality profiles of
various different vocational populations as measured by the Myers-Briggs
Personahty Type Indicator. Some of the populations studied have been:
bankers, educational administrators, nuns, seminary students, chess masters,

real estate agents,tax preparers, con^uter technicians,retail store managers.
Fortune 500 Founders, physicians of different specialties, and various
different social scientists. Yet,to my knowledge,no work has been done on
measuring the Myers-Briggs profile of those in the arts. As an acting
instructor,Ihave wondered ifthere is a distinct psychologicalprofile for those
who are drawn to acting; in particular, those who are drawn to college acting
classes. If so, what does this inq)ly as far as the most effective acting
pedagogy?

In this paper, I first briefly survey the current research on vocational
profiles;second,project whatI would expectto find in a population ofstudent
actors; third, summarize the results fi*om Myers-Briggs inventories given to
student actors; and finally, deduce what these results in^ly about teaching
methods in college-levelacting classes,projecting avenues offuture research.

Review of Current Research

The Myers-Briggs Personality Type Indicator, based on Jungian psychology,
breaks personahty components into four continuums. In brief,the Extravert—
Introvert dichotomy shows whether we prefer to renew our energies fi:om
those around us or fi^om our own inner world. The Sensing—iNtuitive scale

shows whether we prefer to gather information from specific realities or fi'om
over-all patterns and possibilities. The Thinking—Feeling continuum shows
whether we prefer to make decisions through objective methodology or
through personal reactions. And the Judging—Perceiving dichotomy shows
whether we prefer to conclude issues or leave them open-ended.
Since 1984, a variety of studies detailing the personality profiles of

specific vocational populations has been published in the Journal of
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Psychological Type. They reveal that professionals in many fields exhibit
distinct and consistent Myers-Briggs profiles.

People in highfy structured professions and lifestyles turn outto be solidly
Judging types. It is not surprising that nuns and Roman Catholic seminarians
turn out to be consistently Judging(Cabral, 1984,Hokworth, 1984). This k
clearly understandable when one looks at the highly regulated lifestyle within
a traditional convent or seminary. In addition, those who need to make
mdless small daily deckions ako tend to be Judgers, as: educational
adminktrators (Hoffinan, 1986), computer technicians (Westbrook, 1988),
bankers (Mosley, 1985), business managers (Reynierse, 1993), retail store
managers (Gaster, 1984), tax preparers (Descourzk, 1989), chess masters
(Kelly, 1985), and real estate salesmen(Waldo, 1988). An interesting study
by Henderson and Harrk(1991)shows that whereas physicians as a whole are
Judging and have the qualities of being orderly and thorough, emergency
room physicians are highly Perceiving and need to be spontaneous, actionoriented, calm under stress, and in other ways immediate^ responsive in
dealing with an environment which can be more chaotic than predictable. The
only one ofthe four Myers-Briggs scales where thk study shows both clinical
and emergency room physicians scoring the same k on the Thinking—Feeling
preference. Both prefer Thinking as both need to be analytical and logical in
their diagnoses.

Many of the previously mentioned business types who scored high on
Judging ako scored high on Thinking, as: retail store managers, business
managers, bankers, computer technicians, educational adminktrators.
Fortune 500 founders(Ginn, 1988), and chess masters. However,in a study
of psychologkts (Schacht,- 1989) and another one of pathologkts and
audiologkts (Descouzk, 1988), the researchers found that those scientkts
who dealt more with detailed diagnostics and impersonal analysk (as the
analytic psychologkts and audiologkts) were Thinkers, and those who dealt
more with chent-centered therapy (as the pathologkts and clinical
psychologkts) were Feelers. The studies with nuns and seminarians showed
that all the subjects were highly Feeling. Thk may be expected with the
women's population, who have tested out as more Feeling, but it k unusualto
have a men's population score so high on Feeling.
In the Sensing—iNtuitive scale, many of the business types mentioned
above are predominantly Sensing: real estate salesmen, educational
adminktrators, bankers, and retail store managers, while 100% of the tax
preparers studied were Sensing. Thk shows their preference for, and
attention to, detail The group of physicians ako differed here, with
emergency room physicians being more Sensing, as they need to quickfy
observe and process many tiny detaik in order to make rapid deckions. Other
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more iNtuitive physicians have the time to take a history, make more
considered generalizations, and see more deep^ into their diagnosis. The
study on "Distribution and Flow ofManagerial Types through Organizational
Levels in Business and Industry" by Reynierse (1993), interestingly shows
that Sensing types predominate at lower levels of management, losing in
frequencyto iNtuitives in mid-management,and that iNtuitive types take over
entirely at upper management levels. This illustrates that although a lower
level manager needs to be more aware of the many concrete details of the
business, upper leveltypes need to be able to see the company operating as a
whole and project future direction. A preponderance ofiNtuitives was also
found among computer technicians. Fortune 500 founders, chess masters^
psychologists,audiologists,andpathologists.

There was less difference between specific vocational types and the
general pubhc on the Introvert—Extravert scale. In most cases, Extraverts
were more numerous, as in the general population (75%). Real estate
salesmen, as one might predict, came out highly Extraverted, as did
educational administrators, retail store managers, and emergency room
physicians. Groups such as psychologists, audiologists, pathologists, chess
masters,and nuns,were more highty introverted.

A Projection ofActing StudentPreferences

losing the above studies as guidance, what Myers-Briggs profile would one
predict to find among studeiit actors? To begin with,one would expectto see
more extraverts among actors. Many actors are gregarious,"party-people,"

who are people-intensive and people-dependent. However, there are also
Introverts who like to concealor disguise themselves in character roles.

Second, one would expect most actors to be iNtuitives. Much ofacting
seems to be an intuitive entering ofthe actor into the being ofanother anH an

instinctual understanding of how that other feels. This is not to say that
character portrayalshould not be based on observable details. The iNtuitrve--

Sensing dichotomy may actually be one of the factors involved in the
traditional dispute between the "technical" and the "emotional" actor. One

tends to think that this difference is solely between Thinking and Feeling, or
between an objective,rational approach and an emotional approach. But the
dichotomy seems to be just as much the difference between a sensing
approach (searching for external details) and an instinctual approach (an
entering into the persona.)

Third,1 would expect actors, at least American actors,to be more Feeling
than Thinking. Referring again to the difference between the "technical" and
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the "emotional" actor, English actors have traditionally been regarded as
being more from the "technical" school I would be interested some day in
seeing ifthis is a reflection ofa personality difference between the American
and English people as a whole. It wouldseemthatthe"techmcal"actor is both
more Sensing and more Thinking, while the "emotional" actor is both more
iNtuitive and more Feeling. This is a studyto betaken up at a later date.
Last, actors who are more Perceiving may be better at responding to one
another and interacting together as an ensemble. Actors who are
predominately Judging might have a tendency to sm^)fy prepare their own
parts andnotinteract as much withthe other members ofthe ensemble. ^
I would therefore predict that persons drawn to acting, whether as a
vocation or simply as a volunteer for the local community theatre,would tend
to be predominately ENFPs. This type is described in Isabel Briggs-Myers'
Introduction to Type, as "enthusiastic innovators," "imagiuative," "liking a
succession of new projects and challenges," "perceptive," and "skillful and
insightful in handling people"(1987, p. 23). ENFPs would thus make actors
who relate tirelessly to one another, are open and responsive, spontaneously
creative, and understanding and sympathetic to the part they play arid to the
other members ofthe ensemble.

Descrytion ofthe Study and Results

The KeirseyTenqierament Sorter(KeirseyandBates, 1984,pp.5-10),a short
informal version ofthe Myers-Briggs Personality Type Indicator, was taken
by undergraduates in two college acting classes. There were 34 responses.
Out ofthe sixteen possible personality types, eleven, or 42%,were ENFPs or
Extraverted iNtuitive Feeling Perceivers. Thus,the results show that ENFPs

predominate among acting students, with the Introverted correlation(INFP)
and the Judging correlation(ENFJ)both coming in second.
The most surprising outcome of the instrument was that 100% of the

respondents in this admittedly smallsample indicated that they were iNtuitives
(see chart). This resuh is even more remarkable when we realize that only
25% ofthe over-all population is iNtuitive (Keirsey and Bates, 1984, p 17).
However,the numbers ofiNtuitives in hberal arts schools is much higher than

in the generalpopulation. As reported in Gifts Differing(Myers, 1980,pp.40
-41), 59.1% of college hberal arts students were iNtuitive, and 40.9% were
Sensing. This shows that the number of iNtuitives in hberal arts colleges is
considerably more than twice that ofthe over-aU population. However,in the
sample of acting students this number nearly doubled again, as ah the
respondents studied were iNtuitives.
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General

Pop. Students
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Lib Arts

Acting

Students

Extravert

75%

54.30%

67%

Introvert

25%

45.70%

33%

Sensing

75%

40.90%

0

iNtuitive

25%

59.10%

100%

Thinking
Feeling

50%

54.40%

28%

50%

45.60%

72%

Judging
Perceiving

50%

52.40%

42%

50%

47.60%

58%

In the Extravert~Introvert dichotomy, it was surprising to discover that
only 67% ofthe respondents were Extraverted, as conq)ared with 75% ofthe
general population. I had antic^ated a higher percentage of Extraverts.
However,when con^ared with the figures Isabel Myers found for the liberal
arts students, the results look more favorable. She found that hberal arts

colleges contain nearly double the number ofIntroverts than in the general
population or 45.7%. Extraverts thus form only 54.3% of college
populations. This meansthat although mystudy hadfewer Extraverts thanthe
average population, it was about 13% more than could be expected for a
normal college class. So a group of college actors also tends to be
Extraverted,althoughnot as overwhelmingly so as one might expect.
Thinking andFeeling are roughly each50% inthe generalpublic,although
there is a gender bias on this scale only: 60% ofmen preferring Thinking as a
way to make decisions and 60% of women preferring Feeling (Keirsey and
Bates, 1984,p.40). I regret thatI did notthink to have gender indicated onthe
form,and wereIto do it again,I would ask the respondents to indicate gender.
The figures for hberal arts students quoted by Myers relate only to males,and
they are reported as being 54.4% Thinking and 45.6% Feeling, which means
that hberal arts males are about 15% more Feeling than the general

population. The sample ofacting students showed 72%Feeling,whichis 22%
higher than the general population and 26.4% higher than the hberal arts
students. Even making aUowance for the lack of gender specificity, the
percentage of Feeling respondents is stiUhigh.
In the last scale. Judging vs. Perceiving, the answers show an 8%
difference from those of the general population, being 58% Perceiving and
42% Judging. Since Myers tells us that Judging types have a sh^t edge in
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higher education(52.4% ofher liberal arts students were Judging), perhaps it
is significant that the acting students come out 10.4% more Perceiving than
the Uberalarts students inher study.

ImpHcationsfor Teaching Actiag.

Accepting that the majority of students in acting classes are likefy to be
ENFPs, how do we structure our acting classes so learning is &vorable to
ENFFs?

Beginning with the iNtuitive trait,as the strongest and most consistent one

among the student actors,iNtuitive people do not necessarily neglect reality,
they see beyond it. They see the whole forest instead ofeach individualtree.

They compare, generalize, and see future possibilities. They are less tied to
the practical and routine and like new situations and new enthusiasms. In"A

Synthesis of Learning Style Research Invoh^ing the MBTI", Gordon
Lawrence (1984, p. 5)found that iNtuition is associated with imagination,
independence,and creativity. This is confirmed not only bythe Myers-Briggs
Personality TypeIndicator,but also by a battery ofother tests. Golantry-Koel
(1977,as quoted in Lawrence 1984, p. 7),found that iNtuitives dislike doing
programmed learning by computer because it ties them down to a specific
response and they can't take off on a tangential idea. However, they like
partic^ating in the give-and-take of class discussion where they can
contribute their own ideas,and they like reading where they can imaginatively
enter into the world ofthe book.

Ina study byEggins(1979,quoted by Lawrence 1984,p. 7),Sensings and
iNtuitives were taught the same subject matter in two ways: both by an openended inductive approach and by a highly structured didactic approach. While
the iNtuitives(especially those with Judging factors)learned well with either
method, they preferred the inductive approach because it called for them to
make comparisons, see relationships, deduce generalizations, and discover

possibilities. A class predominately of iNtuitives would prefer this openended problem-solving approach. For acting students, the type of exercises
already frequently given in acting classes, where one has a pantomime
problem, a visualization, a conflict situation, or an interpersonal relationsh^
to work out creatively and experientially with no absolute answer, seems
ideal

Also,it is important for the iNtuitives to see how everything fits together,
to see the whole picture. Therefore, it is important for them to see how the
improvisation work relates to performances ofthe written play. This need
could be satisfied by script analysis where scenes are broken up into
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motivation units, and, after being worked on improvisationally, are put back

together into larger scenes. This would also relate to a study of the
playwright's purpose andthe actor's through-line.
INtuitives also tend to be more interested in reading. They "find selfinstruction he^fiil" and they like courses that "throw them on their own
initiative"(Lawrence, 1984,p. 8). They might therefore like doing their own
research on theories of acting or. on the life joumeys and performance
discoveries of great actors. And if these iNtuitives are also Extraverts, the
assignments could be intheform oforalreports to the rest ofthe class.
Tests for iNtuitives should be open-ended essay, rather than recall of

specifics. They might prefer examinations where a stage situation is described
and they must solve the acting problem Better yet,the latter example could
be gwen as a tested improvisedproblem
The survey of student actors found that there were two Extraverts to

every Introvert. Extraverts are energized by being with other people and are
lonety when left solitary for too long. Thus, group work is ideal for them
They also prefer to think out loud on their feet, since the speaking process
he^s them to clarify their thoughts. Talkativeness is highfy associated with
both male and female Extraverts in a survey ofmany tests. They also seem to

be better in motor drive skills and physical activities(Lawrence, 1984,p. 7).
Again, group inprovisations excel in giving Extraverts the opportunity to
think and talk on their feet. Whereas Introverts tend to want to wait a bit

before entering an inprovisation to figure out what they want to do,
Extraverts tend to enter with their minds blank and make it up as they go

along. Bush (1968, as quoted in Lawrence, 1984, p. 4) also found that
Extraversion was associated with reality-closeness while Introversion was
associated with reality distance. This could be another reason why Extraverts

tend to do better at group inprovisations where they can get into the center of
the action. However,instructors need to bejust as sensitive to the Introverts.

While giving the Extraverts the fireedom to think on their feet,they need to be
sensitive to the Introverts'need to enter the inprovisation when theyfeelthey
are readyfor it.

Lithe student survey,a large majority ofstudents were Feeling types over

Thinking Feelers make decisions based on their over-all inpact on people.
They have gutreactions to events and are not afiaidto lettheir emotions show.
Feelers, like Extraverts,tend to prefer group work over individual work and
tend to contribute more to the group they are engaged in(Lawrence, 1984,p.

9). They are more sympathetic to the situations ofothers,so they are likely to
be more responsive to the attitudes and emotions expressed by other actors in
group inprovisations. They also like a close personal relationshp with their
teachers.
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Lastly, Perceiving people tend to live life in a more spontaneous way,
respondingto their options as theygo,rather than planning beforehand. When
given a choice between a program oftraditionallearning and one ofinnovative
study,Perceivers will choose the latter. They are playiulpeople,often making
their work into a game. They are natural^ adept at and easily leam through
theatre games. They are excellent at relating to others in class improvisations,
working with the reactions that they perceive in others, and they make
excellent ensemble players. Judging people may need to be taught to work off
their fellow actors more, but Perceiving types do it naturally. They are more
adaptable then Judgers,being better able to tolerate interruptions and changes
in their schedules. And, as with Extraverts, they are at their best in the
improvisationalnature and looser structure ofacting classes.
To sum up the preferences of ENFPs: Extraverts prefer discussion,
psychomotor activity, and working with a group. INtuitives prefer tasks that
callfor insight and grasping general concepts. They hke to find their own way
in new material and use their imagination and creativity. They also enjoy
intellectual pursuits and reading. Feeling types prefer learning through
relating with others and a close rapport with the teacher. Perceiving types like
to follow their own impulses and work in a flexible format(Lawrence, 1984,
p. 12). IsabelBriggs Myers(1987,p.23)says ENFPs are,
[a]lways seeing new possibilities and new ways of doing things
They have a lot ofimagination and initiative for starting projects
and a lot of impulsive energy for carrying them out. They are
stimulated by difficulties and are most ingenious in solving them
... They are skillful in handling people and often have remarkable
insight into the possibilities and development ofothers. They are
extremely perceptive about the attitudes of others, aiming to
understand rather thantojudge people.
Clearly, students find it beneficial when they can partic^ate in a class
where the pedagogical method is carefully matched to the dominant
personality type. As an acting instructor, my goal was to measure the
personahty types ofstudents in two undergraduate acting classes and then to
ascertain the preferred pedagogy firom the results. Although the sample was
small,the use ofthe Kiersey Temperament Sorter,a short,informal version of
the Myers-firiggs Personality Type Indicator, resulted in the emergence ofa
definite personahty profiile for the acting students. 100% ofthe respondents
were iNtuitrves on the Sensing—iNtuitive scale, as compared to only 25% of
the general population. Extrayersion, Feeling, and Perceiving also ranked
higher than would be expected for either a general population or for a
population ofhberalarts students.

Since the pubhcation ofViola Spohn's Improvisationfor the Theatre and
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the experiments ofavant-garde theatre groups in the 60s, ui^rovisations and
theatre games have been increasingly used in actor's training. There are
currently many books in this field available to assist the acting teacher. Many
ofthe pedagogicaltechniques either in these texts or as described above,that
have already been discovered experientially to be effective in acting classes,
are indeed those tools most appropriate to the personality profile as described
by this instrument. The use ofthe Myers-Briggs Personality Type Indicator in
analyzing the personality profiles ofstudent actors has begunto give empirical
confirmation and logical corroboration to the effectiveness ofthe techmques
currently in practice.

Further work needs to be pursued in this area and in other related ones. I

have for years included a unit onthe Myers-Briggs Personality Type Indicator
in my classes in Small Group Discussion, as a method of approaching
personality differences and decision making in the small group. In directing
plays, Myers-Briggs is a he^ful tool in analyzing characters and in assisting
actors by delineating clearly the differences between the actors' and the
characters' personalities. In each of the situations in which I have used this
tool, the students were both delighted and amazed to see the relevance to
themselves and to the work at hand.

Note: Seminars on the Myers-Briggs Personality Type Indicator used to
relate that women populations tended to test out at 75% Feeling while men
were only 25%Feeling. Recent studies have shown that this may be a result of
cultural conditioning, and that the two groups may actually be closer in this
respect.
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a variety of courses on two canq)uses
year-round production ofplays, films, and videos
five plays produced each year
- one classic work

- a new play
- a play by a woman
- a musical or opera
- a summer children's

Me,

bedbugs
porformaneo by and about womon

a premiere production by maxine kiein

&cilities include

^

- 3 theaters (the 1800 seat O'Shaughnessy
plus two smaller, experimental stages)
- audio and television studios

majors

''
- theater

- music theater/opera

lh» eelleg* of il. eathorini

- theater education
minors

- performance
- theater history/theory
- film
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THIT, rnT.T.T'.GE OF ST. CATHERINE AND THE UNIVERSITY OF ST.THOMAS
SHARE A JOINT THEATER DEPARTMENT LOCATED EV THE TWIN CITIES,ONE
OF THE COUNTRY'S MAJOR THEATER CENTERS.

THE LACK OF POLITICAL CARTOONS DV
THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

Jim Schnell, Ohio Dominican College

The influence of cartoons in society has been analyzed from various
theoretical perspectives. Focus on the role ofpolitical cartoons is a specific
area of study. This article deals with the lack of political cartoons in The
People's Repubhc of China and how this void is filled through other means.
Analysis will include descr^tion of the relevance of cartoons, the political
situation in China,the lack ofpoliticalcartoons,excerpts from Chinese media,
and the promotion of a government subsidized hero (as a form of political
cartoon).
The author has visited China on three occasions. In 1987 he was a visiting

professor at Northern Jiaotong University(Beijing)^ in 1988 he visited south
China, and in 1991 he returned to Northern Jiaotong University as a visiting

professor. Cross-cutturalcommunication is his primary research area. He is a
Major in the Air Force InteUigence Agency(as a reservist) and is assigned to
the Pacific Command.

Cartoons have long been recognized as a form of mass communication
"Since the comics affectthe culture in a variety ofpopular expressions...they
merit study as active forces in the development ofnationalethos"(White and
Abel, 1963, p. 3). The influence of cartoons, or art-parables, has been
en^hasizedby a variety ofscholars.
"Art-parable can catch a strong man's conscience"(Short, 1968, p. 12);
Denis de Rougemont stated, "Art-parable is a baited hook; a tender trap; a
calculated trap for meditation" (Scott, 1964, p. 63); Picasso viewed artparable as "a He that makes us realize truth"(Hazekon, 1967, p. 16). "Art-

parable then always has something to say;and for this reason it will always be
more significant for mankind than mere entertainment ever could be"(Short,
1968,p. 15).

In a Journal of Educational Psychology article entitled "Comics as a
SocialForce," S.M. Greenberg(1944)wrote,"Comics as a socialforce came

upon us silently and grew to considerable proportions before the'guardians of
culture' were aroused by them"(p. 205). "The comics, in the first place, are
potent communicators . . . When Superman in 1940 zipped overseas and
destroyed the Westwall,the Third Reich,in an abusive article in Das Schwarz
Korps,brandedthe super-mundane comichero a Jew"(White and Abel,1963,
p.4).
The aforementioned exanple evidences how writers can use cartoons to
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convey desired meanings. Charles Schiilz(1965),author of"Peanuts," writes,
"I preach in these cartoons, and I reserve the same rights to say whatI wantto
say as the minister in the pulpit"(p. 46). Thus,it is clear cartoons can be used
as political propaganda. In a politically oppressive society such as The
People's Rq)ubhc of China, the author expected to find government use of
political cartoons to persuade the masses and, to a lesser degree, less overt
forms of political cartoons used by dissidents to oppose the government.
However,politicalcartoons,as we know them in the west,are not common in

China. An overview of Chinese society will provide needed context for
understanding poUticalcommunicationin China.
Chinese civilization has a 5,000-year historythat is grounded infeudalism
Feudalism enq)hasizes that personal expression, interests, and objectives are
secondary to your position in society. Confucianism exemplifies feudalist
thought. Confucianists argue "the first step toward good government and the
realization ofa harmonious society was for each person to know his role and

perform it well according to the strictest interpretation of that role" (Pye,
1984,p.40). Feudalism was emphasized, especially since China's beginnings
(roughly 3,000 B.C.),untill9Il A.D.
In 1911, the Nationalist Party overthrew the Ching Dynasty, the last
dynasty in China. This began 38 years oftmmoil during which China was
forcibly opened pohtically and economically to the outside world. During this
periodthe CommunistParty wasfounded,the Japanese occupied China,anda
civil war occurred between the Nationalists and Communists.

The

communists, led by Mao Tse Tung, won the civil war in 1949 and they
established the present politicalstructure(The People's Repubhc ofChina).
China was closed to the outside world from 1949-1979. They did this
primarily to reject foreign domination. Chairman Mao initiated a decade long
cultural revolution in 1966 that led to massive persecution ofMao's real(and
imagined) political enemies. Since 1979, China has engaged in a variety of
reforms to he^p it compete economically with the west. These reforms have
included very minor poUticalreforms regarding rights ofthe individuaL
The concept of feudalism has been constant throughout the history of
China. One Chinese student told the author "it is who we are." Feudalism

must be considered during analysis ofChinese society.
On June 3, 1989, the Chinese government ordered troops to stop a six

week long mass protest on Tienaman Square (the 100 acre pubhc plaza in
Beijing). It is estimated over 3,000 people were killed. The student led
protest was for an end ofcorruption in the communist party and greater rights
for the individual. Since the massacre, the Chinese government began a
massive crackdown against dissent and a re-education canq)aign is underway.
There is considerable oppositionto the government,especially in the cities.
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The author has reviewed Chinese print media (Chinese and Knglish
language) for examples of political cartoons but has found nothing that
strongly resembles political cartoons found in the west. The press is owned
and controlled by the government;thus,one can deduce political cartoons are
more a function of a free press(why would a government criticize itself?).
One can find good-natured cartoons about Chinese life but these do not carry
any type of pohtical message. The government, as owner and operator of
Chinese media, is far more interested in providing politically correct
instruction for Chinese citizens than providing criticisms ofthe government.
One exanq)le of political]^ correct instruction, conveyed through the visual
communication mode, deals with the life of Lei Feng (a government
subsidized hero). He willbe discussed later in this article.

The author has reviewed major Chinese print media (newspapers,
magazines, and pamphlets),from three recent periods, in search of materials
direct^ related to political commentary via visual communication. These
three periods(1987,1989,and 1991)represent different political climates in
China. The year 1987 is seen as a good reform year, that is, political
expression was freer in coirq)arison to other years. In the spring of 1989,
newspapers offer unique exan:q)les of political expression because this was

during the massive pro-democracy movement that was supported by many
segments of Chinese society (including journalists). In 1991 media
(exemplifies a return to strict government control as the severe political
crackdown is infullswing.

Dming March-June, 1987the author was a visiting professor at Northern
Jiaotong University (Beijing). He subscribed to the English language
newspaper China Daily throughout this period and analyzed it for various
types ofcartoons. As previously indicated, 1987 is recognized as a good year
regarding improvements with freedom ofexpression. Ofcourse,this period
endedabruptly in June,1989 withtheTienamanSquare crackdown.
In 1987,artists and writers were encouraged to be socially responsible and
politically correct with their art and literature. Wang Shen,Vice-Chairman of
the Chinese Communist Party's Central Advisory Commission, stated, "if
writers want to achieve anything,they must,first ofall, have a correct stand

and be dedicated to the people's cause"("Mao's talks ...", 1987). Similarly,
Zhang Xianliang, from the National Committee of the Chinese People's
Political Consultative Conference,expressed "hterature and arts should serve
the people and socialism"("Struggle makes writers...", 1987).
A typical cartoon that was promoted by the Chinese government was an
educational cartoon series, directed at children and adults, that included the

following characters: Wise Grandfather, Little Tiger, Dear Sister, Wellinformed Boy, and Little Hedgehog. This series often dealt with social
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problems and the correct solutions to these problems("Children's paper wins
trust.. 1987), This researcher never saw a cartoon in this series that dealt
with a significant politicalissue.
Political warnings were found in Chinese media that gave writers and
artists general guidelines to consider when dealing with political issues. The
English language magazine Beijing Review carried such messages. "Some
writers, however, have forgotten their social responsibility, producing bad
and even vulgar works, spreading corrupt ideas, blindly worshipping foreign
culture and copying foreign things mechanical^. This has been resented and

criticized by the masses" ("Guidelines for literature . . .", 1987). The final
sentence fiomthe aforementioned quote is a high context threat regarding the
government's resolute position to oppose such expression.
A 1987 editorial in the South China Post(a major newspaper in Hong
Kong)provided a glimpse of what was to come two years later. "Students,
who feel suffocated by an educationalsystem that determines where and what
they study and assigns jobs after graduation, are acquiring a taste for greater
fieedom Officials are devoting much energy and editorialspace to attacks on
the very notion ofindividualism, calling it pernicious western irt^ort. They
are demanding altruistic allegiance to a system that has lost almost all of its
moralcredibility"(Hood,1987).
In mid-April 1989, students in Beijing began a protest movement that
soon gained support from many segments of the Chinese population
throughout the country. The movement was crushed six weeks later on Juiie

3. Students staged a hunger strike on Tienaman Square in May that fueled
much of the support from non-student organizations (workers, farmers,
professionals, retirees, etc.). Freedom ofthe press was strongest during this
period. Ifhberalpolitical cartoons were to exist,this would be the time to find
them.

The May 19,1989 China Daily can be analyzed as an issue that represents

journalistic reporting at the height of the movement. This issue is fiiU of
stories dealing with, and sympathetic towards, the protest. Five of seven
cover page stories deal with the protest. The e^^orial page includes an
editorial quoting Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev's support for political
reform in China. The closest example ofa political cartoon this researcher has
ever seen in a Chinese pubhcation was below the editorial It is a 6 x 10-inch
photograph of a line of students holding hands and a small boy stretching
between their legs to see whatthe excitement is all about. The photo's caption

merely reads "Revelations"{China Daily, May 19,1989,p. 4). The issue also
includes a full page collage of eight photographs, with mildly sympathetic
captions,from protest activities at Tienaman Square.
Freedom ofthe press, or at least the Chinese version ofit, left as quickly as
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it came after the Jime 3 crackdown. Indiscriminate shooting occurred
throughout Beijing, intense persecution of dissidents began, and the media
became a tool of the government to manipulate Chinese citizens. The
crackdown continues. The crackdown gained considerable momentum a year
and a halfafter the June 3 massacre whenthe world's spotlight was onthe Gulf
War. Thus,international scrutiny was less pronounced, allowing for greater
pohticaloppression bythe government.
The author was in Beijing, as a visiting professor at Northern Jiaotong
University, during the ground war offensive into Iraq. Review of Chinese
print media during this period evidenced the government clearly controlled
the dissemination of information (government propaganda). The March 5,
1991 People's Daily exemplifies government emphasis on the
aforementioned government subsidized hero Lei Feng. The People's Daily
newspaper is published throughout China and has the largest circulation of
any newspaper in that country. Four Lei Feng stories were featured on the
cover page that particular day(Peop/e'j£>fl//y,March 5,1991,p. 1).
Lei Feng, who is now dead, is a "quasi-mythical model of the perfect
communist man .. . who spent his days overachieving and his nights reading
Mao thought" (WiUey, et al, p. 40). He is frequently held up by the
government as an exarrple for Chinese citizens to follow. As previously
mentioned, a random issue ofPeople's Daily (March 5, 1991) carried four
cover page stories about Lei Feng: 1)an editorial about Lei Feng as a model
citizen/soldier, 2) names of selected Chinese citizens whose lives best

exemplify the virtues ofLei Feng,3)a conference held to study the virtues of
Lei Feng, and 4) a travel agent who exemplifies Lei Feng virtues in her
dedicated work with tourists. The visual omn^resence of Lei Feng is
perpetuated through billboards,films,newspapers,books andpan^hlets.
In closing, the lack ofpolitical cartoons in China is directfy related to the
lack of a free press in China. The closest thing to political cartoons are the
"politically correct" cartoons dealing with LeiFeng. The author expects ifthe
government loosens its grip on the media,resulting in a less restrained media,
this wiU result in more pohtically-oriented cartoons with themes unpreferred
by the government(as happened in 1989).
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THE BOOK STOPS HERE: COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES
AND THE DEMISE OF THE SEARS CATALOG

Thomas G. Endres, University of St, Thomas

In February of 1993, the popular cartoon Dunagin's People depicted an
elderly woman sleeping peacefully in a hospital bed, despite being attached to
an array of IV tubes and monitors. In the foreground, a doctor provided the
following report to the woman's husband: "She's going to be fine, but I don't
think she's strong enoughto hear aboutthe Sears catalogyet."
And so it was with much of the nation when, on January 25, 1993, the
Sears, Roebuck and Co. issued a press release announcing that, after

approximately one century of providing the country with everything fi:om
corsets to Craftsmantools,the "big book" was coming to an end. The decision
to cancelthe catalog,and the corollary announcements that acconq)amed that
decision,provided Sears with unique and difficult communication challenges.
This essay shall atten^t to further investigate the demise of this American
icon, beginning with an historical chronicle ofthe catalog itself. Following
this, O'Hair and Friedrich's (1992) model of Strategic Communication for
business and professions will be used to produce a descriptive analysis ofthe
decision and its attendant messages. Of primary in^ort to the analysis is
whether or not Sears made a logical choice,and how effectivefythey managed
to communicate this to their various stockholders. Ofsecondary importance
is a pedagogical assessment of the O'Hair and Friedrich model itself. Of
concern is the model's interpretive breadth and depth, and its adequacy for
shedding insightinto organizationalphenomenon.

The Life and Death ofthe Sears Catalog
The story ofthe Sears catalog begins in 1886inNorthRedwood,Minnesota,a
smalltowntwo miles north ofRedwood Falls,Minnesota,which is yet another
small town approximately 115 miles south ofMinneapolis-St. Paul In it, "a
young train station agent named Richard Sears got his start... by peddling a

sh^ment of watches rejected by a local jeweler"(Meryhew, 1993, p. 5B).
Using printed mailers, the twenty-three year old entrepreneur soon sold the
watches for a tidy profit. Shortly thereafter,he teamed his sales abilities with

the skills of a quiet watchmaker named Alvah Curtis Roebuck, and a small
mail order business specializing in fine jewelry and silverware was created.
The businessmen soon relocated to Chicago,and in 1896,"Sears produced its
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first large general merchandise catalog, featuring 753 pages of merchandise
targeted to America's farmers and their families with a variety ofmerchandise
fi:om apparelto farm implements—in addition to watches andjewelry"(Sears
Catalog, 1993), By this time, it was clear that Sears "was possessed of a
peculiar strain of genius that rendered him capable of convincing otherwise

skeptical individuals to buy things they'd never even heard offiom a man in
Chicago,Illinois, whom they'd never evenseen"(Katz,1987,p. 9).
Though the catalog idea was immediately successful, the monumental
years of the Sears, Roebuck & Co. catalog—during the earfy 1900s—took
place without the continued guidance of either Richard Sears or Alvah
Roebuck. In fact. Roebuck had actually sold out his share ofthe business for
$25,000in 1895-the year beforethe release ofthefirst major catalog.
Richard Sears'new partner was Julius Rosenwald. According to Donald

R.Katz(1987),inhis organizationalhistoriography The Big Store:Inside the
Crisis and Revolution at Sears, their relationship was marred by conflict
between the founder's zest for the sales game and the power ofa well turned
phrase, and his partner's concern for candor and the bottom line. In 1905,
Rosenwald made Sears drop the "Heidelberg Belt," an electronic device
strapped around the waist alleged to cure in^otency and a variety ofstomach
ailments,because it was burning the chents. Richard Sears left the company in
1908,sold his stock in 1913,and died the next year atthe age offifty-one.
"Under Rosenwald, Sears became a catalog empire... By the end ofthe
second decade ofthe century. Sears arguabfy encompassed more ofthe basic
functions of a capitalist economy-firom extraction, to &brication, to
distribution and consumption, fi'om finance to communications-than any
conq)any before it"(Katz,1987,p. 10). During this time,it was said that many
ruralhomeshadtwo books:the Bible and the Sears catalog(Bernstein, 1991).
As Landsberg added,"The Bible ministered to the soul,but the Sears catalog,
it sometimes seemed, took care of every other human need"(1993, p. ID).
Landsberg continuedhis portrayal with thefollowing:
The catalog taught some Americans to read, and gave others
their most authoritative sense of modem taste and fashion. Its

lingerie ads were the closest thing to pin-ups for generations of
American boys. Its Christmas "wish books" were the Saturday
morning TV ads oftheir era. And,last but not least,the catalog—
which once advertised "the finest De Luxe silk" toilet paper—

WAS toiletpaper in many a ruralouthouse.(1993,p. ID)
Similar sentiments were expressed by Gray (1993), who described the
early 1900s catalog as "an annual and unfailing^ upbeat report on the
American hom ofplenty. Allthis stufffor sale, more in heaven and earth than
was dreamt ofin even the maddest consumer's philosophy"(p.66). Following
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on the heels of the aforementioned Heidelberg belt, products of that era
included violins (a Stradivarius for $6.10), bust creme for "breast
enlargement", fruit trees, harnesses, plows, pistols, rifles, and, until 1924,
covered wagons. Before the Food and Drugs Act of1906, Sears distributed
several opium-based products including Soothing Syrup for children's
coughs, and Laudanum, an addictive headache remedy (Bernstein, 1991;
Gray,1993;Landsberg,1993).
Not only did Sears sell everything for the home, for awhile the catalog
even sold the homes themselves. "By 1927, more than 35,000 people had
constructed 'Honor Bilt' kit homes, complete with paint and cupboards"(p.
Bernstein,1991,p. 14). The public looked to the Sears catalog for everything,
from looms and Ughtbulbs, to a 1905 publication entitled Z-overa Guide and
Manual. Landsberg(1993)shared stories ofa Tennessee farmer who wrote
Sears, Roebuck asking for a wife, and an Idaho schoolteacher who tried to

order a handsome man depicted in one ofthe catalog's illustrations.
Ironically,the legacy ofthe Sears catalog was over almost before it began.
Rosenwald passed the company on to former General Robert Wood in 1922
and,according to Katz(1987),"the Golden Age ofthe American catalog was
already in decline"(p. 11). Populations were becoming more urban,and with
the availability ofthe car, more mobile. Wood decided to convert some ofthe

mail-order plants for the catalog into supply bases for retail stores. In 1928
there were twenty-seven Sears stores; by 1929 there were 324. "In 1932,the
volume ofthe General's retail store sales surpassed those ofthe catalog for
good"(Katz, 1987, p. 11). From the 1930s on. Sears was a store with a
catalog,notthe other way around.
From this point, a quick overview wiU be provided from the Katz'
historiography covering the 1940s through the 1980s. During the World
Wars, Sears developed a mythologized reputation as a truly American
institution. Following the wars,former military membersflocked to work for
the retired General "By 1949, five of every one hundred dollars spent on
merchandise" wentto Sears(p. 12). Though outsold bythe stores,the catalog
still thrived, and Franklin Delano Roosevelt suggested it be air-dropped all
over the Soviet Union as a testamentto the rewards ofcapitalism.
Throughout the 1950s and 60s, the General began to back out of the
picture and redistribute the power to a core ofhighly trained and hand picked
managers, a tradition which continues today. He remained in the less
prominent,but stillpowerfixl,position ofChairman ofthe Board. "Bythe mid1960s, Sears, Roebuck was a superpower, as invincible a business as the

nation it served"(p. 15). At this time Sears also began to diversify beyond the
scope ofretail and merchandise. Expansions over the years included Allstate
Insurance, Tire and Auto Centers, Coldwell Banker real estate. Dean Witter
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financialServices,andthe development ofthe Discover credit card.
While this expansion should have benefited Sears, Roebuck,the overall
intact was not as e?q)ected. Following the completion ofthe Sears Tower in
Chicago during the 1970s, "the incredible pride Sears people always talked
about had become pridefulness;... the great march ofthe providers for the
American masses had become a strut"(p. 23). In addition to image problems.
Sears was faced with increasing competition fi'om J.C. Penney, Montgomery
Ward, and the Kresge stores (later renamed Kmart), leading then Sears
president Arthur Woodto callin outside consultantsfor help.
During this time period,special meetings were held to discuss the "catalog
problem" In addition to personal and political conflicts existing between
Sears' managers and the head ofcatalog sales, everyone had to admit that the
"days ofsmall-town parades including entire floats piled with Sears big books
was over"(p. 152). Though Sears still dominated the catalog business—sales
were three times that ofthe strongest con^etitor—it had lost its domination in
the market.

The 1980s marked a time ofrestructuring for Sears,with a focus on saving
the retail end ofthe business. Aggressive ad campaigns were developed with
an eye to the future. The "Challenge'81" campaign was created to bring the
conpany up to speed. The most notable change for the public was the new,
sleek corporate logo which replaced the old typefeced logo in a letterbox.
This repackaging became manifest in the catalog. While the previous covers
had traditionally depicted illustrations of Norman Rockwell-ish Americana,
the new catalog carried a photograph of supermodel Cheryl Tiegs, and a
splash ofslogans promising quality,low prices, convenience,and satis&ction
guaranteed.

While the revisions carried Sears through the 1980s,the Big Store did not
enter the final decade ofthis century on top. In the 1993 Hoover's Handbook

ofAmerican Business, Sears was reported in 3rd place behind Wal-Mart and
Kmart. The handbook stated that "sales have declined in recent years as
discounters and mails have drawn customers away, while many analysts

believe that Sears has lost touch with its customer base"(p. 499). The catalog
began showing a loss. Ironicalty,the only profit at Sears,Roebuck came firom
the non-retail end. As reported in Time magazine,the conpany"was better at
selling stocks, bonds, credit cards and insurance pohcies than it was at

satisfying its core retail customers"("Trimming fiiills ... ,"1992, p. 29). In
essence, the successful non-merchandising ventures were subsidizing the
failure ofthe retail stores and the catalog.
In a unique move. Sears began to dismantle its empire,selling off most of
its financial investments,andrefocusing its attention to the stores,the catalog,
and its original ofishoot, Allstate Insurance. In response to Sears' renewed
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interest in its merchandising group. Advertising Age magazine offered the
following observation: "Sears needs to conq)letely rethink and reposition its
identity if it's going to survive. And not all analysts beheve anymore that it
will"(Hume,1992,p.4).
Enter Arthur Martinez,former Saks Fifth Avenue executive,broughtin by
Sears President Edward Brennan in August of 1992 as the Big Store's new
CEO. Less than half a year after his installment the Sears Catalog—the big
book, the "Farmer's Bible"—came to an end. On January 25, 1993, it was

announced that Sears would cease to produce the catalog as part ofa larger
package ofbudgetary changes,including the closing of113 stores;the loss of
over 50,000 full and part-time jobs; the elimination of certain auto-repair
services; and the selling of Pinstr^es Petites, a chain of women's clothing
stores("Sears to cutjobs," 1993,p. lA).
Ironically, the Sears catalog seemed to be the focus of attention more in
death thanin life. Immediately,competitors beganto assess the ways in which
they could capitalize on Sears' decision. Fingerhut Con^anies Inc., a
Minnesota-based catalog retailer who offers general merchandise on payment
plans to lower-income famihes, seemed in a position to benefit the most. By
January 26, the day after Sears' announcement, Fingerhut stock rose over

14%(Apgar, 1993, p. 3D). Speculations were also made about what Sears
would do with its invaluable 30-milhon name customer database which,unlike

most catalogers, had never been sold or rented to con^etitors (Fitzgerald,
1993,p. 43). Butthe biggest ironytook place in the halls ofthe catalog order
center itself. As part ofthe announcement. Sears promised that orders could
be placed throu^the catalog until May 30, 1993. Peterson(1993)reported
that customers made over one milhon calls a day,"double the traffic usually
handled during the fiantic Christmas season" (p. 34), and that 2,000

ten^)orary operators were added to handle the heavy load.
And finally, with the death, came the eulogies. During the catalog's final
days, Bernstein (1992) observed that America was in danger of losing a
"mass-market link to its rustic past" (p. 14). The day following the
announcement, Landsberg(1993) wrote that the demise ofthe catalog took
with it "a trove of Americana, perhaps our best record ofAmerican material
culture from the turn ofthe century to the present"(p. ID). In"An ode to the
big book," Gray acknowledgedthatthe announcement:
[p]robab]^ didn't mean much to couch potatoes cradling their
touch-tone phones while watching the Home Shopping Network
on cable. But for most people over a certain age—say 35, maybe
40—the news was shghtly unnerving. Even those who hadn't seen
the big book since their childhood recognized a loss, not
necessarily ofa shopping aid but ofan innocence and optimismand
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simplicity ofdesire thatthe catalog boththrived on andfed.(1993,
p.67)

Gray concluded: "Still, as serials go,it had a terrific run. The catalog was
never long on plot. But it was generous, munificent, in its details"(1993, p.
67).

O'Hair andFriedrich's ModelofStrategic Commnnjcation

The remainder of this essay will focus specifically on the Martinez decision
regarding the catalog. The framework for analysis will be O'Hair and
Friedrich's model of Strategic Communication. This author uses their text.
Strategic Communication for Business and the Professions (1992), in an
introductory course titled Communication in the Workplace. The model was
developed and applied by the O'Hair and Friedrich in both the classroom and

real world settings in order to "maximize the opportunities for
communication" in the business environment (p. 26). Though the model is
maintained throughout the text in relation to interpersonal, group,and public
situations in the work force, it is not apphed consistently across a singular
example or case study. This essay is an attempt to do just that. Only those
factors of the model deemed most relevant to the Sears' decision atiH

announcement will be incorporated.

According to O'Hair and Friedrich, "(s)trategic communication means

achieving your potential in four areas: (1) Goal setting . ..,(2) Situational
knowledge . . . ,(3) Communication competence . . . , and (4) Control of
anxiety(pp. 26-27). These areas will be addressed in turn.
Goalsettmg

O'Hair and Friedrich maintain that communication success is more likefy if
one has set clear and chaUengiag goals(p. 26). An organization must map out
strategies to solve problems, while setting, assigning resources to, and
obtaining feedback on performance goals(p. 37-38). The areas ofdiscussion
they present that are most relevant to the Sears' decision are leadership vision
and the management ofchange.
Vision: An organization must have a clear and original vision in order to

be successful Business

provided the following synopsis ofthe strategic

vision proposed by Sears:

—Focusing on women customers and increasing apparelofferings
—Saving $300 milhon a year by closing money-losing catalog operations
and stores,and cutting 34,000 part-time and 16,00 full-time staffers
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—Recruiting otusiders to bring in new ideas, starting with merchandising
group chiefArthur Martinez
—Spending$4 bilhonto renovate 500ofits stores
—Training sales staffers to improve service,long a sore spotfor customers
(Kelly, 1993,p. 85)
Martinez seemed to know the in^)ortance of a clear vision from the

beginning: "Ifelt a sense ofurgency even before the restructuring... Wehave
to get this corqpany turned around"(Kelly, 1993,p. 82). Thejustification for
the extremity ofsome components ofthe vision were articulated by Martinez
in Sears'press release announcing the changes:

The restructuring program we are announcing today is a
painful but necessary step to correct a number ofchronic business
problemsfor Sears Merchandise Group and to accelerate progress
in our cost reduction goals. Sears will now focus on core retail
businesses and locations where we are either winning today or

have the capacity to do so in the near fiiture. Our objective is
simple: To provide customers with good values and superior
service in merchandising businesses that will provide an attractive
retumto our shareholders. ("Sears Announces," 1993)
Regarding the catalog specifically, Martinez stated, "This was a very
difhcult decision because the catalog is our heritage. It's how Sears started"
("Sears Announces," 1993). HefoUowedthis,however, with the recognition
thatthe catalog had suffered three years oflosses,and thatthe market position
could not be improved to a sufficient level of acceptable return. Taken

together,the vision,though radical,is clearly articulated andjustified, with no
roomfor capitulation or backshding.

Managing change: In the implementation of a vision, O'Hair and
Friedrich posit that several steps are required to successfully manage the
change. Among these are atten^ts to focus the organization on the change
and build a supportive network ofpeople committed to the process (p. 88).
This may have posed unique challenges for Martinez. As McCormick(1993)
observed,the Martinez vision is analogous to the strategies often negatively
associated with takeover artists: "cut the work force,throw losing businesses

overboard and to hell with tradition"(p. 51). McCormick went onto describe
Martinez'style as "short on grandiose biz-speak about changing the corporate
culture,longer on ideas for getting the cashregisters to sing"(p.51).
Martinez seemed to overcome the potential conflict between his bottom
line goals and his need to gain and maintain advocates. In the Sears press

release(1993),he stated,"The restructuring program is diverse, complex and
comprehensive and will require several months to complete. We are
committed to its carefiil and thoughtful implementation to ensure proper
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communication and understanding with associates, customers,and venders."
In this statement,Martinez managed to establish the idea ofcommitment,both
to the vision itself, and to the people whom it would affect. Martinez'level of
commitment to the vision was reified in his statement to Business Week-."We

have a consistent strategic message .. . We will not flop around like a fish"
(Kelly, 1993,p. 82).
Business Week also reported on post-announcement ejfibrts by Martinez
to manage the change by developing a commitment to the vision. These
included new ad campaigns;increased training for salespeople in the areas of
greeting shoppers, offeriag he^, and closing sales; and shifting tasks like
restocldng to nonsales staff, so salespeople can spend more time on the floor
assisting customers. The catch phrase behind the vision was "pure selling
environment," and it all was consistent with the Martinez philosophy: "No
matter whether you're selling lettuce or lawn mowers, retailing is theater"
(McCormick,1993,p. 51).
SituationalKnowledge

This component of strategic communication refers to "the information you
have(or can collect) about the requirements for successful communication in
a particular context"(O'Hair and Friedrich, p. 26). Relevant factors to this

analysis are organizational structure and the leader's organizational
knowledge.
Structure: According to O'Hair and Friedrich, the structure of an

organization includes its actual, physical environment; its procedural
structure, e.g. pohcies;and its patterned structure, which can include informal

methods of communication such as the grapevine. What makes the Sears
scenario unique is the deviation from the procedural and patterned structures;
namely,that these major changes were made by a literal outsider. Sears has a
long reputation oflifetime employment and promotion fiom within. To bring
in someone fiom outside the network is almost unheard ofiu Sears'history
Bear in mind, Martinez was not brought in as a tenq)orary consultant; he
was brought in as the new CEO, and rumor had it that he was given full
authority to do as he pleased. As Thomas Tashjian of First Manhattan Co.
speculated, "Martinez is a smart man who probably wouldn't have accepted
thejob withoutthe ability to walk in with a hatchet"("Sears to cutjobs," 1993,
p. lOA). Of course, it is exactly this deviation fiom the norm that allowed

Martinezto be so successful with the implementation ofhis radical vision. As
noted by McCormick (1993), "a newcomer can make big changes without
ahenatingthe ertq)loyees"(p.51).
The need for outside intervention was particularly strong in regard to the
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catalog. Maxwell Sroge, president of a catalog consultancy company,
accused the catalog in 1992 of being "a cold fish; it's like a gigantic
bureaucracy in print"(Fitzgerald, 1992, p. 13). His solution: "They need to
put someone in charge who has a dream"(p. 13).
This approach is consistent with O'Hair and Friedrich's discussion ofthe

use of"outside experts." They present this as a situationalknowledge strategy
for dealing with the politics within a structure,and a wayto help "organize and
distribute power,resources, and rewards in the pursuit ofspecific goals"(p
46).

Organizational Knowledge: In addition to understanding the internal
structure and functions of a company, O'Hair and Friedrich argue that one
must have a broader base oforganizationalknowledge. "Leaders and workers
must also be receptive to the environment to know what the competition is
doing,whatthe customers want,whatthe nationaleconomy is doing,andhow
the globalmarket is performing"(p. 90).
Martinez' plan looked to the larger consumer environment, and devoted
substantialresources to re-target Sears'actualclientele: women. McCormick
(1993) reported that female customers account for 70% of Sears' retail

business overall Kelly(1993) e?q)anded the picture, describing the typical
shopper as "a woman from 35 to 64 years old with a median household income

of$33,000"(p. 84). The problem,both analysts reported,is that women don't

look to Searsfor fashion. The clothes are viewed as too dowdy,and petite and
large sizes were notreadily available.

With Martinez at the helm, 1993 saw a 20% increase in the apparel ad
budget,revived fashions, and increased selections ofcosmetics,jewelry, and
accessories. His strategy was unique, according to Newsweek, as he did not
attempt to win back upscale customers who left to shop at trendier stores.

Citing the aforementioned target audience,Martinezstated,"There are plenty
offamihes in America who fit those characteristics," to which he added,"We
don't want to be cutting edge ... We do want to be in line with mainstream

fashiontrends atterrific prices"(McCormick,1993,p.51).
As he analyzed the consumer environment,Martinez also realized that the
catalog specifically was not accomplishing what it set out to do. In its last
year, two 1,600 page catalogs-the "Spring/Summer" and "FaUAVinter"
editions-as well as the Christmas "Wish Book," were distributed to

approximately 14 million households ("Sears Catalog," 1993). But the
market had turned to ordering from smaller, specialty catalogs such as L.L.
Bean, Victoria's Secret, and Domestications. As early as 1991, Bernstein
warned that the catalog was "losing the game it he^ed to create"(p. 14). As
Gray stated inhis ode to the catalog,"The big book's children finally devoured
their parent"(1993,p. 67). With this knowledge,Martinez decided to cancel
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production of the big books, but continue with the pubUcation of
approximately 50 smaller seasonal, montbly sale, specialized, and
promotionalcatalogs.
Communication Conq)etence

This cntnpnnent of O'Hair and Friedricb's (1992) model refers to making
appropriate decisions regarding the presentation of the communication, as
well as correctly adapting to situational demands. Regarding the catalog
decision, relevant factors include a comparison of internal and external
messages and an examination ofchannels used.
Internal/External Messages: O'Hair and Friedricb differentiate between

internal messages "sent and received within the organizational boundaries of
the company" (p. 54), and external messages "exchanged between the
organization and its environment"(p. 58). When asked about differences or
similarities in how the catalog decision was disseminated to these audiences,

DanFapp(Pubhc Affairs office. Sears Merchandise Group,Hoffinan Estates,
XL), said that the Sears administration sent "a consistent message: We don't
beheve in saying one thing to one group, and something else to another. It
comes back to haunt you'"(personalcommunication,March 25,1994). Both
insiders and outsiders received a version of the press release ("Sears

Announces Restructuring") that has been cited throughout this paper. The
primary difference between them was the method of dissemination and the
channels used,which are discussed in the next section.

O'Hair and Friedricb describe the typical internal message as downward
communication in which the message originates near the top of an

organization, and "is sent down the chain person by person" (p. 57). Bill
Blackwood, Regional Manager for Sears Home Dehvery Centers in Kansas
City, sees this as the process used to distribute the information in-house. At
the time ofthe decision,Blackwood worked for one ofthe catalog distribution

points. His regional manager was called in to the Chicago office and was sent
home with the news. Each regional manager was to teU their local managers
face-to-rface, then each local person was to pass the news to their
subordinates. Blackwood described the internal message from the corporate

office as a "prepared script." When asked to provide an assessment of the
emotional tenor of the message, he described it as "more neutral than
anything"(personalcommunication,March 25,1994).
Externally, the press received a six-page document on January 25,
detailing the decisions made at the January 23 board meeting. It was

accompanied by a three-page background supplement providing information
regarding the catalog itself. The tone of the announcement was very
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straightforward and matter-of-fact,asfound inthese &sttwo paragraphs:
Sears, Roebuck and Co. today announced a rnajor
restructuring program to streamline its Merchandise Group by
focusing unprofitable core retail operations,fiuther implementing
its September 1992 decision to concentrate on its retail and

insurance businesses. The restructuring program will require a
$1.7 bilhon after-tax charge in thefourth quarter of1992.
Sears said that over the next year it will discontinue its U.S.

catalog operations, close unprofitable U.S. retail and specialty
stores, streamline or discontinue various unprofitable activities,
offer a voluntary early retirement program to certain salaried
associates,and write down various real estate properties.(1993)
The detail and history provided in the releases is noteworthy. As O'Hair
and Friedrich note,a great dealofexteimlcommunication is anticipated,even
perfimctory, but some messages are "exchanged in order to reduce

organizational uncertainty"(p. 58). This was clearly the case regarding the
extemalmessages sent bythe Sears corporation.
Channels: Asnotedabove,while the internaland external messages were

similar in content and tone,they differed in the ways in which they were sent.
O'Hair and Friedrich define channels as " the media that carry messages to
receivers"(p. 59),and they rate channels as to their degree ofmedia richness,
using a continuum moving fiom high media richness to low: face to face
speaking,telephone.E-mail,personal written correspondence,formal written
correspondence,pubhc speaking,and statisticalnumericalreporting(p. 61).
The channel used for the external communication, ie. the formal press
release, was quite appropriate given O'Hair and Friedrich's comments
regarding the use oflow media richness, which includes "when large numbers
of people have to be reached at once; when immediate feedback is

unnecessary; and when formal conmnmication is more appropriate"(p. 60).
The channels and strategies used for the internal communication were more
problematic.

As noted earher, the internal communication began face to face with
regional managers at the Chicago home office. Other messages, stated Dan
Fapp of the Sears Public Affairs office, were sent E-mail (personal
communication, March 25,1994). On the plus side,these methods represent
rich media channels that are most warranted when "the message is designed
for specific people" and"when the situation is stressfiil"(O'Hair and Friedrich,
p.60). The downside,especiallyfor the communication scholar attenqitingto
locate textual artifacts, is that no documents are available for later analysis;
there is no "paper trail"
This was confirmed by Vicki Cwiok,Archivist for the Sears Merchandise
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Group in Chicago. The only existing documents in the corporation's archives
regarding the catalog decision are the press release and the catalog
background memo. Of course, Martinez and his colleagues may have hard
copy materials,but these are not available for pubhc consumption,and Cwiok
observed that it may be years before they end up in the archives (personal
communication,March 25,1994).
A separate problem brought about by the method used for internal
communication is that some information and individuals are allowed to s%

through the cracks. OUair and Friedrich note the potential negative effect
such serial communication has on message accuracy, and later add that
informal networks, or the grapevine, will substitute for the formal messages.
Bill Blackwood (personal communication) said that the goal ofthe internal
strategy used was to tell employees "before they heard it on the news."
Ironically, this author's wife, who works for a Sears in a metropolitan mall,
first heard the catalog announcement firom a customer. Following that, the
department floor was abuzz, not with formal downward communication
regarding corporate thinking, but with informal horizontal communication as
to how besttake advantage ofthe catalog's closing prices.
Anxiety Management

The fourth and final component of O'Hair and Friedrich's model ofstrategic
communication is the control of anxiety, Le. the ability to stay below the
"threshold ofanxiety",or the point above which communication effectiveness
is destroyed(p. 27). Looking at the Sears' case, relevant factors include the
relative load ofthe information,and the behaviors ofleaders.
Relative load: The relative load ofinformation refers to the amount of

information provided in Ught ofthe receiver's processing capability. O'Hair
and Friedrich distinguish between communication overload, which results
j&om too much information, and communication underload, which "refers to

the underutilized processing capacity ofa unit or person that results when too
little information is received firomthe system or environment"(p.64). Ifthere

was any downfall to the Sears' strategy, it was from providing too little
information in advance, followed by the potential overload of the
announcement itself.

The fact that Sears was experiencing financial woes was pubhc
knowledge, but right up until the end it appeared that the catalog was not in
danger. Bernstein reported in 1991 that the catalog may be dropped, but
Sears denied the rumors(p. 14). In September ofl992,just after the Martinez
appointment. Advertising Age quoted a Sears' spokesman voicing "ongoing
support for the catalog for the long term"(p. 13). The spokesman did note
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that he could not speculate on what Martinez might do, but concluded,"We
can only say the company is committed to making the catalog profitable in the
long term"(p. 13). A month later, as Sears began to announce divestment
strategies, analysts and consultants still did not foresee the catalog as one of
the"shoes"that was going to be dropped(Hume,1992,p.4).
When asked whether he foresaw the decision. Bill Blackwood ofKansas

City said he knew ofthe company's financial problems, but the danger ofthe
catalog closing seemed like a distant threat. "Nobody really beheved it would
happen," he stated,"It came as a very big surprise"(personal communication,
March 25,1994).

Leader behaviors:

Despite the stressful abruptness of the

announcement, Martinez demonstrated behaviors that are consistent with

O'Hair and Friedrich's portrayal of a leader who is able to reduce anxiety.
These include an individual who can "remain optimistic even in the fece of
adversity," and "overcome anxieties by being persistent in their actions and
behavior in spiteofpessimismandshort-termsetbacks"(p. 100).
Martinez' comments at the time were optimistic and future-oriented.
Following the announcenient ofhis new strategy,he assured both insiders and
outsiders by stating, "We have tried to attack all our non-performing
businesses, nonperforming locations andnonstrategic assets and to deal with
them at onetime...I would like to behevethis is a fulland con^lete resolution
of all of our major problems"("Sears to cutjobs," 1993, p. lA). With this,
Martinez portrayed his plan as being both necessary and sufficient While
shocking,it didnotforebode later upheavals.
O'Hair and Friedrich also note that an effective leader dispels anxiety by
being passionate about their message, while working to foster enthusiastic
commitment firom their managers (p. 100). Martinez was very emphatic at
one point in the press release, promising that "Sears will remain a dominant
retailer in key merchandise lines and related services." Several months after

the decision,following an upswing in Sears profits,Martinez stated,"We have

a long journey ahead of us"(Kelly, 1992, p. 82). Statements such as this
helped manage anxiety by letting workers know that Martinez was notfly-bynight or a flash-in-the-pan executive;his plan was working,and he intendedto
staythe course.

Discussion

The goal in these final pages is to provide a brief evaluation ofthe Martinez
decision and announcement,followed by an analysis ofadequacy ofthe O'Hair
and Friedrich modelofStrategic Communication.
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Sears'decision

From a business, bottom-line perspective, the Martinez decision to
restructure Sears and eliminate the catalog was a logical one. The only real

thing the catalog had going for it was the power of nostalgia. This was not
enoughto allow the big book to continually drainthe corporation ofits profits.
Immediatelyfollowing the decision, analysts lauded Martinezfor his strategy.
A week after the announcement. Advertising Age reported Wall Street's
favorable reaction, and said of Sears'future: "It certainly has a better chance

today than it did before last week's announcements"("Sears makes the right
move," 1993,p. 18).

Since that time,the strategy has continued to pay off. Within six months.
Sears stores open a year or more showed double-digit increases, making it the
only store beside Wal-Mart to log significant gains. ; Junior apparel sales
showed a 30% increase. Bythe time ofthis writing,it is|speculated that Sears
will have saved $300 milhon dollars, and will continue to do so annually

(Kelly, 1993,p. 84).

|

While the actual decision was clearly sound, what ofthe method by which
it was communicated? Again, Martinez seems to have come out on top. The

press release given to external audiences, though shocking, had the desired
intact on both shoppers and financial investors. Analysts in all major
periodicals painted Martinez as a risk-taker, a visionary, and a savior, rather
than as a destroyer ofAmerican icons.

The only real flaw in the communication was the handling ofthe internal
messages. While the atten^t to use high media richness'serial communication
is commendable in theory, it did not work well in practice. The message was
traumatic to many,and the grapevine was allowed to run ran^)ant. Even ifthe
Martinez decision was not "in the works"for very long,more could have been

done through both formal and informal means to forewarn employees ofthe
catalog's potential demise. The "bombshell announcenient" strategy tends to
produce more anxietythan it alleviates.

:

Ofcourse, that may have been part ofthe larger corporate strategy. Bill
Blackwood of the Kansas City Home Delivery Center was one of many
individuals who worked with the catalog who was quickly moved to another
position. He noted that hourly people lost their jobs, management was
restructured, and everything concerning the catalog was "shut down,cleaned
out, or thrown away." The lack of paper trail, coupled with the fast
restructuring and lack of time to build a defense, may he^) accoimt for
Blackwood's reflection as he looks back on the ex-catalog: "I think it has

become a non-entity"(personal communication, March 25, 1994). Whether
or not it was purposeful,the abruptness and totality ofdecision saved it from
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being usurped bythe stockholders in a sea ofnostalgia-laden second thoughts.
O'Hair and Friedrich Model

As a framework for analyzing organizational phenomena, the O'Hair and
Friedrich model of Strategic Communication has both istrengths and
limitations. Its greatest advantage is its parsimony. If two theories each
explain an event,the one that does so in the simplest and most concise fashion
is generally preferred. For exanq)le, this analysis has identified Martinez'
rhetorical style as candid,accessible,and wellgeared to externalaudiences. A
scholar could reach the same conclusion using Allen and Caillouet's(1994)
model of Legitimation Endeavors. They maintain that neo-institutional
approaches to impression management by corporate actors forego earlier
strategies of apologies, justifications, and excuses. In contrast, actors
addressing external audiences should strive for ingratiation, in which the
speaker expresses "behef, value, and attitude similarity; attempt to persuade
the target of the organization's positive qualities, traits, motives, and/or
intentions;and praise the target to gain approval"(p.48). This says little more
than the O'Hair and Friedrich analysis, despite its polysyllabic flavor
A second advantage of O'Hair and Friedrich's model relates to its

explanatory power. Since the model is presented within a text, and that text
summarizes introductory organizational theory, it has almost 500 pages of
potentially relevanttermiuologyfor shedding insight into a topic.
As with many strengths, this breadth of explanatory power can also be
viewed as a limitation. Not all scholars wish to wade through an entire text
looking for the appropriate terms. When they do find the terms, they are
generally introductory versions of other's theories that can be traced to

original,and more relevant andpreferable,sources.
In many respects,the four points ofO'Hair and Friedrich's modelare more

appropriate as a framework for organizing other theories, rather than as a

framework for actually conducting a descriptive textual analysis. In the text,
the chapters are divided into coordinate topics, e.g. leadersh^, listenings
interviewing, group meetings, and public presentations. Then, within each
chapter, the strategic model is used as subordinate subheadings. To reverse
the coordinate/subordinate status ofthe headings seems to make the model
less useful In other words, to have Goal Setting, Situational Knowledge,
Communication Competence, and Anxiety Management as the main heads,
with subpoints in each related to leadershj^,interpersonal,group,and the hke,
leads to overlap and excess redundancy.
With that redundancy comes a lack ofexplanatory power. Just as the first
factor extracted in many statistic programs accounts for a majority of the
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variance within the analysis,so too could a thorough analysis of Goal Setting
account for a majority of the insigh^t generated in an organizational
interpretation.

Finally, since O'Hair and Friedrich's model is part ofan introductory text
geared to expose students to a variety ofperspectives,it loses the ability to be
a perspective itself. While it provides a clear structure for such reporting, its
heuristic value is limited.

As an introductory text, O'Hair and Friedrich's Strategic Communication
in Business and the Professions is comprehensive and accessible to
undergraduate students. However, despite its parsimony, other models can
provide more interpretive depth. It is therefore recommended here as a
pedagogicaltool,not a scholarly one.
In summary,the Sears catalog lived a long and,for the most part, healthy
life. In the end, it could not stand up against the mobility ofan urban society
and the conq)etition fi:om large discounters and specialty catalogs. Arthur
Martinez,the Saks exec brought iato save the ailing Sears,Roebuck and Co.,
was justified in his decision to stop production ofthe big book as part ofhis
restructuring strategy. As demonstrated by the parsimonious, though
sometimes awkward, model of Strategic Communication, the Martmez plan
was well communicated to its various stockholders. While the announcement

surprised many,the strategy was sound and,although the big book is gone,the
Big Store shalllive to fight another day.
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Spotlight on Teaching Methods

[The Teacher's Workbook section ofthe CTAM Journal contains articles on

teaching philosophy, as well as innovative assignments. This year's new
feature spotUghts methodological issues in teaching. The following three
articles present varying positions on the use ofself-directed teams, especially
as en^loyed inthe organizationalcommunication course.]

RELINQUISHING POWER IN THE CLASSROOM: A CASE
STUDY ON SELF-DIRECTED TEAMS IN THE CLASSROOM

Gerald W. Driskill and Brian Polansky
University of Arkansas, Little Rock

"It's like a hauntedhouse,a bit scary but also fun."
"It's like a dictatorsh^ masquerading as a democracy."

These two quotes reveal the diverse perceptions oftwo students in an upper
level organizational communication class that utilized a self-directed teams

approach. These comments were taken fi:om a class exercise that sought
student perceptions at one point several weeks into the semester and reflect
the challenge placed before students and teachers engaged in using selfdirected teams inthe classroom.

The use ofself-directed teams continues to be ofinterest in organizational
development efforts (Gavin & McPhail, 1978; Kilmann, 1984; Lowenberg,
1985; Sashkin & Burke, 1987; Scherer, 1979). This approach represents a
major investment of resources and considerable commitment fi-om all

involved. This commitment is perhaps most noticeable in the communication
demands placed on organizational members. Beyond the potential need to
manage higher levels ofambiguity related to such things as work expectations
and evaluation processes,there are also greater interpersonal communication
skill demands(Critchley& Casey,1984;Gribas &Driskill, 1989).
The shift toward self-directed work teams in organizations is well
documented(Galagan, 1988;Larson &LaFasto,1989; George,1977;Howe,
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1977;Poza & Markus, 1980)and is further underscored by models that give
teamwork an integral role in accon^lishing organizational goals (Blake,
Mouton, & Allen, 1987; Likert, 1961; Peters & Waterman, 1982). The
traditional classroom,however,fails to mirror such shifts when it enq)hasizes

instructor control and decision making with a premium placed on clarity in
direction, assignments and evaluation. This traditional form of organizing
seems inconsistent with trends in many organizations. This paper describes an
effort to en^)ower students by placing them in teams charged with
determining course mission, goals, structure, pohcies, and procedures. This
case study analysis reports the major phases of this effort by discussing:(a)
the packet used to initiate the organizing process,(b)the creation and use of
work teams,(c)the interventions used to encourage student "processing" of
their teamwork,and(d)summary iosights gleanedftomthis approach.

Organizing the Class
ThePacket

Based on the trend in organizations to use self-directed teams,a decision was
made to "ditch" the traditional syllabus. In place ofthe syllabus, a "creativity
and constraints" packet was developed to guide the development ofteams.
Based on the sub-title of Eisenberg and Goodall's (1993) organizational
communication text,the notion of"balancing creativity and constraint" in the
process of organizing was introduced to the students. Traditional syllabi
focus on constraints that delineate instructor expectations regarding course
pohcies and assignments. In contrast, the course packet included guidehnes
that encouraged "creative" ownersh^ ofmajor con^onents ofthe class. By
including both constraints and creativity guidelines, the packet attempted to
modelorganizationalprocesses. The major elements ofthis packet included:
1. Syllabus/Class Pohcies
2. Tentative Course Schedule

3. Goalsetting Assignment
4.Developing Requirements Assignment
5.Developing AssessmentInstrument Assignment
6.AdditionalResources

The three assignments used to begin the semester are discussed next in order
to depictthe waythe course utilized the creativity and constraints packet.
Setting Class Objectives

The objective ofthe first assignment was to improve student's goalsetting and
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semester, contained two sets ofgrading guidelines. The "Constraints" were

developed by considering exigencies in the larger university and academic
environment(e.g..the course description in the university bulletin),time limits
(e.g.. a limit on the number ofgoals that could be reached in a semester), and
the need to appraise individual performance for grading purposes (Le.,
students had to complete certain individual assignments in order to maintain
equity across the class).

"Creativity" guidelines included suggestions or examples of areas that
could be explored within the constraints. These were intended to remind
students that constraints did not keep them from exploring new areas. They
were reminded that such constraints like the course description left much
room for creativity—a process usually left in the hands ofthe professor. For

example,they were told that course objectives could reflect their "curiosities,
questions,and learning ambitions."

The "Objective or Goal Setting" assignment was turned in during the first
week. Students were given an evaluation sheet(Appendix A)in advance to
remind them of the grading guidelines. For example, the evaluation sheet
listed several constraints such as needing to "reflect specific measurable

behaviors" or "not duplicating the goals ofanother class." In addition,a list of
suggestions were given related to ways they could be creative. They could
write in something they did to develop their list ofobjectives or check one of
the suggested items like"Asking professionals whose expertise you trust."
The objectives devised by the students were used to create a master list.
Ideas on the master were discussed so that advocates of certain objectives

could explain their ideas more fiilly. Certain objectives were combined and
others eliminated based on discussion. Finally,the class agreed on a statement

of four objectives. These four objectives were placed into the following
statement:

At semester's end, each member of our organization should

have developed theoretic and appUed insights in the following
areas of organizational communication:(a)socialization process
and culturalassutm)tions that influence our communication within
the organization, (b) conflict management,(c) communication
and the regulation or motivation ofbehavior, and(d)information
management.

The process of developing the final set of objectives took the first week
andhalfofclass. The next stage was to devise requirements or assignments to
reachthese objectives.

Developing Requirements

Prior to involving the class in making a final determination ofthe best way to
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reach course objectives, time was given to training them in devising
assignments. The objective of this activity was to improve their individual
abilities to create methods for reaching specific objectives. This assignment
also included guidelines based on constraints (e.g., "the assignment must
include sorhe type of evaluation/test of knowledge and skills that has an
indwidual component") and encouraged students to add their own creative
ideas. Afinalevaluation sheet was provided that summarized these guidelines.
Each class member was then asked to devise two assignments related to
the course objectives. They were allowed to select fiom any of the fi)ur
previously determined course objectives and encouraged to be creative in
developing assignments. In order to maximize feedback and ensure that

students developed their skills in meeting constraints and in being creative
they were requiredto revise their assignment untilit reached the guidelines.
A second step in devising assignments involved tenq)orary teams.
Students decided thatthe next step in devising assignments could occur ifeach
team examined the various assignments conq)leted for each ofthe objectives.
Tenq)orary teams were created because class members felt they needed more
input and interaction in improving their "practice" assignments. Four teams
were charged with devising one "best" assignment for reaching each ofthe
four course objectives. This second step resulted in more synergistic efforts in
creating assignments that might be used during the semester.
Devising a Pre-Assessment

A third introductory assignment was that of devising an assessment
instrument. The objective of this assignment was to he^ students define
specific cognitive, behavioral and affective criterion on which to assess

themselves at the beginmng and end ofthe semester. A final version ofthis
instrument was created fiom student input and used to focus on course

objectives (Appendix B). For example, with regard to the conflict
management,student's assessed themselves as to their level ofknowledge of
confiict management, their skills in managing conflicts, and finally their
commitment to app^dng effective conflict management strategies in
organizations. An analysis ofthese pre and post tests is provided later in the
paper.

Creating Work Teams

After students had turned in individual assignments on setting objectives,
developed "practice" assignments for course objectives individually and in
temporary teams,and completed the self-assessments, class time was devoted
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to determining methods for reaching course objectives. The class made the
decision to charge four different teams with using two weeks ofthe semester
to guide the entire class toward one ofthe four goals. The temporary teams
became permanentteams.

Three decisions were made in conjunction with getting these teams
started. First, a decision was made to randomly assign the objectives to these
permanent teams. This was done to encourage greater class synergy
concerning assignment development. Thus, rather than allow the temporary
teams to keep their original assignment and objective, each team was given a
new objective along with the assignment idea that the temporary team had
created. Second, time frames had to be determined. The class decided that
two weeks time frames should be given to each team. The team would have
the freedom to use this time in whatever way they beheved would best met

their assigned objective. Finally, the order of these two week blocks was
determined through another random selection that resulted in the following
sequence of course topics: (1) Organizational Culture, (2) Confhct
Management, (3) Communication and Motivation, and (4) Information
Exchange.

A revised course syllabus reflected these assigned two week time blocks
but also included process days between the blocks. These process days are
discussed in the next section.

Processing the Process

An irc^ortant part oftypical class exercises involves processing or guiding the
students in their efforts to make sense out ofthe exercise. The structure of

this class prompted a need to "process the process" we were going through in
developing self-directed teams. Uncertainty ran high during the first weeks of
the semester. Assurances were repeated that assignments could be revised
and that their grade in the class was to be determined by their willingness to
respond to feedback and make required revisions. The time spent providing
such assurances evolved into scheduled days for processing. These process

days became a form of metacommunication~an effort to talk about the
emerging communication roles and rules in the classroom. The following
section highlights two instances of student instigated metacommunication,
specifically (1) an emergent organizational rule and (2) a call for a formal
mission statement. In addition,the instructor instigated(3)an analysis ofthe

organizational culture and(4)an audit oftheir perceptions ofcommunication
bytheteams. Theseprocess days proved invaluable.
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Identifying an Emergent Rule

The first day scheduled for teams to work on their assigned goals resulted in a
confiict. A student asked whether or not each teamhad to use the assignment
given to them by the terqporary teams. Several in the class realized the
possible confiict created as this question suggested that the assignment that
group had been given was not up to "their" standards. An underlying tension
was evident as we began to discuss the possible ramifications if a goal team
rejected the use ofthe assignments created by a temporaryteam Some ofthe
underlying questions included: (a) Would this rejection reflect poorfy on
anyone's grade?(b)Would this rejection create difficult working relationsh^s
whenthey gave the new assignment?(c)Why should a goalteam be stuck with
an assignmenttheyfelt was incomplete or unclear? In short,they began to ask
how they could manage this conflict in personal versus task communication
challenges.

A new organizational practice and consequent rule emerged. In order to
clarify the assignments provided by the temporary teams, liaisons were
assigned firom each team to provide additional explanation. Furthermore,
since the permanent teams were ultimately responsible for the assignments
they gave to the class, the class decided that they had the fieedom to use,
change,or ignore the assignment handed on to them The need to discuss and
devise this rule proved to be onfy one of many discussions and interventions
related to the process oforganizing.
The Mission

As the "Organizational Culture" goalteam began its work on helping the class
understand the notion of organizational culture and its implications for
communication, it became clear that the class desired a clearer focus on how

thefour goals fit the larger mission ofthe course. One process day was used to
gather "mission statements" fi-om members. An ad hoc team was created to

examine these statements and then to propose two or three options for the
class to adopt. The finalversion was:

We are an organization ofstudents who have come together
for the shared purpose oflearning the dynamics oforganizational
communication. As an organization we are discovering how to
balance the use of creativity and constraint, how to formulate
concrete ideas out of ambiguous concepts, and how to work
toward a goalcollectively within a group as wellas individually.

Thisformally adopted mission statement,however,wasfar firom capturing the
diversity ofperceptions ofwhatthis "organization" was realfy about.
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The Cuhure

At about the 5 week mark in a 15 week semester,students were asked to write

down a metaphor or a brief statement that captured their perceptions ofthe
course. The richness and diversity oftheir responses resulted in a fiili class
period that focused on both of the value of gaining such information in an
organization as well as the imphcations of their comments for our work
together. Three major areas were discussed.

1. A list of emergent rules and roles were listed. For example^ it had

become clear that the instructor's role included such duties as providing
"creativity and constraint" guidelines as wellasfacilitating process days.
2. Six major metaphors were discussed. Three of the more intriguing
metaphors that representthe diversity ofperceptions included:
"StiU thirsty after drmking a gallon ofwater." This idea referred to doing
lots ofwork but not really feeling like their learning expectations were being
met.

"A masquerading dictatorsh^." This metaphor was shared by students
who felt constrained by the instructor's final say on grades. Several students
had previous experience in self-directed teams in other classes in which the
teacherprovidedfewer constraints ongrades.
"A haunted house." Adjectives used to describe the course included such
phrases as "ftm and scary" and "lost but ok." These students had mixed
feelings,but seemed to be enjoying the process.

3. Finally, assumptions about the nature of organizations implied in the
metaphors were discussed. For exaiq)le, Eisenberg and Goodall's (1993)
ideas on ambiguity were discussed in conjunction with those perceiving the
class as a "haunted house." Students were introduced to the impmtance of
developing skills to manage the ambiguity involved in organizing through selfdirected teams.
The Audit

The tentative syllabus had included a hst of possible topics that might be
covered if time allowed. Several students desired to leam more about the

audit process so the last week of the semester was devoted to a

communication audit of the class. This audit was not designed to be
comprehensive or measure perceptions related to every aspect of
communication at all levels (e.g., interpersonal, group, and organization).
Instead,surveys were designed with two goals in mind:(a)First, it was hoped
that introducing them to the audit process would illustrate the value of an
audit,(b)Second, the audit provided a basis for processing communication
related to information management, conflict management, and motivational
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communication used by the teams during the semester. These three topics
were selected because they had not received focused attention as had the topic
oforganizational culture.
Information Flow: Based on the studentteam presentation ofthis topic,
the instructor devised a survey with items related to student perceptions of
informationflow related to assignments given by each goalgroup. Four areas

were examined: (1)information sources,(2) messages,(3) channels/media,
and (4) receivers. Appendix C contains survey items with mean data
organized by team along with general cautions given to the class for
interpreting data. A guide sheet for discussion was prepared that explored
three generaltrends from the analysis: (1)generalagreementthat information
management was effective,(2) different perceptions across teams, and (3)
perceivedproblems in information exchange.
The discussion concerning these findings yielded valuable insights. For
example,one perceived problem was that the conflict team had a higher mean
score(x=3.2)on item #1 indicating that the class felt there were "competing
sources" of information regarding the assignments this team gave.
"Competing" information sources indicated a problem caused by team
members who provided the class with assignments related to the course
objective of conflict management. Apparently the rest of the class believed
that the team was inconsistent in the explanations they provided students who
came to them for additional direction. This problem with source competition
was discussed in Ught ofthe way this team provided directions that allowed
more room for creativity. The class discussed the tendency for members of
this team to interpret these "creative" directions differently and to provide
informal advice to students outside ofclass on how to corcplete assignments.
This discussion resulted in valuable insights concerning the additional

challenges placed on communicators when managing creative or ambiguous
messages.

Conflict Management: Whereas the survey on information flow
examined differences by teams, the conflict survey focused on overall class
perceptions. Appendix D contains the survey along with mean data. Three

summary observations were made and discussed: (1) Students tended to
agree with one another on three ofthe items: #1 "Conflicts are managed at
appropriate levels;" #2 "Appropriate levels ofthreat are maintained;" and #7
"I adopted appropriate strategies for managing conflicts."(2)The class was
spHt in the perceptions ofthe other four items. For example,four ofthe nine
students agreed that "conflicts were identified before they got out of hand,"
whereas the other five disagreed.(3)Finally, the need to explore the reasons
for differing perceptions was highlighted. Class discussion made it clear that
such survey data merited follow-up interviews in order to determine reasons
for these differing perceptions. These diverse perceptions also underscored
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the need to check the assumption that we hold the same perceptions of
organizational events.

Motivation: The motivation survey also focused on overall perceptions
of the class (Appendix E). Similar to the conflict survey: (1) Areas of
agreement were noted (e.g., #2 "Goals were sufficiently challenging to

motivate me;" #5 "Assignments appealed to members with diflfering
motivational patterns").(2)Areas ofdisagreement were explored and showed
that the class was split in their perceptions ofsuch basic issues as whether or
not "expected behaviors" were clearly identified (#1) and whether or not

"constructive levels of job satisfaction were maintained" (#4). (3) These
differences indicated the diverse way members experience the same
organization. Furthermore, we discussed the way a network analysis, iftime
allowed,might identify cliques that shared similar perceptions.

Conclusions

Several conclusions were drawn from this case study ofself-directed teams in
the classroom. These conclusions include strengths, limits, and suggestions
for future applications of this approach to teaching organizational
communication or other classes using this approach.
Strengths

First, students' mutual dependency on each other to accomplish tasks
mirrored life m other organizations. The typical classroom experience is
balanced in favor ofdependency on the instructor with students depending on
each other to accomplish a particular assignment or project. In contrast,
students in this class were challenged to work together fromthe first day ofthe
semester. Audit results, as discussed earlier, showed the extent to which

students perceived their dependency on classmates for information to
con^lete assignments. As one student commented in their evaluation ofthe
class,"It required interaction and cooperation."
Second, an almost limitless number of experiences encouraged
metacommunication. The survey and culture audit were only two formal
means used to "process the communication process." Outside ofclass, a high
degree ofinteraction occurred as students sought assistance in understanding
the "chaos." Student discussions with the instructor outside ofthe class dealt

with such pragmatics as:
(a)organizationalpolitics~"howto deal with this class" smcel
came to school to "get away" from the politics of work; (b)
diversity~"what to do about" the team members who seem to
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assume I can not do my work just because I am an international
student";(c)perceivedlaziness—"Youmight as wellknow it,some
of these guys are just looking to get out with as little work as
possible"; and(d)uncertainty reduction—"well, 1 do not see our
team as knowing much aboutthis topic,whatare weto do?"
These issues and others allowed for a many "teachable" moments that are not
asfrequentlyfound when using a traditionalapproach.
Third, this approach challenges instructors to examine traditional class
objectives and methods in terms of student retention of information. The
traditional class has usually favored content over appUcation or experiential
demands. This team based approach clearly favored experientiallearning and
because ofthis a great dealoforganizational communication theory/concepts
were sacrificed. Students would probably not pass final exams given in many
organizationalcommunication classes due to this sacrifice. However,beyond
the four major topics covered, there were indicators that the concepts that
sur&ced through our naturally occurring metacommunication resulted in
greater information retention. One student commented that the information
they learned could be apphed outside of the class in the "real" world.
Furthermore, the pre and post test evaluations ofstudent perceived learning
indicated positive changes. Means differences on knowledge and skill related
items (c.f. Appendix B)on the self-assessment were statically significant,
indicating students saw themselves as making significant process. However,
the use of conq)arison groups as well as post assessments given at later
intervals would have provided a more vahd evaluation ofthis claim ofgreater
information retention.

Fourth, students were errq)owered to devise their own teaching/training
strategies that often went beyond what most instructors would consider. For
exan:q)le, student teams invited three guest speakers that would have not been
considered by the instructor. These speakers included a recently hired

director a new fitness center who spoke on the challenges faced in building a
team in a new organization. In addition, students sought the assistance of
other faculty members to gain resources for the class.
Limitations

First,the exposure to various topics and literature in the field oforganizational
communication was limited. As aheady indicated in the discussion of
balancing content/apphcation demands, this course covered fewer concepts
than traditionally covered. The textbook was rarely utilized by the students
since it was not a requirement or "constraint" placed on the teams.
Furthermore, the students had not had previous organizational
communication classes and therefore where often at a loss on whatto provide
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the class during the two weeks they were charged with "teaching." Thus,
while they were innovative, at times the content reflected "warmed over"
materialfrom other classes they had corbpleted.
A contributing &ctor to the reduced amount ofcontent was the hesitation

to require work from peers. For exanq)le, even though each team provided
content in lecture form and in some cases required students to integrate at
least one other source in their out of class assignments^ they rarefy required
students to delve into the text or research articles.

Second,and related to the previous limitation,the instructor observed that

the quality of the work produced by the majority ofthe students tended to
suffer. This observation was based on a sense that students turned in more

average or below average assignments than when the course had been taught
using a traditional format. There are several plausible explanations for this
lower level of quality including(a)the limited training provided in creating
assignments;(b)students who would not always beheve that the criteria given
by their peers would actually be used to grade papers;and(c)the tendencyfor
peers to not want to provide challenging work for "fear" that the next team
would get"revenge."

SuggestionsforImproving Team Based Approaches
Three suggestions for team based approaches are clear. First, additionaltime
was needed for "processing the process." Like in other organizations, there
was a tendency to cut short processing time and needful metacommunication.
The pedagogical strength of the self-directed team approach was the

experientialnature ofthe course. Students who grasped this focus early in the
semester tended to relax and enjoythe change ofpace. These students tended
to pick out relevant aspects of their communication behavior, such as how
they managed conflicts, make efforts to appfythemto their team interactions.
For example, students who recognized that the material on conflict
management was intended to assist them in their work with their teams, were
the same students who expressed appreciation for the non-traditional
approach. For others,intergroup conflicts onlyfrustratedthemandpron^)ted
themto feelthey were not getting anything out ofthe class.
These differences between student responses to the class merited further
attention during class time. The data gathered in the surveys and through
informal visits with students could have been given additionalclass discussion
time. Classes using self-directed teams might Hmit the number ofgoals even
further and schedule larger blocks of time and assignments related to
processing.

A second way to improve the use ofteams would be to provide time for a
discussion ofpower and control in the classroom. As indicated in the culture
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survey,there were students who felt the instructor was a dictator who wore a
"mask of democracy." Despite the creation of a packet that indicated
constraints as well as areas they could be creative, there was not a clearly
defined sense of"how far"they could go. One solution to this problem would
be to include a segment at the start ofthe semester on organizations/classes as
political entities. This discussion could provide a vocabulary for discussing
control and power issues throughout the semester. For example, students
could be encouraged to see that instructor eiSbrts to "empower" by giving up
control over aspects ofthe course should not be equated with the class being
the same as a democracy.
A finalsuggestion is for initialtraining in working inteams. Team building
theorists and researchers are in general agreement that teams differ with
regard to the types of communication skills that will be needed for team

success (Critchley & Casey, 1984; Gribas & Driskill, 1989). In this setting,
the high degree ofcreative decision making,the equal power base ofthe team
members, combined with time constraints, indicate that students may have
benefited from having a prerequisite course that developed group
communication skills or some type of team based training early in the
semester.

Summary

Teamwork has long been recognized as having an integral role in

accorq)lishing organizational goals(Blake, Mouton,& Allen, 1987); Likert,
1961; Peters &Waterman, 1982). Many professional organizations have
successfully integrated self-directed work teams into their organizational
practices (Galagan, 1988; Larson & LaFasto, 1989; George, 1977; Howe,
1977;Poza&Markus,1980).
The traditional classroom, however, fails to reflect these trends toward

errq)Owerment and involvement. The university classroom generally places
emphasis on instructor controland decision making with a premiumplaced on
clarity in direction,assignments,and evaluation.
This paper described an effort to en:q)ower students by placing them in

teams charged with determining course mission,goals,structure,policies,and
procedures. The major phases ofthis effort were outlined and the conclusions
drawn by the instructor indicate ways to maximize the potential of selfdirected teams as an educationaltooL
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Appendix A
EVALUATION SHEET FORDEVELOPING OBJECTIVES

(Point Sheet)

Place a mark by the Constraints that youfollowed:

1. Reflects at least one ofthefollowing major topic areas:
a. Basic theories oforganizational communication
b. Socialization,stress,ethical issues

c. Relational skills(including intercultural comm.)
d. Effective organizational communication
e. Assessing communication in organizations
2. Reflect specific measurable behaviors

3. Nofewer than 2and no more than 5 goals
4. No duplication ofthe goals ofanother class
5. Able to match with a method(s)for reaching the goal
6. Does notfocus on technical business writing
Place a mark by the Creativity options you used:

1. Taps broad nature(ambiguity)ofcourse topic
2. Reflects your curiosities,questions,& learning goals
3. Refersto the text and select areas ofparticular interest
4. Asked professionals whose expertise you trust
5. Other:

Appendix B
FIRST ASSESSMENT: ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION

Directions: Complete the following by circling the number that best describes your current
level ofknowledge,skill, and commitment on each ofthefollowing items.
ASIBEGIN this course I would
describe myKNOWLEDGE of...

Highly Moderately Needing
Develop Develop
Develop
1. how to define and apply org. comm. as
1 2 3 4 5

2. major theories& approaches to org. comm. as

1 2 3 4 5

3. ethical issues related to comm. in

organizations as
4. the importance oforganizational culture as
5. effective conflict management strategies in
organizations as

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

6. effective use ofcomm.for motivating
selfiothers in organizations as

1 2 3 4 5

7. effective information exchange practices
in organizations as

1 2 3 4 5
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8.interventions tofacilitate

organizationalcomm.effectiveness as

1 2 3 4 5

AsI begin this course I would describe
mySKILLS in...

1. providing explanations ofwhat you can do with
a background in organizational comm. as

1 2 3 4 5

2. determining the culture ofan organization as

1 2 3 4 5

3.identifying effective conflict management
practices in an organization as

1 2 3 4 5

4. identifying motivational patterns ofmembers
ofan organization as

1 2 3 4 5

5. determining effective information management
practices in org. as

1 2 3 4 5

AsI begin this course I would describe
my COMMITMENT TO...

1. serving as a model ofcompetent org.
communication as

1 2 3 4 5

2. using information about org. culture in the
socialization process as

1 2 3 4 5

3. using conflictfor productive outcomes as

1 2 3 4 5

4. adapting mycomm.strategies to fit the
niotivational patterns oforg. members as

1 2 3 4 5

5.improving the information management
practices in organizations as

1 2 3 4 5

Appendix C

Information Management Analysis
Surveyitems.Means Scores,& Interpretation Guides
*NOTE: Lower meansindicate stronger agreement.
Information Sources& Assignments
1. There were(not)competing sources
ofinformation.

2.Information sources(did not)rely
on one-way communication.

CULT CONFL MOTIV INFO
2.6

3.2

2.1

2.4

2.2

2.2

1.7

2.4
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Infonnation Messages& Assignment
3. There was suflficient direction to

accomplish tasks.
4. Directions provided sufficient room
for creativity.

2.0

1.8

1.8

2.2

2.0

1.4

1.6

1.9

2.1

1.7

1.8

2.0

2.4

2.1

1.7

2.4

2.0

1.9

2.0

1.8

2.0

1.9

2.0

2.0

2.0

1.9

1.5

2.0

2.1

1.7

2.1

2.0

2.2

2.1

2.1

2.0

Information Channels/media& Assignments
5. There was sufficient balance between
oral and written forms

ofinformation.

6. The most effective types ofmedia were
used to convey information.

Information Receivers& Assignments
7.1 had sufficient trust in sources of

information.
8. Information was consistent with our

class/org. culture concerning
effective assignments.

9. Information was consistent with my
beliefs about effective class

assignments.
10.1 took sufficient initiative/

responsibility to gain clarity
on assignments.
11. Mylack ofconfidence in being able
to effectively complete assignments
influenced the wayI interpreted
directions.

SUMMARY CAUTIONSIN DATA INTERPRETATION

1. Check frequency data since mean data may not reflect diversity.
2. Small sample,especially with 2absencesfrom one team mayinfluence results.
3. Self-serving bias may influence results.
4.Primacy/Recency effect mayinfluence results.

Appendix D
Conflict Management Analysis
Survey items& Means Scores

(Key: SA=Strongly Agree;A=Agree;D=Disagree; SD=StronglyDisagree)

1. Conflicts were managed at
appropriate levels.

SA

A

D

^

X

1

7

2

1

2.4

1

7

2

0

2.1

2. Appropriate levels ofthreat
were maintained.
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3. Norms and rulesfor

communication roles were clear.

1

5

3

1

2.4

0

4

5

1

2.7

dependency to motivate
productive conflict.

0

5

5

0

2.5

6.1 made an effort to adapt to the
motivational pattern oforg.
members during conflict.

1

6

3

0

2.2

7.1 adopted appropriate strategies
for managing conflicts.

1

9

0

0

1.9

4. Conflicts were identified

before they got out ofhand.
5. There was sufficient mutual

Appendix E
Motivation/Communication Analysis
Survey items and Means Scores

(Key: SA=StronglyAgree;A=Agree;D=Disagree;SD=Strongly Disagree)

^

A

D

^

X

0

4

6

0

2.6

4

5

1

0

1.7

0

6

' 4

0

2.4

sufficient levels ofmotivation.

0

5

5

0

2.5

5. Assignments appealed to org.
members with differing
motivational patterns

2

6

2

0

2.0

1. Expected behaviors were

clearly identified.
2. Goals were sufficiently

challenging to motivate me.
3. Rules were consistentfor

motivating behaviorsfrom
team to team.

4. Constructive levels ofjob
satisfaction helped maintain
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SELF-DIRECTED TEAMS IN THE CLASSROOM:
THREE STRIKES AND THEY'RE OUT

John Gribas, University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire

Over the past few decades, American organizations have focused on
organizational development and human resource training strategies which
atten^tto capitalize on purported benefits ofgroup structure and functioning.
These "team" strategies are being offered as alternatives to the more
traditional bureaucratic philosophy incorporating extensive hierarchies,

clearly controlled and primar% downward chaimels of communication, and
the reduction ofwork responsibilities iuto the smallest possible task units with
individuals assigned responsibility for regular and repeated performance of
one suchtask.

Besides being seen as a way to increase organizationalproductivity,team
approaches have been used to increase partic^ation and to promote
satis&ction among organizational members (BuUer & Cecil, 1986; Dyer,
1977;Howe,1977; Moore, 1978;Patten, 1979;Scherer, 1979;Woodman &

Sherwood, 1980a, 1980b). One ofthe most recent variations on the team
theme is the notion ofautonomous or self-directed work teams. It has become

a popular approach, seen by many to hold great potential for increasing
employee satisfaction and en^owerment, not to mention organizational
flexibility, competitiveness, responsiveness, and overall effectiveness
(Cummings,1978;Orsbum,Moran,Musselwhite,&Zenger,1990;Versteeg,
1990;Wellins,Byham,& Wilson,1991).
Besides enjoying great popularity in the organizational world,the notion
ofteam autonomy also is being embraced by educators who seek to apply selfmanagement concepts in the classroom Students are being organized into
autonomous work teams as an alternative to the traditional model ofhaving
students function independently. This self-management approach attempts to
go beyond merely having students work together on a project. Some student
teams are given responsibility for designing assignments and evaluation
standards, and even determining and teaching course content. A real self-

managed student team approach is not merely an attempt to make students
work together, but it is an attempt to empower students and offer them
educational experiences that may better prepare them for "real world"
expectations. According to Sadler(1994):
[Tjeaching students about group dynamics gives them valuable
skills they need in the work place. Organizations using
participativedecision-making philosophies such as Total QuaUty
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Management(TQM)are increasingly relying on groups and teams
to enhance quality and con^etitiveness. The group skills students
leam in the college classroom wiU give many ofthem a head start
onthejob.(p. 1)
And, when one considers course content and student aspirations, collegelevel organizational communication classes seem a particularly appropriate
place to integrate self-managed student teams.

This paper is written fiom the perspective ofone who(a)has followed the
interest and investigatiorl into organizational teamwork over the past years,

(b)has been a full-time student for two-thirds ofhis lifetime,(c)has been an
educator at both secondary and post-secondary levels, (d) is currently
teaching organizational communication as a university faculty member, and
(e)has chosen not to utilize self-directed teams for purposes ofinstruction.
Though the potential rewards of organizational team autonomy are great, it
also has been shown to pose its share of difdcuhies. Volumes of practical
guides have been, and continue to be, written specifically to assist
organizations in overcoming the barriers to effective functioning of selfdirected teams (e.g.. Harper & Harper, 1994; Hicks & Bone, 1994). The
following discussion combines my insights as a student,teacher, and scholar,
and suggests that, in general, there are three inherent strikes against selfdirected teams in the classroom First, classroom assignments are generally
not consistent with the kind of goals associated with effective team efforts.

Second,the classroom setting does not allow time for the kind ofinterpersonal
skill development required in effective team performance. And third, the
pressures ofconcertive controlseverely limit the extent to which self-directed
teams can lead to a true sense ofstudent empowerment. These strikes quite
likely wiUleadto frustration andfailure.

Three Strikes

Strike One: Classroom assignments are generally not consistent with the
kind ofgoals associated with effective team efforts. The importance ofgoalsetting in team functioning is clear. Liebowitz and DeMeuse(1982)identified
it as one ofthe three most common focuses ofteam development strategies.
But not only must a team, self-directed or otherwise, have a clearly defined
goal, it must have a goal that transcends individual agendas and eludes
individual efforts. Team building experts, Larson and LaFasto(1989), claim
that having a clear, elevating goal is a primary, perhaps the primary,
characteristic ofeffective teams.

There is no doubt that a group effort requires time and coordination
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unnecessary in individual e£forts. Without a goal that inherently requires a
collective efifort, individuals working together quickly will see the "teaming"
as an obstacle to efficiency and, perhaps, quality. I know this to be true from
my experience both as a student and as a teacher. As a student,it was clear to

me that, in virtually every case, I could do a better job on assigned group
projects by myselfthan in a student group. Or at least I thought that I could
have completed it more quickly. Even ifstudents have less confidence in their
academic abilities and beheve that they might earn a better grade in a group
than alone,the fact that an assignment is individually accomplishable makes it
less thanthe elevating goalcalledfor byLarson and LaFasto.
As a teacher, I have continued to struggle for innovative educational
strategies and assignments. And I continue to assign group projects, hoping
students pick up on the importance of teamwork and see the results of
synergy. But when I consider my own group projects and those of other
colleagues, I see that they are noble atten^ts to offer challenges requiring
collective effort but all too often fall far short ofthe kind oftask appropriate
for self-managed teams. My experience suggests that the most common
strategy used for designing assignments worthy of group effort is to simply
require more work than one could reasonably expect a single individual to
complete within a certain time fiame. But that is not the kind of goal that
organizational teams are designed to tackle. Proponents such as Francis and

Young(1979),Ends(1977), and others have argued that teams are designed
to accomplish objectives that require a breadth of skills, knowledge, and
resources that would be impossible for one person to possess, and that the
right mix ofskills is an essential characteristic of effective teams. Teams do
not take on assignments merely because the work load is too large and so each

member must take a piece ofthe pie. Teams are made up ofindividuals with
unique and complementary characteristics and abilities, each contributmg an
ingredient essentialfor the making pfthat pie.
So how can the classroom possibly produce a student composition
necessary for teams? Student assignment to a particular class in any
semester/quarter is essentially a randomprocess. How can a teacher hope that
there will be individuals in each class with the right variety of skills and
conqpetencies to organize into effective teams? In fact, since so many classes
are taken by individuals with the same major,same interests, same previous
courses and skills,the educationalsystem seems to have a kind ofbuilt in class

homogenization that is inconsistent with the requisite varietyfor teams.
The point is that,in spite ofimpressive attempts at innovation, developing
assignments that actually require teamwork is exceptionally difficult at best.
And, education being what it is, even ifsuch assignments could be devised,
finding the right mix of student skills in any classroom to tackle team
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objectives is an unlikely gamble. But let us imagine that these issues are not
obstacles, that assignments coidd be designed that are appropriate for selfdirected teams and that students could be found with an adequate mix ofskills
to constitute such teams. Just having a qualified team with an appropriate goal
does not guarantee true team fimctioning. A goal is only elevating to the
degree that team members continue to see it as elevating. They must view the
team goal as superordinate to their own individual goals. Larson and Lafasto
(1989)described the typicalineffective team.
The goal had become unfocused; the goal had become

politicized;the team had lost a sense of urgency or significance
about its objective; the team's efforts had become diluted by too
many other con:5)eting goals; individual goals had taken priority
over team goals;and so on.(p.27)

Let us be realistic. The potentialfor students to identify and pursue individual
con:q)eting goals (e.g., seeking grades and personal academic success, doing
the assignment with the least amount ofeffort or time commitment,engaging
in image management strategies for developing or maintaining relationsh^s
with teammates)while functioning as a self-managed team is high. One might
argue that that is not a problem,that such a situation is part ofwhat members
leam about when functioning, or dis-functioning, as a team. But let us
remember that we are talking about the application ofself-managing student
teams as a pedagogical tool for increasing learning, creativity, and
er[q)Owerment, not as an exploration into the ins and outs of self- managing

team functioning. Ifthe primary goal ofapplying self- managing teams in the
classroom is to teach about self-managing teams, then team difficulties and
even failure can be seen as a valuable learning experience. But if selfmanaging teams are intended to be usefulfor expediting and complementing
learning, then effective functioning is essential Unfortunately, the first step
toward effective functioning, establishing an appropriate self-managing team
goal,is typically inconsistent with the classroom setting.
Strike two: The classroom setting does not allow timefor the kind of
interpersonal skill development required in effective team performance.
This paper has suggested that certain unique situational constraints make the
educational context unfit for finding appropriate self-managing student team
goals. However, everi without such constraints, development of selfmanaging teams is a challenge. Even when pursuing the right goals,people do
not naturally function as an effective team. Team literature sets up some
pretty hefty competencies for effective teams(see Gribas, 1990, pp. 31-33).
And, if the large and lucrative market for team building materials is any
indication, we can assume that people and organizations recognize the need
for assistance to develop these con^etencies. Effective teams require
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individuals who are welltrained in interpersonal skills. Generalinterpersonal
skill development is one of the three primary team development strategies
identified by LiebowitzandDeMeuse(1982).
We cannot expect students to enter a classroom situation as trained
interpersonal communicators. So can we expect that there is time to train
students during the class and still have time to cover course content?
Accordingto Sadler(1994),
Probably the most common concem ofinstructors about using
groups is that teaching students how to work in them takes too
much class time. The basics ...,however,can be covered in one

ortwo class periods,(p.4)
Despite Sadler's optimism,it must be remembered that teaching people about
effective group fimctioning is different than teaching them to fimction
effective^. Also, Sadler's article is merely proposing the use of groups in a
very basic way. His recommendations do not even begin to suggest apphed
self-managing teams.
In reality, shaping most groups into even modestly effective selfmanaging teams takes a great deal of time and effort. As Manz and Sims
(1993)noted:
[T]he evolution and development ofmature self-managing teams
are not smooth processes, despite occasional claims of instant
success. On the contrary, unrealistic expectations or simplistic
assumptions that the achievements of teams can be quick and
painless can sabotage the long-term chances of success. The
demands and rewards can be great for members and leaders alike,
but if the participants are not emotionally prepared, patient,
organizationally supported, and carefully trained for the
challenges,disillusionment is a real danger,(pp. 78-79)
The fact that team development is a time consuming process should come as
no surprise. Teams are clearly a kind offimctioning group,and for many years
it has been widely recognized and accepted that groups must proceed through
fairly predictable stages ofdevelopment before they are able to fimction with
any degree of efficiency. Such an evolution takes not only time, but time
together: a luxury notfoimd within the classroom context.
Additional support for the idea that specialized and time-consuming
training would be needed for effective apphcatibn of self-managed teams in
the classroom comes from research on short-term or temporary teams.
Clearly, a class ofstudents likely will not have had a history offimctioning as a
team,and time in a semester class is limited. Class time in schools organized
into academic quarters is even more limited. Therefore, student teams must
be considered a kiud of short-term or temporary team, and these have
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constraints that pose special problems above and beyond those &ced by more

long standing teams. According to Eddy (1985), members of a temporary
system must be able to establish themselves as a iunctioning group quickly and

to "develop comfort in operating in ambiguous situations where reporting
lines are complex and authority overlapping"/(p. 166). Eddy stated that, in
such situations, specially designed training is necessary for effective
functioning. In a similar vein, Curtin(1987)suggested that rapid clarification
ofindividualroles is one ofthe major needs oftemporaryteams.
Another problem related to the tenqiorary nature ofstudent teams is that

the ideas ofshort-term teams and true team autonomy may be inconsistent,or

at least unworkable in the classroom According to George(1977),flexibility
and fluidity are necessary for effective functioning of short-term teams, and
one keyto team effectiveness is a clear leader. Since ambiguity ofauthority is
an inherent dilemma with temporaryteams,leaders must be good autonomous
decision makers and organizers. George's ideas are supported in research. A
study by Gribas(1990)suggested that shared or partic^ative leadership may
not be appropriate for temporary teams. Additionally, Boyle(1985)found
that task team partic^ative management led to ambiguity in procedures and
structures. He concluded that, imder partic^ative leadership^ the best
solutions to team problems were sometimes sacrificed in order to maintain

involvement ofallteam members. So it seems the only way for student teams
to function under the inherenttime constraints ofthe classroom isfor a strong,
decisive leader to guide the team In most classroom settings,the instructor is
the only individual potentially qualified for such a role, and ifthe instructor
takes on such a role,the whole point ofteam autonomy becomes moot.
Strike three: Thepressures ofconcertive controlseverely limit the extent

to which self-directed teams can lead to any true sense of student
empowerment. The first two strikes covered so far are based on the

assumption thatteam autonomyin the classroomis,intheory,a goodidea and,
though perhaps not completely workable, a strategy with potential for
achieving student empowerment. The third strike is based on different
assumptions. It does not question pragmatic issues, whether or not self-

directed teams can be made functional in the classroom, but it challenges the
very nature of the autonomous team approach as a vehicle for human
empowerment.

Many, and probably most, see the team approach as an abandonment of
control techniques, a way to encourage high commitment and enthusiasm for
task acconq)lishment while at the same time providing maximum fieedom

from conventionalcontrolmechanisms(ie., Walton,1985). This beUefseems
to be what is fueling the explosion of and excitement about self-directed
organizationalteamstoday.
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Some are more apt to temper over-romantic notions about team
autonomy and acknowledge some limitations and the importance of
situational constraints. For instance, Manz and Sims(1993)noted that team

self-management, when inqiroperly apphed or when mismatched to
organizational needs, environment, etc., can actually lead to individual
disempowerment. They cite the results ofa particular team intervention with
an insurance company,an industrythat has had a long-term and mherentfocus
on self-management. The establishment of self-managing teams in this
conpany seemed to backfire. Manzand Sims were led to ask the question,"In
an industry having a deeply ingrained culturalnorm ofindividualism,can team
self-management,cometo represent a loss ofpersonalcontrol"(p. 116)?
In this conpany, self-managing teams were operating as
vehicles for limiting autonomy... Again, a major reason for this
outcome... may be the standard ofconparison that the members
brought to the teams. An individual's perception ofautonomy is
largely based on a relative, rather than absolute, standard of
comparison. The producers who were members of these teams
had been relatively autonomous under the old system, even
though the agency itself was somewhat bureaucratic. Each
producer, ahhou^not exphcitly toldthat he was "self-managed"
(aU were male), was able to set his own priorities, work schedule,
and the hke, without first having to reach consensus with others,
(p. 121)
How different are most students from the employees of that insurance

conpany? Clearly,university students live and fimction as members ofa grand
bureaucracy,and theyfunction according to the expectations and standards of
others. However,they have a great dealofindividual control when it comesto
class work such as reading, studying for exams,and completing assignments.
Despite new educational approaches, pedagogies, and philosophies,
individualism pervades the university student culture. Like insurance
conpany sales staff, when it comes to their work, students decide when,
where, how, how much, and how well, without the necessity of reaching
consensus with others. It is in this way that certain researchers,theorists, and
practitioners seethatteam autonomy has the potentialto disempower.
There are those who make an even stronger statement against team
approaches as strategies for empowerment. Rather than a form ofhberation
firom power, teams, even self-managed ones, can be seen as clear control
mechanisms: ones that, due to their subtlety and elusiveness, actually may be
stronger and more hegemonic that other forms of organizational control
Tonpkins and Cheney (1985) outlined the development of organizational
control mechanisms from simple autocratic control, to control through
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technological designs such as the assembly hne, to bureaucratic control, to
whattheytermed "concertive" control.

With apologies for the introduction ofa neologism, we mean
to account for the emergence ofa new and postbureaucratic type
of control—one that stresses tearnwork and coordination at all

stages ofproduction...In the concertive organization,the exphcit
rules and regulations are largely replaced by the common
understanding of values, objectives, and means of achievement,
along with a deep appreciation for.the organization's "mission"...
Further, we speculate that the multilateral nature of control m

concertive organizations might actually increase the total amount
ofcontrolinthe system,(p. 184)
A full exphcation ofthe theoretical foundation for the notion of concertive

control is not possible in or appropriate for this paper. But the work by
Tompkins and Cheney demonstrates how individual decision tnaking
premises are based on organizational logics or enthymemes, and that certain
organizationalpracticesfocused on shared values and identification can result

in the inculcation oforganizationally advantageous premises. Such practices
are considered concertive control mechanisms In a more recent work.Barker

and Tompkins(1993)directly identify team approaches as clear exan^les of
concertive control If, as Tompkins and others suggest, teams are a strong
though shrouded means ofcontrol,then it is impossible for the appUcation of
self-directed teams in the classroom to be a means ofstudent empowennent.
Imagmed empowerment, yes. Actual hberation from control, no. Strike
three,you're out!

Final Considerations

I wish to conclude with some final thoughts for those of us Who have
considered or who are considering self-managing teams for classroom
apphcation. First, as educators, we must ask ourselves whether self-directed

teams are primarily a pedagogical toolfor applying other concepts and skills
If so, we must always remember to keep first things first, to know the real
objective ofthe class experience. We cannot allow the potential obstacles of
the learning tool stand in the way ofaccomplishing higher educational goals.
Ifself-managing teams are a tool,they must work and work well if we are to
usethem. They should facihtate better learning. They should be efficient. Yet
experience, research, and theory all tell us that students do not take to this
natura%or easily. As educators, we cannot throw students to the wolves,so
to speak. They need our assistance, our authority, our expertise. That is why
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we are there in the classroom We must be sure that allowing team autonomy

is not an abdication ofour primary responsibilities.

Now some might say that the application of self-managing teams is not

merely a pedagogical tool Some might argue that the goal is to develop the
abihty to function in team autonomy. In some cases, this might be an
appropriate primary educational objective. However, even then, one must
consider whether the best way to leam is to just start doing it,to sink or swim
Consider how much time, energy, and money goes into organizational

apphcation and developmentofself-managing teams. Can we assumethat our
students can even begin to have success at this without careful guidance and
long-term training? Shouldn't knowledge precede apphcation? Without
careful guidance, students functioning in frustrating and ineffective teams
could develop a kind of"group-hate"(Goodall, 1990)that could negatively
colorfutureteam experiences.

The temptation to apply self-managing teams in the classroom is strong.
Intuitively, it seems like such an good idea, and it surely is getting support
from those who would hke universities to become more ofa training ground

for entrance into business and industry. What an excellent way to kill two
birds with one stone: teach subject matter and provide experience in a
valuable type ofapphed group functioning useful in the marketplace. But we
must first decide ifthesetwo "birds" are positioned in a waythat would allow a

single shot the remotest chance of a double hit. If, as I have suggested, the
birds are too far apart for such a shot, we must be careful to remember what
bird is om primary prey. Also, as Tompkins and others have intimated, if we
are truly on a hunt for student empowerment,the bird called team autonomy
just may be a completely inappropriate target inthe first place.
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SELF-DIRECTED TEAMS AND CLASSROOM CULTURE:

BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU ASK FOR,YOUR PROFESSOR
JUST MIGHT GIVE IT TO YOU

Carey H. Adams, Southwest Missouri State University

In Organization X, workers expect to be told what to do and how to do it.
Management would like for workers to work hard and demonstrate initiative,

but doesn't really expect them to. Performance, along with things such as
attendance,tardiness,andneatness are closefymonitored. Workers are aware

ofmanagement's distrust and are apparently bothered by it, butthey do little to
overtly challenge it and tend to rec^rocate by not trusting management very
much, either. For the most part, bureaucratic rules and pohcies, as well as
well-known ways of working those rules to one's advantage, govern day-to
day life in Organization X.

Organization X sounds like the typical classical, bureaucratic. Theory Xdriven organization described in the earfy chapters of most organizational
communication textbooks. It's also how a group ofstudents described their
traditionalcollege classroom

In their recent and popular organizational communication textbook,
Eisenberg and Goodall(1993)point to the emerging importance ofteams in
the worlqilace, and they advocate implementing self-directed teams in the
classroom to enhance learning as well as to prepare students for the world of
work. This paper argues that the use of self-directed teams in the

undergraduate classroom represents a significant cultural change for both
teacher and student, drawing upon my own trial-and-error experiences with
introducing self-directed teams in an organizational communication course.

The Popularity ofTearns

At least since the Hawthorne Studies touted the unportance ofinformal wOrk
groups, American organizations have tried countless ways to capitalize on

(and sometimes check)the power ofgroups and teams. Quality circles, matrix
management, partic^ative decision-making models, and Total Quality
Management programs are but a few exan^les. Over the past several years,
teams have become both buzzword and widespread practice in business and
industry. A recent USC survey ofFORTUNE 1,000 companies showed that
68% use"self-managed" or"high-perform^ce"teams(Dumaine,1994).
Along with their popularity, there is growing concern over teams. This
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concern is not with the idea ofusing teams,but with the frustrations ofmaking
the idea work in practice. Human resources trade pubUcations now are replete
with articles on how to overcome problems in implementing team approaches
(for exan^)le, Caudron, 1994; Urick & DeMont, 1993; HoeVemeyer, 1993;
Clemmer, 1993; Matthes, 1992; AUender, 1993). Eisenberg and Goodall
(1993) suggest that teams often fril because of a lack of commitment and
support from management. Drucker(1993)argues that organizations often
don'tknow whattheyrealb^ expectfromteams.
A recentFortune article en:q)hasizes that there are many different types of
teams and that organizations must know what kind of team will meet their

goals. These teams range from quahty circles and project teams to the muchheralded self-managed, or self-directed teams. A self-directed team is
responsible for day-to-day operations and is empowered widithe authorityto
make decisions about how work gets done(Dumaine,1994).
With the popularity ofself-directed teams in business and industry,a good
case can be made for using teams in college classrooms. According to a study

conducted by the American Society for Training and Development(ASTD),
teamwork is one of 16 basic skiUs that employers say are requirements for

success in the worlq)lace(Camevale, Gainer,& Mekzer, 1991). Boyett and
Conn(1992)predict that teams and group-based reward systems will become
the norm in American business. A college education, then, should prepare
graduates to work effectively in teams. In my case,a course in organizational

communication seemed the perfect place to try out the idea. Not only would
the experience prepare them for the "real world," but the benefits of selfdirectedteams would enhance their learning ofthe course material,as well

Self-directed Teams as Cultural Change

Organizational culture has been defined variously as comprised ofany or allof
the following: (1) values, both espoused and practiced (Deal & Kennedy,
1982;Peters & Waterman, 1982; Weiner, 1988);(2)underlying assun:q)tions
(Schein, 1989); intersubjective meanings and interpretations (Wuthnow,
Hunter, Bergesen, & Kurzweil, 1984; Sypher, Applegate & Sypher, 1985);
(3) practices (Wuthnow et aL, 1984; van Maanen, 1991; Beyer & Tricre,
1987); and(4)sensemaking (Weick, 1983). A shift to self-directed teams,
whether in the worlq)lace or in the classroom,requires changes in all ofthese
areas.

Students readily espouse the values of autonomy, individual
responsibility,teamwork, and empowerment. "Yes!" they say to me,"Treat
us hke intelhgent adults. Empowerment is what we want." But a switch to
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self-directed teams represents a cultural shift invotving more than just the
declaration ofnew values. Both students and professors have long-standing
underlying assunq)tions about how education should occur. The acceptance
of traditional classroom practices and patterns of sensemaking are deeply
entrenched after years ofeducationalexperience.
Ofcourse,I appreciated precious little ofthis insight when I first decided
to try self-directed teams in my organizational communication class. Naively,
my students and I enthusiastically agreed that teams would be a much more
civilizedandefifectiveway ofstructming our class, and it never occurredto us

that it wouldn't work. Over the course ofthree semestersI have experimented
with self-directed teams, trying to leam from my students how to make this
approach usefiil The remainder of this paper describes three such
"experiments," followed by conclusions regarding the potentialities and
challenges ofself- directed teams in the classroom.

Experiment#1: BaptismbyFire

I had decided to use Eisenberg & Goodall's(1993)new text. Organizational
Communication: Balancing Creativity and Constraint, and had been
inspired by their suggestion to use self-directed teams as a class structure.
Having received enthusiastic support from my students, we formed teams of
4-5 students early in the semester and assigned them certain responsibilities.
These included team presentations oflibrary research and an end-of-semester
team self-assessment. The greatest(and regrettably vaguest)charge given to
teams was to "take responsibility for their own learning," including such
things as planning and leading their own review sessions, studying together
outside ofclass, and hewing to plan future class sessions. To a large extent,
students were to decidefor themselves how to make their teams work.

To begin with the goodnews,many things went wellthat semester. Most
of the teams gelled and learned to work well together. Teams showed
initiative in presenting their Ubrary research, which was also included on
exams. Students reported learning to appreciate the dif&culties ofteams and
their relevance to the workplace and, despite some problems, most students
seemed to appreciate at least the attenq)t to deviate from the traditional
classroom model

On the other hand, there were several disappointments. Students never
seemed able to articulate their own goals and reasons for working in teams,
and I didn't give them enough reasons. In fact, students could (and did)
actual^ work around working in teams and still acconq)lish both their
individual goals and many ofthe course goals. At the end ofthe term, while
most students were satisfied with the teams overall,they reported feeling like
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they had been in teams for the sake ofbeing in teams, and that singly wasn't
enough.

Experiment#2: Two Steps Forward,One Step Back
Disappointed but determined,I reviewed the results ofthe trialrun and set out
to make the necessary adjustments for the next class. The fact that this class
met one evening a week for three hours and had only nine students made it
possible to try severalnew wrinkles. Once again,ongoing teams wereformed
earfy in the semester,and this timethey were given more structure. Each week
teams were given specific tasks to accorr^lish during class(such as analyzing
case studies or doing appHcation exercises) and no teamwork was assigned
outside of class. Being so small, the class was very open and discussionoriented. Early on, we tried to articulate more specific reasons for working
together to meet course goals, and collaboration was an irr^ortant part ofthe
coinse. Teams were even given the responsibility of evaluating and
responding to one another's take-home essay exam answers.
The greatest success in the course may have been those peer assessments.
Students took them very seriously, so much so that I feh pressure to improve
my own efforts at providing feedback on their work. It was clear that most of
them had begun to set their own expectations for the course apart fiom mine.
Although no assignments were given which required students to work in
teams outside ofclass meetings, they worked together outside ofclass more
than many ofthe students in the previous semester. As the course progressed,
students rehed less and less on me for dejSnite answers about what they were
"supposedto be doing."
Despite these successes, self-directed teams still were not working as I
had hoped. At the end ofthe term I asked the class to evaluate our use of
teams, and they pointed out several shortcomings. First, although they felt
teams had aided their learning, most felt they probably could have learned the
materialjust as weU individually. Second, they complained that teams were
often a time-liability. Early in the semester, especially, we spent too much

time letting teams stumble around trying to decide on how to manage tl^e
mechanics of the class (how to write and administer quizzes, for example)
when they would have been happy to let me make those decisions for them.
Third, although the teams established goals for themselves,they feh the goals
had been too scattered and abstract (e.g., "to leam the material better") to
have been ofmuch use to them. They suggested having a concrete project to
work on would have given them greater focus and a way of measuring their
effectiveness as a team. Finally, students always knew they weren't "really"
self-directed. They didn't have total autonomy and could never get awayfrom
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expecting me to tell them what to do. As one student put it,"The problems we
face in a classroom setting more than likely could be taken back, redone,
changed, or given another chance," as opposed to a realjob where mistakes
could have more serious consequences. They could feel accountable for then-

own grades, but there was no responsibility for something produced by the
class(organization)as a whole.

Experiment#3: The More Things Change,the More They Staythe Same
In phase three, the course structure was significantly diflFerent from the first

experiment. Realizing that in previous experiments students never realty felt
like they had "left" the traditional classroom culture,I attempted to simulate a
new, non-classroom culture altogether. I created a mock organization in
which the students were described as going through a training program to
prepare them for careers in organizational communication research and

consulting. Their "handbook" (syllabus) came complete with an
organizational philosophy and mission statement, as well as training program
goals and objectives. The program policies included both individual- and

group-based incentives. Tearns,formed the second week ofclass, were given
a semester-long project to plan and carry out from the ground up. Projects
involved doing research/consulting in outside organizations. During the first
two-thirds ofthe term frequent and significant class time was designated for
teamwork,andnearty all ofclass time in the last third was allotted for teams to

be working on their research projects. The iu-class working time was
important because all ofthe teams'written work was submitted in a portfolio,
with ongoing evaluations focusing on process and product improvement
rather than one-shot performance. I spent much time working with teams on
their projects and coaching them on how to work in teams to complete their
assignments. Perhaps the most important change in the course was that
students were now accountable to three different important authorities: their

team,the outside organization,and me(and they have prioritized us in exactly
that order).

A number ofthings went right this time. Students took ownershp oftheir
projects, which kept them focused and motivated for much ofthe term In

addition to the projects, students made pretty good use of their teams for

studying (especially after less than stellar performances on the first exam).
Teams recognized that the quality of their work would be important to
someone besides me, much as a manufacturing team might feel a greater
responsibility to their customers than to their supervisor. Class morale was
good,with teams engaging in friendly competition. And,according to course
evaluations, working in teams aided their learning and comprehension ofthe
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Still,I can't hel^ feeling that our experiment with self- directed teams fell
short. Except for their projects, students did not take very much initiative or
responsibility for their own learning. The "culture" ofthe classroom felt very
much like a traditional one. Most in^ortant,I don't know that we really had
self-directed teams. They more closefy resembled project teams, groups
given a specific task to complete but without the degree of autonomy and
empowerment characteristic ofself-directed teams. Infect,I wonder ifwe did
anything"new"at all. Group projects have been aroundfor a long,long time.

The Realities ofCulturalChange

Iftrue self-directed teams involve a radical change in classroom culture, are

they feasible? I believe the jury is still out. Since changes in business and
industry were the catalyst for this shift in education, we migjit look to
examples of where such changes have occurred in those settings. Barker,
Melville,& Pacanowsky(1993)provide an excellent analysis ofone specific
case. They examined the in^lementation ofself- directed teams as a cultural
change in a manufacturing organization (the XEL con^any), and their
conclusions provide a framework of recommendations for using teams
effectivelyin the classroom

1. Teams must have a reason to exist. Barker etaL(1993)observed that
the switch to teams was a response to a pragmatic need(in this case,the need
to be conq)etitive in the market),not merely a philosophical mandate. This is
probabfythe most difficult challenge for the classroom For true self- directed
teams to work,the entire class must be restructured to create a demand for
teamwork.

2. The roles of hoth teacher and students must undergo change for

the team concept to work. It was easy for me to see how my students were
hanging on to their "old" expectations,but it has taken me a while to recognize
how I have been reluctant to change, also. One serious question we must ask
ourselves is to what extent can/should teachers let go ofthe responsibility for

setting standards and measuring student learning? In a manufacturing setting,
objectives can be negotiated: What will be our quality standards? What
production level will we aim for? And employees have some expertise for
participating in those decisions since they are the ones who know their jobs.
But can students enjoy the same status in the classroom? At the bottom line,
someone has to write exams(and grade them)and evaluate assignments. And
it will be the teacher who is held accountable for whether the students have

teamed whatthey should have teamed.
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3. The transition to a pure team approach is slow and sporadic.
Management experts (e.g., Drucker, 1993) advocate introducing such a
change all at once rather than piece-meaL However,"making"the change and
achieving" the change are two different things, and you can't expect the
payoffall at once. In a class we're talking about a period of 16 weeks or less.
How much change can be accomplished in that amount oftime?

4. It is easier to build a new culture from scratch than it is to change
an existing one. On the one hand, because it is a new semester with new

students, many of whom may not have had you for class before, you may feel
that you are building a culture ffom scratch. However, both you and the
students are already immersed in the larger traditional classroom culture, so
your slates are not clean. It's more like moving from one departm^t to
another within a companythan starting a whole new company.
5. Team members will try to solve new problems with old solutions.
Examples ofthis abounded in all three of my classes. For example, when I
gave students responsibility for evaluating one another's essay exams, they
were continually checking with me to see if they were evaluating them as I

would have. When students were given the responsibility for designing and
conducting their own exam reviews, they simply planned to "come to class
with questions."

6. Cultural change is notlinear,butlooping. Barker etal.(1993)argue
that cultural change is a series oftwo steps forward,one step back. Just when
you think your class has finally passed that watershed mark,they willrevert to
the frmihar way ofdoing things. Often this regression is a way ofdealing with
their own insecurities; and sometimes those insecurities are caused by the
professor sending mixed signals aboutthe autonomy students are to exercise.

Conclusions

Given the realities of cultural change, what can we conclude regarding the
potential ofself-directed teams in the classroom? The verdict doesn't need to

be either/or. There are a number ofthings which can be retained from the self-

directed team concept, and there some things which may not be appropriate.
There are also situational contingencies which should be considered. Finally,
we should note lessons for business and industry managers to learn from our
classroom experiences.
Severalaspects ofself-directed teams seem to work wellin the classroom

One thing a team structure can accomplish is to promote concertive over
coercive control When students realize that they are responsible for
evaluating one another's work,or thatthey wiU be evaluated by someone other
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than the teacher, they become quite effective at motivating and poUcing one
another. Having students evaluate one another's work and the work oftheir
team can open their eyes to the difhculties of agreeing upon standards,
evaluating work,and providing feedback,skills which are valued in traditional
managers as wellasteammembers.
Students are not often asked, what should be our goals for our class? Yet

with coaching they can leam to see the relationsh^s among the teacher's
goals, their personal goals, and the potential useftilness ofthe course. The
challenge is to he^ them set measurable goals, something to which teachers
are not always very attentive, either.

Finally, there are a number of ways in which individual and group-based
rewards can be merged. There will always be individuals who outperform the
group,just as there willalways be those who willride the group's coattails, but
there are too many advantages to teamwork to reward only individual
performance. In the most recent class, 50% of students' grades came ftom
exams (individual), and 50% came from their team's portfoho. There were
also group-based rewards which could onfy be achieved through individual
performance. For exan:q)le, students earned bonuses based on their team's
average exam score and on the class'total attendance rate. It's also important
that excellent students recognize the value of being able to elevate the
performance ofthe group. Teams are opportunities for talented individualsto
leam coaching and teaching,as wellas leadership skills.
Aside from these areas ofconqiatibility,there are at least two frmdamental
aspects ofself-directed teams which must be modified, ifnot abandoned,for
the classroom First, students have limited capacity for determining the goals
and procedures for a course. Even in industry,teams are not given complete
autonomy,butthey often do have controlover things such as budgets,internal
personnel decisions, discipline,job design, and scheduling. In other words,
they are told,"By such-and-such a time,these overall objectives must be met.
You have the freedom to find the best way to meet them" In most classes,

students are much more dependent on the teacher for decisions about what
materialshould be taught,how performance should be assessed,and what are

the best ways to leam the course content. A focus on student partic^ation will
tend to facilitate the learning ofprocess better than content, and this may be
more appropriatefor some classes than for others.
Second, as my students were aware, the teacher never does (nor can
he/she) surrender ultimate authority. In the Barker et aL (1993) study,
workers were told that they had the authority to make decisions, but they still
tended to hear management's suggestions as orders. In a business, en^loyees
are held accountable for their performance and can be fired. In a classroom,it
is the teacher who is held accountable. If a teachei grants authority to the
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students and the class does not leam at an acceptable level, the class is still
over at the end ofthe term. There is no second chance for those students to
leam whatthey should have learned.

These hmitations are broadly generalized. Certain contexts likely are
more amenable to self-directed teams than others. For example^ upper
division classes are more appropriate for teams, as are advanced courses in a

sequence. The content of the course also makes a difference. Apphed
projects in an organizational or small group communication class are a
natural, for example. Students' prior experiences in working with teams are
also relevant. Most students have worked on group projects(a student once
told me he was taking five classes, and he was assigned to groups in four of

them!), but those experiences may not have prepared them for working as a
self-directed team When students have not worked in self-directed teams

before,muchtime must be spentteaching and coachingthem on how to do so.
The fact that using self-directed teams in the classroom is so difficult has

in^lications for employers, as welL First, it means that most college
graduates, and certainly people without college education, will not have had
much experience working in self-directed teams when they enter the work

force. Ifthe trend toward using teams in business and industry continues,this
may become increasingly problematic. Second, employers should recognize
that a change to self-directed teams does not occur in a vacuum Whatever

changes are introduced within the organization, employees bring with them
experiences and expectations fi:om traditional management models. Last,
remember that"formfollows fiinction." The reason why teams worked in the
XEL case(Barker,et aL, 1993),and one explanation for whythey oftenfeilin
classrooms,is that theteam structure responded to a pragmatic need. As long
as we are using self-directed teams in the classroom only because we think
students should know how to work inteams or becaiise we think that teams are

better, students will never buy into them. And having members "buy into"
them is the definition ofa team.
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Teaching Assignments

THE NETWORK PARTY: EXERCISE FOR THE
INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION COURSE

Julie Day, William Jewell College

Inthe Interpersonal Communication course it is extremely valuableto provide
exercises and experiences that transfer theory and princ^le into action or
observation. I have recently been using whatI callthe Network Party as one
such exercise. The objective ofthe Network Party is to simulate a situation
where students interact with professionals in order to test out some of the
theories ofnonverbal communication. Placing the exercise after the lecture
and discussion allows for a vocabulary to be established so that discussion
after the even can be directlytied into theories ofnonverbalcommunication.

The subject of nonverbal communication, by its very nature, is one that
draws lively discussion ftom students. Nonverbal communication,to quote
Freud, oozes out of us at every pore. That process of escaping information
calls us to base perceptions, whether accurate or not,about a person's levelof
intelligence, socio-economic background, or education and make a decision
whether or not he is credible, attractive, interesting, or employable. Since
nonverbal communication is not always accurate or coirq)lete,those studying
this form of communication can leam a great deal through experience and
observation.

Students m an upper level course,such as Interpersonal Communication,
are on the brink ofpursuing career opportunities. Many have questions about
interviewing and networking. An exercise such as the Network Party marries
the theories ofnonverbal with a basic, driving force for the student landing a
job. There is a vast array of resources discussing the role of nonverbal
communication in gettiug a job and progressing successfully in that
environment. Juhus Fast has long been known for his insight and pubhcations
into this unspoken language and how it translates in our work environments.
Sources from newspaper and television can provide examples and studies to
supplement the academic based resources. Personalities such as Hilary
Clinton and those connected with the O.J. Simpson case have been the focus

for articles discussing the role of appearance on issues such as credibility.

Pulliug from all ofthe available research can he^p setthe stage for the exercise.
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I make sure that part of our discussion centers on first inq)ressions,
posture, clothing, and proxemics. The class partic^ates in role-playing
situations designed to use and observe nonverbal communication to create a

positive interaction as well as a negative outcome. I contact the Career
Development Office on carrqpus before the semester begins to he^ me
coordinate this activity. They are often able to he^ target recruiters and
alumni who would be willing to partic^ate in such an event. It is in:q)ortant to
provide a balance ofmale and female guests,as well as a variety ofprofessions
and years ofwork experience.

In the past, asking alumni to participate he^s serve two-fold. As alumni
they can he^ motivate students by illustrating what types of careers a
graduate can go into and they are able to understand the foundational
experiences the students are going through at this college. This semester,one
alumnus talked at length to one group of students about the courses they
should take in order to be prepared for the changingjob market. As a faculty
member and advisor,it certainly helps drive home a suggestion thatI may have
been making for monthsto an advisee or major inthe department.
The students are informed in advance ofwho will be at the party. It works
best notto provide much information aboutthe individuals so that students are
in a position to start conversation and seek out that information. Since this

activity appears on the course schedule the class members know that they will
need to dress in professional attire as ifattending an interview. We meet in a
room other than the regular classroom making it more ofa special event. One
semester I even served punch and cookies so people would have to manage
conversation while handling rej&eshments. The room is set up for maximum
interaction—chairs should be pushed to the sides. Ina large class nametags are
he^fuland representative ofsuch events. I have even given insight into where
nametags should be placed on a personfor maximum use.
When everyone has arrivedIintroducethe students to theformat stressing
again the objective and explaining that the party will last about 40 minutes
(depending on the size ofthe group). I then step aside to observe. I usually
take informal notes as students often ask what I saw in terms ofa particular
skill that a person might be working on or concerned about. After about 40
minutes,the group sits in a circle to process whathappened during the party.
Professionals talk about their observations which may range firom how
nonverbal cues projected confidence or how recruiters look at the details of
how someone is dressed that might communicate a great deal about that
person. One professional recruiter fi:om Hallmark discussed the importance
of paralanguage in the interview situation. Students are encouraged to ask
questions that may not have been addressed. A female student's question
sparked an interesting discussion on handshakes. Since we had discussed the
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dynamics oftoudiin the chapter,it was additionalinformation for the class to
build on.

This exercise goes beyond my expectations each time because of the
atmosphere created by willing professional and interested students. With
careHil planning and assistance fiom the Career Development Ofhce,it is an
exercise that fits well into regular course schedule. The Network Party
provides a recent,realistic experience for students to see the role ofnonverbal
communication in a professional situation. Feedback is energetic and positive
because this activity addresses a concern most students have ofbeing taken
seriously as a professional and marketable individual Since the content
comes alive through doing, the theories and principles of nonverbal are
immediately apphed, analyzed, and remembered. As an educator that is the
very best situation!

VISITORS FROM ANOTHER PLANET: AN EXPERIENTIAL
APPROACH TO TEACHING DELIVERY SKILLS

Laura K Oster, North Dakota State University

The idea that higher education should provide appUed experience is not
original to the decade ofthe 1990's. John Dewey provided an argument for
learning by doing inhisl938book Experience andEducation. Dewey(1938)
stated,"A primary responsibility ofeducators is that they not only be aware of
the general princ^le of the shaping of actual experience by environing
conditions, but that they also recognize in the concrete what surroundings are
conducive to having experiences that lead to growth" (p.35). This idea,
advanced almost sixty years ago, has tremendous relevance for educators
today.

The Speech Communication disc^line recognizes the value of active
learning in its approach to teaching the beginning pubhc speaking class. One
would not think of teaching the beginning pubhc speaking class without
requiring students to perform speeches. However, many of the concepts
relevant to being a good pubhc speaker are taught in the traditional lecture
format with little apphcation. This paper offers a rationale for the use of
experiential methods in the beginning pubhc speaking course. It then
describes an activity designed to teach aspects of non-verbal delivery and
finaUy discusses some possible outcomes ofthe activity.
Tcaching the concepts ofnonverbaldelivery can be problematic. Students
often understand the roles ofvocal variety,facial expressions and gestures in
effective delivery. They may also know how to identify these aspects of
delivery in another speaker. However,few integrate this understanding into
their own speeches. As Buerkel-Rothfuss, Gray & Yerby(1993)stated,"...
having knowledge is different hom being able to make conscious choices
concerning communication strategies: in other words, the abihty to know
what is effective and being able to apply that knowledge effectively are

different...[S]kiU comes with practice and apphcation"(p. 34). In order for
students to try vocal variety, facial expressions and gestures they need an
opportunity to practice these concepts in a non-threatening situation. The
foUowing activity was designed with this goalinmind.

Activity

Divide the students into groups ofthree or four. Give each group a different
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item firom a collection you have gathered prior to class. The items could be
unusual,tacky or ordinary(ie. old shoe,stuffed pig, antique match box, one
mitten, calculator, etc.) Tellthe students that they will be required to act like
they were visitors ftom another planet. They havejust returned to their planet
and are reporting to their fellow beings about the artifacts they gathered on
earth.

Give each group a different planet name and characteristic(see below).
Each group is required to describe their item using the emotion or non-verbal
characteristic listed on their sheet. Encourage them to be creative in their
descriptions and to exaggerate their characteristic. Be sure to emphasize that
you are not looking for content, but delivery. It should not matter what they
say, but how they use their voice,face, and body to describe the object. After
each group presents,the classmates should guess at the nonverbal messages in
the speakers'presentations.

Group Instructions
Group One

Pretend you were visitors on earthfromthe planet Sathar. Youhave gathered
artifacts on earth to bring back to your planet. Prepare a presentation to
deliver to the leaders ofSathar(pretend your classmates are the leaders ofthe
planet) describing the item and how it is used on earth. Satharians do not
have any emotions.
These instructions can be varied for an unlimited number ofgroups with
different characteristics. For example, planet Zolo has no spoken language.
Zoloians communicate only with body language and iacial expressions.
Dionites express their emotions only in terms of happiness. Jypites are
extremely sad all ofthe time. Vidmar beings express anxiousness at all times.
Continue to create planet names as necessary.

Variation

This exercise could be adapted as a lead into the topic ofpersuasive speaking
by asking the students to sellthe itemratherthan to describe it. In this case the
students should create uses for the object other than its functional purpose.
This time, the exercise focuses on content (creativity in uses) as well as

nonverbal delivery(facial expressions,vocalvariety and gestures).

TEACHER'S WORKBOOK
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Application

Reflection is a critical element of experiential education (Hutchings &
WutzdorfiF, 1988, Lieberman & Connolly, 1992). These authors assert that
students need opportunities to articulate what they are learning in order to

integrate the knowledge. The apphcation ofthis exercise is necessary in order
to give students a rationale for this experience.

Following up this activity with a class discussion on delivery provides
students a base ofexperience to apply concepts being discussed. This can be
done using an inductive approach, whereby students describe what they did
and what they felt they learned with the teacher framing it in terms ofconcepts
being discussed. For exatrq)le, a student may state, "Mary's voice was so
enthusiastic. I had no trouble identifying that she was happy." The teacher
then introduces the term vocal variety and goes on to define it. This approach
creates a shared base ofexperience in order to help students attach meaning to
the concepts.
i
Outcomes

This exercise can result in several beneficial outcomes. First, students will

knovv what it feels like to use facial expressions, gestures and vocal variety.
The exaggerated manner of this exercise may act as ankle weights do for a
runner. Perhaps it will be possible for the students to transfer this experience
to their own speeches after having acted out this exaggerated version.
Another outcome from this experience is the opportunity for students to
use critical thinking skills. Duley (cited Gowin, 1992, p.2) suggested that
e7q)eriential learning he^ed students to ". . . gain confidence in the upper
levels ofthe cognitive domain[application,integration and synthesis]". With
the current emphasis on critical thinking in higher education, this is an
appealing outcome.

Finally,this opportunity may serve to reduce speech anxiety by providing
a cooperative speaking experience. The sink together/swim together nature

ofthe group assignment makes it a shared risk(Johnson & Johnson, 1988).
This sharing ofrisk may serve to provide anxious speakers a less threatening
opportunityto practice their speaking skills
This paper examined the rationale for using experiential methods to teach
nonverbal delivery in the beginning public speaking course. It offered a
specific activity which may prove useful in teaching nonverbal delivery and
provided several outcomes from the activity. Future pedagogical research
should continue to focus on developing experiential education techniques for
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the commimication classroom. In addition, public speaking teachers should
be clear in their rationale ofsuch activities to both students and colleagues in
order to legitimize the unconventionalmethods.
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THE SUBSTANTIVE BASIS OF SPEAKER CREDIBILITY

J. Clarke Roimtree, University of Alabama, Huntsville

Teaching students how to thoughtfully assess speaker credibility(both their
own and those they hear) can be a difficult matter. Textbooks talk about the
elements of ethos, but separated from particular cases, I find that students
come awayfiom such readings widi poor working knowledge ofthe concept.
I developed the following exercise to he^ develop such a working
knowledge. It can be given as a homework assignment, a small group
assignment,or singly used as a spur to class discussion. I beheve that it works
best when there is an opportunity to debate the merits ofvarious answers that
might be given(they are hardfy cut-and-dried,and that is the point). Students
discover that knowledge ofspeakers, audiences, and speech topics is needed
to adequately assess speaker credibility in each case.
Assignment

Credibility is always relative to the topic;the same speaker may be very credible in speaking
on one topic and have no credibility when speaking on another. Credibility also is
influenced by the audience; audiences tend to favor some speakers over others. Complete
the two exercises below in preparation for a class discussion on this topic.
Part1: Consider each ofthe speech topics below and determine vdiich ofthe speakers listed
for each ofthe topics would have the mostcredibility in delivering the speech on thattopic to
this speech class. Be prepared to give reasonsfor your choices.
TOPIC

1. "The benefits oftrade with the
People's Republic ofChina"

SPEAKER CANDIDATES

—a wealthy business person
from China
—Ralph Nader
—an American union ofGcial

from the clothing industry

2. "How to build a great body
through weightlifting"

—a professor of physical education
—Arnold Schwarzenegger

3. "Life on thefront lines in the

—an infantry soldier in the

war with Iraq

Persian Gulfconflict
—General Schwarztkopf
—PresidentBush

4. "The contributions ofthe

Challenger seven"

—PresidentReagan

—the Head ofNASA
—fellow astronauts
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5."Sex discrimination in the

workplace"

6. "The effects ofacid rain on

aquatic life"
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-a male personnel officer
-afemale personnel ofQcer
-a male secretary
-afemale secretary
-a biologist
-a Midwestern biologist
-a northeastern biolojgist
-a climatologist

Part n: Given the topic and the speaker below, choose vsiiich audience you believe the
speaker would have the most credibility in addressing.
TOPIC AND SPEAKER
7. The President ofNOW on"The

decline in women's access to abortion"

AUDIENCES

—theU.S. Congress
~a convention of Democrats

—convention of Republicans
8. Apolitical candidate on "The
need to increase Medicare benefits"

—the U.S. Congress
—a local AARP chapter
-ran AMA meeting

9. MaryBeth Whiteheadon
"Surrogacy: The need for
restrictive legislation"

—a NOW meeting
—your state legislature
—an APA meeting

10. The U.S. Secretary ofCommerce
on"Stopping the migration ofU.S.
jobs to Mexico"

—a local union

—the U.S. Chamber of Commerce

—a political rally in southern
Texas

11. A used car salesperson on
"Howto buy a good used car"

—a group of potential buyers
at an auto dealer's business

—a group of the salesperson's
friends at a party
—a $25 per person, out-oftown seminar on how to buy
a good used car

12. The head ofthe Department of
Housing and Urban Development,
(HUD)on "The plight ofthe home
less in America"

—a group of homeless people
—an organization ofbuilders
—a gathering of suburbanites
who commute to a large city

BOOK REVIEWS

Gamble, Teri, and Michael Gamble. Literature Alive!—The Art of Oral
Interpretation. Lincolnwood, XL: National Textbook Company, 1994.
472pp.

Lenning, Maryanne. Instructor's Manual/Literature Alive!—The Art ofOral
Interpretation. Lincolnwood, IL: National Textbook Con^any, 1994.
117pp.

Forensics coaches and oral interpretation instructors at both the secondary
and collegiate levels are constant)^ in pursuit ofresources which will enable
them to better coach,train, and instruct their students. Gamble and Gamble's
Literature Alive! and the accorc^anying instructor's manual written by
Maryanne Lenning are two of the most valuable resources available to
coaches and instructors. The text and manualprovide a wealth ofinformative
and instructionalmaterials.

Literature Alive! is organized into three sections; hamessing your
resources, exploring literary worlds, and widening the art of interpretation.
This organizationalscheme provides a framework for eleven information rich
chapters. I willbriefly discuss each section inturn.
The first section of the text on Harnessing Your Resources provides
valuable direction for preparation prior to the act ofinterpretation. The three

chapters included in this section focus on the use ofand development ofthe
body, voice, and "sense memory" in the art of interpretation. Elements of
body movement which are pertinent to the act ofinterpretation are illuminated
through a rich discussion of gestures, facial expression, physicalizing
metaphors, and a number of other specific concerns. Levels of meaning,
speech intelHgibility, time, volume and force, pitch, and vocal quality are
examined as essential voice development concems in oralinterpretation. The
value ofconsciousness,alertness, andperceptiveness are discussed under the
rubric of sense memory. Taken together, these first three chapters he^
demonstratethe essentials ofpreparation prior to performance.
The next four chapters of the text form the section entitled E?q)loring
Literary Worlds. This section focuses on several central sources ofliterary
materialfor oral interpretation. Chapter four deals with the interpretation of
descriptive prose—the type of prose that uses literary close-ups. The next
chapter focuses on the interpretation ofnarrative prose or storytelling as an

interpretative process. Chapter six examines transposition, conflict,
character, and other important elements ofthe interpretation of drama. This
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section closes with a focus on the interpretation of poetry, including an
examinationofrhythm,meter,and tempo.

The final section ofthe text. Widening the Art ofInterpretation, provides
information regarding specialized and innovative approaches to oral
interpretation. Chapter eight is concerned with the selection,preparation,and
performance ofliterature for children. Literary materialfi:om a dozen nations
provides the iuel for a discussion of literature fiom around the world in
chapter nine, hmovations in regard to the interpretation of an essay,
biographical and autobiographical works, diaries and letters, as well as video
and audio tape are in chapter ten's discussion on the interpretation of
documenting material Chapter eleven examines the specialized concerns of
ensemble and choralreading.

There are severalspecialfeatures which are common to allofthe chapters
ia.Literature Alive!. In addition to a number ofcon^lete works and literary
cuttings, each chapter also provides a number of useful activities. "Getting
Involved" activities are employed to he^ students discover and develop oral
interpretation skills. "Reflections", which are questions designed to stimulate
thought and discussion about student experiences with the oralinterpretation
process and literary selections provided, are also incorporated into each

chapter's resource base. Beginning in chapter two, the text also enq)loys a
"Performer's Journal". This is a procedure which encourages use ofajournal
or notebook for the analysis and evaluation ofinterpretation.
The wealth ofinformation in
is effectively supplemented
by an equally informative Instructor's Manual. The manual goes far beyond
the traditional provision of exercises and test items. It provides valuable
introductory material, teaching instructions, evaluation forms, and a list of
supplementary resources available to coaches and instructors.
The manual's introductory material is useful for both the novice and
seasoned coach or instructor. The nature ofthe oral interpretation course,
curriculum planning, assessment and evaluation, and other instructional
procedures are discussed in a succinct and readablefashion.
Instructional materialfor each ofthe eleven chapters in the text are very

efficiently and skillfulty developed in the manual Specific learning outcomes,
suggestions for teaching, and a battery of supplementary exercises are
provided for each chapter.
The manual also provides a large number offormats for and san^les of
evaluation forms for oral interpretation. A wide range ofapproaches to both
teacher and student evaluation is presented.
The manual closes with a listing ofother resources which are available to
coaches and instructors of oralinterpretation. A number ofbook andjournal
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article citations are provided, as well as a listing of available audio-visual
materials.

Whether teaching or coaching oralinterpretation and whether you do so at
a high school or college, you should find both the text and manual to be
invaluable resources. One could easily develop and conduct an oral
interpretation course utilizing these resources. In addition,the exercises and
other instructional aids can provide a valuable supplement to any other text
which an instructor may employ. The forensics coach will find the text and
manual to be of great assistance in preparing students for conpetition and

providing them with guidance and additional direction as they actually engage
incon^ietition.

Literature Alive!and the Instructor's Manual which accompanies it, also
fiinction in an indirect, but nevertheless in^ortant way. They are heuristic.
One cannot read these books without wanting to discover more about
selecting literary materials, preparing cuttings, training and developing the
body and voice,andallofthe other features associated with oralinterpretation
ofUterature.

MichaelW. Shelton

University ofKentucky

Browne,Donald R. ComparingBroadcastSystems: The Experiences ofSix
Industrialized Nations. Iowa State University Press: Ames,Iowa, 1989.
447 pp.

Professor Browne offers a unique approach for conqiaring national broadcast
systems. He conqiares France, the Netherlands, East Germany, West
Germany,the Soviet Union, and Japan in his book but the same fi"amework

could be used to connate and contrast the broadcast systems of other
countries. Browne is to be commended, not onty for the examination he
presents, but for the analytical process he en^loys that others can use for
similartypes ofanalyses.

His firamework focuses on descr^tion of each country fi'om twelve
perspectives. These perspectives are: basic factors, briefhistory, financing,
internal governance and administration, external governance and
administration,programming,audience, problem areas,foreign influences on
programnung,relations with other media,international cooperation,and new
media. A primary strength of this approach is that it offers cohesiveness
throughout his study. The countries described are different but the reader is
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consistently reminded of the common concerns (perspectives) that exist in
each system

This book is divided into seven chapters. Chapter one ("Conq)aring

Broadcast Systems")deals with important areas to consider when evaluating
and comparing broadcast systems. The next jBve chapters describe the
broadcast systems ofthe six selected countries(East and West Grermany are
covered in one chapter). The final chapter("What's Coicparable,What Isn't,
and What It Means") gives a treatment that clarifies the relevance of these

corqparisons and contrasts. Chapters two through six describe individual
broadcast systems. Chapter seven draws firom these descr^tions to paint a
picture of primary and secondary conclusions regarding what his findings
meanforthose interested in cross-culturalexamination ofbroadcast systems.

It is thorough enough (447 pages) for the subject it covers. Browne

speculates in a number ofareas but is carefulto substantiate the premises fiiom
which he writes. He includes 424 footnotes in 409 pages of text. The

bibUography provides a list ofresources helpfiil for the scholar interested in
broadcast system research(bibhographies, generalreference and background
works,andperiodicals).

The book is easy to read and has helpfiil transitions. However, this
reviewer cannot figure out why Browne chose to examine the six countries he
focuses on. Clarification ofwhy he chosethese countries,as opposed to other
representative countries, would certainly enrichhis analysis. Ina related area,
Browne fi:equently uses the United States broadcasting system to contrast

approaches used in other countries. The reader begins to wonder why he
didn't include the U.S. as a seventh countryfor review.

Another concern rests on how the broadcast systems in the Soviet Union

and East Germany changed betweenthe time the book was written and when it
was distributed The situation in East Germany has changed drastically.
Thus, his analysis ofthese two countries lacks relevance at times. Browne

obviously cannot be faulted for this shortcoming(who would've guessed the
fece ofcommunism would change so quickly?)but it should be acknowledged
nonetheless.

Professor Browne mentions the organization of the book parallels the

organization ofhis course on corrq)arative broadcast systems he teaches at the
University ofMinnesota(USA). This book could be especially beneficialfor
anyone teaching this type ofcourse.
JimSchnell

Ohio Dominican College
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